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INTRODUCTION 

 

Despite large number and variety of potential invaders like bacteria, viruses, fungi, insects 

and nematodes, plants are rather capable to distinguish between harmless and harmful. 

Successful recognition and subsequent effective defence against pathogenic intruders is 

feasible thanks to a sophisticated and multilayered immune system. Besides permanent 

protective barriers like the cuticle and cell walls, and besides responses induced upon 

disturbances of plant integrity and welfare, like basal defence mechanisms as secretion of 

antimicrobial enzymes and toxic secondary metabolites, plants evolved a complex innate 

immunity system. The first layer of this defence is mediated by specific Pathogen 

Recognition Receptors (PRR) that are able to sense conserved microbial molecules called 

Pathogen-Associated Molecular Patterns (PAMP). This type of non-host resistance is called 

PTI (PAMP-Triggered-Immunity) and is applied against non-adapted microorganisms and 

parasites (Jones and Dangl, 2006). Only specialized pathogens can overcome or suppress this 

resistance thanks to the development of specific virulence effectors. The emergence of (new) 

virulence is often correlated with the evolution of pathogen strains or races, and sometimes 

might have devastating effects on a host plant. Fortunately, to defeat these adapted enemies, 

plants evolved a counter strategy: a cultivar-specific second layer of innate immunity, 

mediated by resistance (R) proteins (Fig. 1). R proteins are able to directly or indirectly 

perceive pathogen-delivered effectors, previously referred to as avirulent proteins (Avr). 

Next, to arrest growth and further spreading of the pathogen, these specialized receptors 

initiate hypersensitive responses (HR) often associated with programmed cell-death. Since 

this resistance depends on the presence of both the plant R protein and the corresponding 

pathogen Avr effector, this type of immunity is called ETI (Effector Trigger Immunity) 

(Jones and Dangl, 2006) and its basis was initially described as the gene-for-gene hypothesis 

(Flor, 1942). Most of the R proteins that have been cloned over the last 20 years or so belong 

to the intracellular NB-LRR (Nucleotide Binding domain followed by Leucine-Rich Repeats) 

protein class (Leipe et al., 2004). They are proposed to work as a nucleotide 

binding/hydrolysing molecular switch, regulating signal transduction by conformational 

changes, and show diverse interactions with either recognition or signaling components 

(Takken et al., 2006; Tameling et al., 2006). To get insight in the molecular mechanism by 
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which NB-LRR proteins activate plant defence we analyzed their inter- and intramolecular 

interactions in relation to the nucleotide-binding state.   

 

OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS 

 

Chapter 2 presents a detailed introduction in the form of an overview of current knowledge 

about R protein structure, function and intra- and intermolecular interactions. Conclusions of 

this literature review led to the refined molecular switch model for R protein activation, which 

provided the basis for the rest of this thesis. This mechanistic model proposes that upon 

pathogen perception the NB-LRR protein-bound nucleotide is exchanged from ADP to ATP. 

This triggers a series of conformational changes, allowing the newly exposed NB domain to 

interact with downstream signalling partners and activate defence signalling.  

In Chapter 3 we investigated in more detail different aspects of NB-LRR protein interactions 

with signaling or recognition complex components and nucleotide-induced conformational 

changes. Using tomato I-2 R protein (conferring resistance to F. oxysporum (Simons et al., 

1998; Houterman et al., 2009)) and three of its biochemically and phenotypically 

characterized mutants affected in nucleotide binding or hydrolysis, we demonstrated that the 

conformation of an R protein depends indeed on its nucleotide binding state. This conclusion 

is based on the identification of SlFormin and SlTrax, specific I-2 N-terminal yeast two-

hybrid (Y2H) interactors that show distinct and often opposite I-2 binding preferences. 

Furthermore, the involvement of these interactors in I-2 mediated resistance has been studied. 

In Chapter 4 we provide insight into the dynamic interplay between specific R protein 

domains and their role in R protein functioning, using as an example the Mi-1.2 protein 

(conferring resistance to nematodes, white flies and aphids (Milligan et al., 1998; Rossi et al., 

1998; Vos et al., 1998; Nombela et al., 2003)). This CC-NB-LRR protein contains an 

extended N-terminus, characteristic for solanaceous R proteins. We have been able to 

associate the negative and positive regulatory potential of this N-terminus on R protein 

mediated HR with specific regions. A secondary structure prediction of the N-terminus 

correlated these regions further with predicted (sub)domains. In addition, since the N-

terminus was required either in trans or in cis to induce HR in various autoactivating mutants, 

we concluded that the Mi-1.2 activation mechanism consists of multiple steps, each involving 
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distinct intramolecular interactions. The smallest functional molecule that is able to trigger 

HR when over-expressed in Nicotiana benthamiana leaves was identified to be almost the 

full-length Mi-1.2 protein. 

Chapter 5 presents to our knowledge the first example in which the nucleotide-binding state 

of a full-length R protein has been determined. We found that barley MLA27 protein 

(conferring resistance to powdery mildew (Seeholzer et al., 2010)) is stably bound to ADP, 

providing additional support for the switch model on R protein functioning. Correctly folded 

full-length R protein gives the opportunity to directly monitor its conformational changes 

during nucleotide dissociation or re-binding, what has been initiated in the same chapter. 

Moreover, it provides a positive control for further attempts, following these described for Rx 

(conferring resistance to Potato Virus X (Bendahmane et al., 1999)), to successfully produce 

active NB-LRR protein variants in heterologous expression systems.  

Finally, in Chapter 6 the results obtained in this thesis and their impact towards 

understanding NB-LRR protein functioning are discussed.   

 

 
Fig. 1.  Response of susceptible and resistant plants to infection with race-specific pathogens 
Infection by specialized pathogens causes disease on a susceptible plant (on the right), while a resistant plant (on 
the left), carrying the particular pathogen-corresponding R gene, remains healthy, as the infection was 
successfully prevented. A) resistant (I-2) and susceptible (no I-2) plants of tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) 
infected with a F. oxysporum f. sp. lycopersici race 2; B) resistant (Mi-1.2) and susceptible (no Mi-1.2) plants of 
tomato (S. lycopersicum) infected with root-knot nematodes (Meloidogyne spp.) 
(http://www.nematology.umd.edu/images/eis143.jpg ); C) resistant (Rx) and susceptible (no Rx) plants of potato 
(Solanum tuberosum) infected with a Potato virus X (http://vegetablemdonline.ppath.cornell.edu/Images/ 
Potatoes/Virus_News/image005.png); D) resistant (MLA) and susceptible (no MLA) plants of  barley (Hordeum 
vulgare) infected with Blumeria graminis f. sp. hordei (http://www.plantcell.org/content/16/12/3480.full.html-). 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Resistance (R) proteins are involved in specific pathogen recognition and subsequent 

initiation of host defence. Most R proteins are nucleotide binding - leucine rich repeat (NB-

LRR) proteins, which form a subgroup within the STAND (signal transduction ATPases 

with numerous domains) family. Activity of these multi-domain proteins depends on their 

ability to bind and hydrolyse nucleotides. Since R protein activation often triggers cell-death 

tight regulation of activation is essential. Autoinhibition, which seems to be accomplished by 

intramolecular interactions between the various domains, is important to retain R proteins 

inactive. This review summarizes recent data on intra- and intermolecular interactions that 

support a model in which pathogen perception triggers a series of conformational changes, 

allowing the newly exposed NB domain to interact with downstream signalling partners and 

activate defence signalling. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The long history of battle between pathogens and plants is evident by the sophisticated, 

multilayered immune system of plants [1]. The first line of the innate defence system is based 

on recognition of conserved pathogen-derived molecules, called MAMPs (microbe- associated 

molecular patterns), by pattern recognition receptors (PRR). Specialized microbes, however, 

can evade or suppress this MAMP triggered immunity (MTI) by secretion of virulence factors, 

so-called effectors. A subset of these effectors, referred to as AVRs, can be perceived by 

resistance (R) proteins that trigger a second layer of host defence, referred to as effector 

triggered immunity (ETI). Rapid ion fluxes, an oxidative burst, and transcriptional 

reprogramming are induced during both MTI and ETI. Only with the latter often also 

programmed cell death around the infection site occurs, which is called the hypersensitive 

response (HR).  

The complex relation between plant resistance and pathogen virulence through co-evolution 

was recently described as a “zig-zag” model [1]. An illustrative example of this zig-zag model 

is the interaction between tomato and Fusarium oxysporum. The fungus requires the effector 

AVR3 for full virulence, possibly to suppress MTI. This effector, however, can be recognized 

by the tomato R protein I-3 that subsequently triggers ETI. To counteract this defence response, 

it has been hypothesized that the fungus evolved a second effector (AVR1) that suppresses 

these I-3 mediated defences. To thwart the fungus the plant in turn evolved R protein I-1 that 

recognizes AVR1 and activates host defences once more [2].  

Over 40 R genes have been cloned over the last two decades and the majority belongs to the 

NB-LRR family, as they contain a nucleotide-binding domain (NB) fused to a C-terminal 

leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain (Figure 1). The LRR domain is proposed to adopt an arc-

shaped conformation, forming a protein-protein interaction surface [3]. The NB is part of a 

larger domain that is called the NB-ARC as it is shared between R proteins and the human 

apoptotic protease-activating factor 1 (APAF-1) and its Caenorhabditis elegans homolog CED-

4. As indicated in Figure 1, many conserved motifs can be discerned in the NB-ARC domain. 

Proteins carrying an NB-ARC domain belong to the STAND (signal transduction ATPases with 

numerous domains) family of NTPases [4]. 
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Based on 3D modelling, the NB-ARC of R proteins is proposed to contain 3 sub-domains: the 

NB forming a P-loop NTPase fold, the ARC1 consisting of a four-helix bundle and the ARC2 

adopting a winged-helix fold (reviewed in [5]; Figure 1). Most of the conserved motifs in the 

NB-ARC are present at the interface of these three domains where they form the nucleotide 

binding pocket (Figure 1). The N-termini of NB-LRRs are structurally diverse. Some carry a 

domain having homology to the Toll and human interleukin-1 receptor (TIR) domain and these 

R proteins are called TIR-NB-LRRs or TNLs. Non-TIR NB-LRR members are referred to as 

CC-NB-LRRs or CNLs, because many of them contain a predicted Coiled Coil region (CC), 

sometimes extended by a DNA binding domain such as a BEAF/DREAF zinc finger domain 

(BED) domain or by a Solanaceous Domain (SD) (reviewed in [6]). 

Some NB-LRR proteins have been shown to bind to their cognate AVRs directly, whereas 

others have been shown to interact indirectly through an intermediary host-factor [7]. Such a 

host-factor could either represent a virulence target of the effector (guard model) [8] or a target 

mimic (decoy model). In both models, modification of the host target by the effector triggers 

defence in resistant plants. However, only when the target is a guardee its manipulation by the 

effector enhances disease development in susceptible plants[9]. Either way, defence signalling 

is activated by the R protein after AVR recognition whereby the R protein acts as a molecular 

switch. Here, we will focus on changes in intra- and intermolecular interactions of R proteins 

during their activation. As reversible, dynamic intramolecular interactions have been most 

intensively studied for the potato resistance protein Rx, we use this protein as a model. Based 

on Rx, we propose a mechanistic model for R protein activation that is then evaluated with data 

available for other R proteins and their interacting partners.  

 

INTRAMOLECULAR INTERACTIONS IN NB-LRR R PROTEINS 

 

R protein activation often triggers a hypersensitive response (HR). To prevent damage due to 

spontaneous inappropriate activation, these proteins must be under tight negative control. This 

seems to be accomplished by intramolecular interactions between the various subdomains of the 

R protein. Pathogen perception is proposed to release this autoinhibition, enabling the 

conformational changes required to activate defence signalling. 
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Intramolecular interactions in Rx 

Rx is a CNL that confers resistance to Potato Virus X by recognition of the viral coat protein 

(CP). The LRR domain of Rx confers negative regulation, as its deletion results in a weak auto-

activation phenotype [10]. However, the LRR domain also provides positive control, as 

expression of just the N-terminal half of Rx containing auto-activation mutations in the NB-

ARC domain does not induce a strong HR unless they are co-expressed [11,12]. Domain swaps 

between Rx and its paralogue Gpa2 revealed that pathogen recognition specificity is mainly 

mediated by the C-terminal part of the LRR.  Furthermore, when C- and N-terminal parts of the 

LRR domain were combined with the ARC2 subdomain of its paralogue in swap constructs, 

HR was induced in the absence of a pathogen [12]. Apparently, when incompatible domains are 

combined in one protein, autoinibition is diminished. Autoactivation also resulted from specific 

point mutations that map either in the NB, the ARC2 or the N-terminal part of the LRR domain 

[10], indicating that all three subdomains are involved in autoinhibition and/or relaying 

pathogen recognition into signalling. 

Surprisingly, CP-dependent HR can be reconstituted when the CC domain is co-expressed in 

trans with the NB-ARC-LRR domain, or the LRR domain in trans with the CC-NB-ARC. The 

three Rx domains physically interact, as shown by co-immunoprecipitation experiments [11], 

and the ARC1 was identified as main scaffolding domain for LRR binding [12]. This physical 

interaction between LRR and CC-NB-ARC is disrupted in the presence of the CP, but remained 

unaffected by point mutations in the NB-ARC or LRR domain that resulted in autoactivation or 

loss-of-function [11,12]. These observations imply that many residues scattered over the 

various domains may contribute to their intramolecular interaction and that CP perception 

might generate a more drastic conformational change than induced by autoactivating mutations. 

Notably, the NB-ARC domain alone does not suffice for LRR binding and the CC is required 

for a stable interaction [12,13]. 

Conversely, the CC also does not bind the NB-ARC unless the latter is fused to the LRR. This 

CC / NB-ARC-LRR interaction is disrupted by the CP. But unlike the CC-NB-ARC / LRR 

interaction, it is also diminished by autoactivation or loss-of-function mutations in the NB-ARC 

domain [11,13]. Furthermore, this interaction can be abolished by single point mutations in the 

conserved “EDVID” motif in the CC (Figure 1), suggestive for a defined interaction interface. 

The EDVID motif is part of a larger region that is responsible for the interaction with RanGAP2 
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(Ran GTPase Activating Protein 2) [13-15]. Silencing RanGAP2 suppresses Rx-mediated PVX 

resistance, showing that it is required for Rx function. RanGAPs is known to regulate the 

activity of the GTPase Ran that controls nucleo-cytoplasmic trafficking [16]. How RanGAP 

affects Rx activity has yet to be determined. 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 1. Generic structure of an 
NB LRR R protein  
Schematic representation of a 
typical NB-LRR protein. The 
(sub)domains are depicted as 
coloured boxes: CC/TIR domain 
(orange), NB (red), ARC1 (pink), 
ARC2 (blue) subdomains and 
LRR domain (green) whereas 
conserved motifs are marked as 
lines. Consensus of sequences is 
written next to name of the motif 
(according to [47]). Insert, 
predicted 3D structure of the NB-
ARC domain of I-2 modelled on 
the ADP-bound Apaf1 (1z6t) 
template. Conserved motifs and 
N- and C-termini are marked. 
ADP and Mg atoms are depicted 
as balls and sticks (adopted from 
[35]). 
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Fig. 2. Model for NB-LRR protein activation  
In the absence of a pathogen an NB-LRR protein resides in its resting (ADP) state, in which the LRR stabilizes 
the closed conformation. The recognition platform for the AVR protein (brown triangle) is provided by the C-
terminal part of the LRR together with CC/TIR domain (CC) and the latter could be bound to an interactor 
(referred to as guardee or decoy - G/D). Perception of the AVR (direct or via the G/D) changes the interaction 
surface between the N-terminal part of the LRR and the ARC2 subdomain, thereby releasing the autoinhibition 
conferred by the LRR. Subsequent nucleotide exchange triggers a second conformational change, altering the 
interactions of the NB-ARC domain with CC and LRR domains (induced state). In the activated state the NB 
subdomain is accessible to interact with downstream signalling partners. Hydrolysis of ATP could return the 
protein to its resting state.  

 

A refined model for resistance protein activation based on Rx  

Combining the current models on R protein function [5,17] with the recent data on Rx [13] 

allows us to propose a more refined model describing the interaction dynamics and specific 

functions of the individual subdomains in signalling. No nucleotide binding studies have been 

reported for Rx specifically, but the highly conserved NB-ARC domain of NB-LRRs appears to 

function as a molecular switch wherein the ADP bound state represents the “off” and the ATP 

the “on” state [5].  

In our updated model, the CC and LRR both bind the NB-ARC, thereby providing an 

interaction platform that mediates CP recognition at their interface (Figure 2). Such a closed 

conformation of Rx would be stabilized by the N-terminal part of the LRR domain that 

negatively regulates R protein activity [10,11]. Currently, it is unclear how Rx senses the CP, 
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co-immunoprecipitation experiments aiming to show an interaction between CP and RanGAP2 

have been inconclusive [14,15]. Nevertheless, recognition of the CP releases autoinhibition 

conferred by the N-terminal part of the LRR allowing the NB-ARC domain to exchange ADP 

for ATP. ATP-binding by the NB-ARC abrogates its CC binding, which in turn affects the NB-

ARC interaction with the C-terminal LRR domain. In this activated conformation the NB-ARC 

domain becomes exposed [11], allowing the protein to bind and activate downstream signalling 

partners. Possibly these functions are provided by the NB subdomain because it triggered HR in 

the absence of the CP [13]. Apparently, over-expression of NB subdomain overrules the 

endogenous requirements needed for Rx to trigger defence signalling. In conclusion, in this 

model pathogen perception triggers a series of conformational changes, allowing the exposed 

NB domain to trigger defence signalling.  

 

Intramolecular interaction in other NB-LRR R proteins 

Is the model proposed above also applicable to NB-LRR proteins other than Rx? Analogous to 

Rx, negative and/or positive regulatory functions for the LRR domain have been identified for 

RPS5, I-2, RPS2, RPS1A and Mi-1.2 [18-21]. Furthermore, genetic and molecular studies 

showed that, similar to Rx, recognition specificity is often provided by the LRR domain which 

is under diversifying selection and highly variable [3]. For the L proteins of flax, that confer 

resistance to the rust fungus Melampsora lini, the LRR has been proposed to be the major 

recognition domain, although for a subset of these proteins the TIR domain has also been 

shown to play an important role in determining specificity [22]. However, in a yeast two-hybrid 

experiment, a specific interaction with the AVR proteins only requires the NB-LRR domains of 

L and not the TIR domain [23].   

Physical interaction between the LRR domain and other R protein parts has been observed in 

vivo for Bs2, RPS5 and Mi-1.2 [18,19,24]. Only for Bs2 this interaction was analyzed in the 

presence of the cognate AVR protein. Unlike Rx, the interaction between CC-NB-ARC and 

LRR was not disrupted by the AVR protein. In Mi-1.2, similar to Rx, the interaction between 

CC-NB-ARC and LRR was found to be constitutive and independent on the presence of 

autoactivation or loss-of-function mutations in the NB-ARC domain [19].  

Interaction between CC and NB-ARC domains has been reported for RPS5 also [18]. However, 

neither for Bs2 nor for N, a TNL protein, a physical interaction between the N-terminus and 
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remaining part could be detected in vivo [24,25]. An interaction, possibly a transient one, 

cannot be excluded, as the co-expression of the same Bs2 domains reconstitutes protein 

function, suggesting interaction. Taken together, although data for intramolecular interaction of 

NB-LRR proteins remain scarce, they already reveal some differences in how these proteins are 

regulated and function. Despite differences within one class, it will also be of interest to 

investigate whether there are general class-specific interaction patterns for CNL and TNL 

proteins. An interesting observation is that over-expression of the TIR domain of some TNL 

proteins (L10, RPS4, RPP1A, At4g19530) can trigger HR, but only when fused to a small part 

of the NB-domain containing the TIR-specific pre-P-loop motif [26,27]. Either the extended 

TIR domain is sufficient to interact and activate downstream signalling partners, or it might 

activate other TNLs in trans, thereby causing an HR phenotype. Immunoprecipitation studies 

using the extended TIR domain as bait may provide an answer to this question. 

In the Rx model, both the LRR domain and the N-terminus are required for recognition whereas 

the NB subdomain is responsible for downstream signalling. How is this to be reconciled with 

the observation that TNLs and CNLs, having different N-termini, have a different requirement 

for downstream signalling components: EDS1/PAD4 for TNLs and NDR1 for CNLs [28]. 

Besides carrying structurally different N-termini, the NB-ARC domains of TNLs and CNLs 

show clear distinctions in two R protein specific NBS (RNBS) motifs: the RNBS-A and RNBS-

D ([29,30]; Figure 1). The RNBS-A is part of the NB subdomain whereas the RNBS-D belongs 

to the ARC2 subdomain. Functional importance of both motifs is signified by the autoactivation 

and loss-of-function mutations observed in these motifs [10,31-33]. These conserved RNBS 

motifs are not found in the related STAND proteins belonging to the NACHT-LRR (NAIP, 

CIITA, HET-E, TP-1) family. Interestingly, however, NACHT proteins contain a conserved 

motif, called Motif-II, located at the position corresponding to the RNBS-A. This positional 

conservation implies that this motif could be important for interaction with distinct partners 

[34].  

Support for this idea comes from 3D modelling studies. Using ADP-bound APAF-1 (resembles 

resting state) [35] and ATP-bound CED4 (mimics the activated state) (unpublished) as 

template, it can be observed that the RNBS-A motif is buried in APAF, but more exposed in 

CED-4, due to the translocation of the ARC2 domain, making it potentially available for an 

interacting partner. The RNBS-D is located on the ARC2 that in APAF-1 is involved in the 
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interaction with the N-terminal CARD domain [36]. Solving the ATP-bound structure of 

activated APAF-1, or of an NB-LRR R protein, should determine whether accessibility to these 

two motifs indeed changes upon nucleotide exchange.  

Since the NB of Rx alone can trigger HR [13], it is tempting to speculate that the RNBS-A in 

the NB might contribute to the observed specificity in downstream signalling components. The 

tobacco TNL protein N, conferring resistance to tobacco mosaic virus, provides independent 

support for a role of the RNBS-A motif in downstream signalling. Specific point mutations in 

the RNBS-A disrupt the protein’s ability to induce viral resistance and to trigger HR, but did 

not alter its ability to oligomerize upon pathogen perception. Oligomerization, which requires a 

functional nucleotide-binding site, was suggested to be one of the earliest events in elicitor-

mediated activation of N. Since RNBS-A mutations did not influence oligomerization, the 

RNBS-A could be involved in interaction with downstream signalling components [25]. Future 

experiments, in which the TNL- and CNL-specific motifs are swapped or mutated, can put this 

model to the test. 

The role of the RNBS-D in the ARC2 is unknown, but the observed co-evolution of RNBS-D 

and the type of N-terminal domain suggests that it could be involved in the interaction between 

the ARC2 and the N-terminus in NB-LRR R proteins, in line with the proposed intramolecular 

interactions in Rx (Figure 2).  

 

INTERMOLECULAR INTERACTIONS OF NB-LRR R PROTEINS 

 

R protein activity is also regulated by intermolecular interactions. Specifically, these 

interactions have been found to be required for R protein accumulation or pathogen recognition. 

Identification of interacting partners can provide insight in the specific roles of the different 

domains in R protein function (Figure 3). Table 1 lists proteins that physically, and genetically 

interact with NB-LRR R proteins. Most interactors have been identified by yeast two-hybrid 

screens, but recently also co-immunoprecipitation experiments have also been successful.  
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Table 1. Proteins physically and functionally interacting with NB-LRR R proteins 

NB-LRR protein analysed Interactor 
 Interacting Non 

interacting 
Activity Relation to R protein 

function Ref. 

NRIP1 
N receptor 
interacting 
protein 1 

N a,b Bs4 a,b 
Rhodanese 

sulfurtransferase 
 

AVR perception 
In the presence of p50 

(AVR) NRIP1 translocates 
from the chloroplast and 

binds N 

[48] 

Pto  
resistance to 
P. syringae 
pv. tomato 

Prf b  Kinase AVR perception 
 Binds AvrPto & AvrPtoB [49] 

PBS1 
avrPphB 

susceptible 
RPS5 b  Kinase 

AVR perception 
PBS1 is cleaved by 

AvrPphB 
[18,50] 

RIN4 
RPM1 

interacting 
protein 4 

RPM1 a,b 
RPS2 b RPP5 a 

Unknown; 
Required for basal 

resistance 
(repressor) 

AVR perception 
RIN4 is phosphorylated by 
AvrRpm1 and AvrB and 

cleaved by AvrRpt2 

[51-53] 

WRKY1/2 
Transcription 

factors 
Mla10 a,b  

Transcription 
factors; 

Repressors of 
basal resistance  

AVR perception 
Interacts with Mla10 in the 

presence of AVRA10 

[54] 
 

TIP49a 
(RIN1) 
RPM1 

interacting 
protein 1 

RPP5 a 
RPM1 a,b RPS2 a 

Transcriptional 
regulator; Interacts 

with the TATA 
binding protein 

complex  

Unknown 
 

[55] 
 

RanGap 
RanGTPase-

activating 
protein 

Rx 
Rx2 

Gpa2 b 

BS2 
HRT 
Prf 
N b 

Nucleo-
cytoplasmic 

transport 
 

Unknown 
 [14,15] 

RIN2/3 
RPM1 

interacting 
protein 2/3 

RPM1 a,b 
RPS2 a RPP5 a RING-finger E3 

ligase Unknown [56] 

RIN13 
RPM1 

interacting 
protein 13 

RPM1 a,b  Unknown Unknown [42] 

CRT1 
Compromised 
recognition of 

TCV 

HRT1 
SSI4 
Rx 

RPS2b 

 ATPase activity 
GHKL member 

Unknown  
 [43] 

Sgt1 
Suppressor of 
G2 allele of 

skp1 

Mla1 a 
Bs2 b 

Mla6 a 
 

Co-chaperone of 
Hsp90/ Hsp70; 
Binds RAR1  
Member SCF 

complex 

(co)Chaperone/ proteasome [24,57] 
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Hsp90 
Heat shock 
protein 90 

N a,b 
RPM1 b 

Mla1 
Mla6 a 
I-2 a 

 

Chaperone; 
ATPase  

Interacts with 
Sgt1, RAR1 and 

PP5 

Chaperone 
 [57-60] 

PP5 
Protein 

phosphatase 5 

I-2 a,b 
RPM1 
Mi-1.2 

N a 

 
Phosphatase; 

Co- chaperone of 
Hsp90 

(co)Chaperone [58,60] 
 

Identified using a) Yeast two-hybrid or b) Co-immunoprecipitation 
 

As can be seen in Table 1, most interactors specifically bind one or a few closely related R 

proteins. The exceptions often interact with the LRR domain of NB-LRRs (Figure 3). The three 

LRR interactors, heat shock protein 90 (Hsp90), suppressor of G2 allele of skp1 (Sgt1) and 

protein phosphatase 5 (PP5), have all been proposed to act as molecular (co)chaperones and 

interact with a diverse set of R proteins (see references in Table 1). Chaperones facilitate 

protein folding and stability under changing environmental conditions that could otherwise lead 

to their aggregation [37]. Sgt1 was found to control the stability of R proteins such as Rx and N 

[25,38]. Besides functioning as co-chaperone, Sgt1 also acts downstream of R proteins as 

silencing of sgt1 suppressed HR induced by over-expression of the Rx NB domain or the 

extended TIR domain of RPS4 without affecting their expression [13,27]. Sgt1 has originally 

been identified as member of the SCF E3 ubiquitin ligase complex that target proteins for 

proteolysis by the proteasome [39]. Sgt1 connects the Hsp90 chaperone system to the substrate-

specific arm of SCF complexes, allowing ubiquitination of Hsp90 client proteins [40]. Hence, 

besides its role in regulating the stability of R proteins, or their downstream partners, Sgt1 has 

been proposed to be involved in the removal of negative regulators that control resistance 

responses [40,41]. Future studies aimed at the identification of such Sgt1 interacting regulators 

could aid to identify its function(s).  

 

Until now, two proteins have been reported to interact specifically with NB-ARC domains: the 

HRT interactor CRT1 (compromise recognition of turnip crinkle virus) and RIN13 (RPMI 

interacting protein 13) [42]. CRT1 binds multiple plant NB-LRR proteins. Although it is not yet 

known to which subdomain(s) in NB-LRR proteins CRT1 binds, it is unlikely to be the 

component that provides specificity for downstream signalling components for CNLs and 

TNLs, as it associates with members of both classes. CRT1 is a member of the GHKL (gyrase, 
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Hsp90, histidine kinase, MutL) ATPase/kinases superfamily and is distantly related to the 

chaperone Hsp90 [43]. Mutation/silencing of CRT1 confers TCV susceptibility in conjunction 

with an altered, HR-like responses to the TCV elicitor. This suggests an early function of CRT1 

in HRT-mediated resistance signalling in which the impaired defence response result in poor 

viral containment triggering trailing necrosis due to the residual HRT activity [43]. 

RIN13 interacts strongly with the CC-NB domain of RPM1 and weakly to that of RPS2, 

whereas it does not bind the TNL RPP5 [42]. Arabidopsis lines in which RIN13 is silenced, or 

knocked out, showed normal HR but impaired resistance to Pseudomonas strains carrying 

AvrRPM1, resembling the crt1 phenotype. RIN13 is a plant-specific protein with orthologues in 

rice, whose precise function remains unknown [42]. 

Interactors of the N-terminal domain of NB-LRR proteins are very diverse and often show high 

specificity to their interacting partner (Figure 3). Three of them are predicted to be involved in 

nuclear processes and can be linked to transcriptional processes (WRKY, TIP49a) or nucleo-

cytoplasmic transport (RanGAP2) (reviewed in [6]; Table 1). The other interactors encode 

kinases (Pto and PBS), a rhodanese sulfurtransferase (NRIP1), E3 ligases (RIN2 and RIN3) or 

are involved in basal defence via an unknown mechanism (e.g. Rin4 [44]) (for references see 

Table 1). Null mutants of these interactors impaired defence/HR signalling of the affected R 

protein. For Pto, RIN4, NRIP1 and PBS1, it has been shown that they act upstream of R protein 

activation as they are directly targeted by the AVR proteins. Different models have been 

proposed that explain the function of these N-terminal interactors. One view is that they could 

encode virulence targets (guard model, [8]), but it has also been suggested that they could 

represent target-mimics (decoy model, [9]). In both models, the N-terminal interactors assist the 

R protein with recognition of the pathogen, which fits the model proposed in Figure 2. The sub-

cellular localisation of the interactor in this model indicates the site of action for the effector 

rather than that for the R protein. NB-LRR R proteins that directly interact with their cognate 

effector protein apparently do not need an N-terminal adaptor for activation. Future studies 

focussing on N-terminal interactors (RIN2, RIN3, WRKY and RanGAP2) for which no AVR 

binding has (yet) been found could clarify whether the CC/TIR domain aids perception rather 

than downstream signalling.  

Taken together, proteins interacting with the LRR domain in general seem to be involved in 

stabilizing R protein complexes. Inherent instability of these proteins may explain the 
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difficulties in producing these proteins in heterologous expression systems and their tendency to 

form aggregates herein [45,46]. At least a subset of N-terminal interactors also interacts with 

the cognate effector protein, which supports the involvement of this domain in pathogen 

recognition (Figure 2). The subcellular localization of the interactors could provide clues to the 

actual virulence function of the effectors. 

 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 

 

Exploration of intra- and intermolecular interactions of NB-LRR R proteins has significantly 

improved our understanding of their activation during defence signalling. Unfortunately, our 

knowledge is still fragmentary as only for a limited number of NB-LRR proteins 

Fig. 3. Schematic relation between intra- 
and intermolecular interactions found in 
NB-LRR domains  
NB-LRR proteins consist of three major 
domains: CC/TIR (orange), NB-ARC 
(purple) and LRR (green). The NB-ARC 
domain (purple) can be subdivided into the 
NB (red), ARC1 (pink), ARC2 (blue) 
subdomains, and the LRR (green) is roughly 
dived into a C and a N-terminal part. 
Intramolecular interactions between domains 
are indicated with double headed arrows. 
Proteins physically interacting with a specific 
(sub)domain are indicated at the 
corresponding region in the structure. 
RIN2/3*- also requires hhGRExE motif in 
the NB. RIN13**- also requires C-terminal 
half of the CC domain. 
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intramolecular interaction data are available and interactors of only a handful of R proteins 

have been identified. Although the overall similarity in structure of different NB-LRR proteins 

suggests conserved molecular functions for the specific domains, it is already clear from the 

few cases analyzed that there are differences in the exact mechanisms by which they perceive 

pathogens and activate host defences. 

In the model proposed here the major role for the highly variable N-terminal domain lies in 

pathogen recognition rather than signalling. Uncovering the function of the interactors of this 

domain is required to validate this model. Of specific interest will be the identification of 

proteins interacting with the conserved NB-ARC domain, as this seems to be the main 

integrator converting pathogen recognition into defence activation. These proteins may be 

different for TNL and CNL proteins. Genetic screens aimed at their identification have so far 

been unsuccessful in unveiling their identity, perhaps due to lethality or redundancy. Possibly, 

targeted proteomics approaches using NB-LRR proteins as baits will turn out to be a more 

fruitful approach. Another major challenge for the future will be the elucidation of the 3D 

structure of R proteins, preferably in the different conformational states, as this will be key to 

fully elucidate the molecular mechanism underlying their function.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

Plant resistance proteins (R) are involved in pathogen recognition and subsequent initiation of 

defence responses. Their activity is regulated by inter- and intramolecular interactions. In a 

yeast two-hybrid screen we identified two clones (I2I-1 and I2I-2) specifically interacting 

with I-2, a Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. lycopersici resistance protein of the CC-NB-LRR 

family. Sequence analysis revealed that I2I-1 belongs to the Formin gene family (SlFormin) 

whereas I2I-2 has homology to translin-associated protein X (SlTrax). SlFormin required only 

the N-terminal CC I-2 domain for binding, whereas SlTrax required both I-2 CC and part of 

the NB-ARC domain. Tomato plants stably silenced for these interactors were not 

compromised in I-2 mediated disease resistance.  

When we used extended or mutant forms of I-2 as baits, we observed distinct, and often 

opposite, interaction patterns for the two interactors. These interaction patterns corresponded 

with the proposed nucleotide-dependent active or inactive states of the I-2 protein. This 

supports previously proposed models that active and inactive R proteins adopt distinct 

conformations associated with ATP binding and hydrolysis. Furthermore, our data shows that 

these conformational states can be monitored in the yeast system. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The interaction between the soil-born, xylem-colonizing fungus Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. 

lycopersici (Fol) and its host, tomato (Solanum lycopersiscum) is a model system to study the 

molecular basis of disease resistance in plants. Tomato plants defend themselves against 

fungal colonization by the secretion of anti-microbial components, pathogenesis-related (PR) 

proteins and blocking the xylem vessels by tyloses, pectic gels and gums (Beckman, 2000; 

Rep et al., 2002). In a susceptible plant, blocking of the xylem vessels by the spreading 

fungus and the responding plant reduces water flow, thereby leading to wilting and eventually 

death. Some plants, however, are resistant to particular isolates of Fol. Upon infection they 

respond faster and hence more effectively, restricting fungal colonisation. This gene-for-gene 

type of resistance depends on the presence of a dominant resistance (R) gene in the plant that 

recognises a matching fungal avirulence factor (Avr) (Flor, 1942). Many Avrs are in fact 

effectors and therefore gene-for-gene type of resistance is also called effector-triggered 

immunity or ETI (Jones and Dangl, 2006). 

In the tomato - Fol interaction three R/Avr pairs have been identified, and their relation is well 

studied (Simons et al., 1998; Rep et al., 2004; Houterman et al., 2008; Houterman et al., 2009; 

Takken and Rep, 2010). The resistance gene that mediates defences against race 2 isolates of 

Fol has been cloned and is called I-2 (Immunity to race 2) (Simons et al., 1998; Houterman et 

al., 2009). I-2 is expressed in root and stem parenchyma cells that are in direct contact with 

the xylem tissue (Mes et al., 2000). Avr2 recognition by I-2 and subsequent defence 

responses, visible as a hypersensitive response (HR) can be artificially induced in leaves and 

stems, either by virus-based overexpression of Avr2 in tomato carrying I-2, or in N. 

benthamiana leaves after transient co-expression with I-2 through agroinfiltration (Houterman 

et al., 2009). I-2 belongs to the CC-NB-LRR (CNL) class of R proteins that contains an 

amino-terminal coil coiled domain (CC), a central nucleotide binding (NB) domain, and a C-

terminal domain containing leucine rich repeats (LRRs). The most conserved domain of this 

class of R proteins is the NB domain, which is part of a larger region called NB-ARC for 

Nucleotide Binding domain shared by Apaf-1, R proteins and Ced-4 (van der Biezen and 

Jones, 1998). With a purified recombinant form of I-2, which lacked the LRR domain, a role 

of the NB-ARC domain in ATP/ADP binding and ATP hydrolysis has been shown (Tameling 
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et al., 2002; Tameling et al., 2006). Biochemical analyses of two constitutively active I-2 

mutants (S233F and D238E) showed that they were affected in ATP-hydrolysis, but not in 

ATP/ADP binding, suggesting that these mutants are locked in the ATP bound state. When 

these mutations were combined with a mutation in the P-loop (K207R) to block nucleotide 

binding, the autoactivation phenotype was abolished. These observations show that nucleotide 

binding is required for activation of defence signalling and that the ATP bound state most 

likely represents the activate state (Tameling et al., 2002; Tameling et al., 2006). Binding of 

ADP was found to stabilize the I-2-nucleotide complex, which implies that the different 

nucleotide binding states exhibit different conformations. Based on these observations a 

molecular switch model was proposed (Tameling et al., 2006). In the “off” state the R protein 

is tightly bound to ADP. It is assumed that upon Avr perception the conformation of the 

nucleotide binding pocket changes, resulting in release of ADP. Subsequent binding of ATP 

results in a second conformational change (“on” state) that allows the protein to activate the 

downstream defence-signalling cascade. Hydrolysis of the bound ATP by its intrinsic ATPase 

activity reverts I-2 to the “off” state. In this biochemical model the conformation of the 

protein is regulated by its nucleotide binding state. To get insight into the conformation of the 

I-2 NB-ARC domain the crystal structure of the NB-ARC domain from the ADP-bound state 

of Apaf-1 was used as a template to obtain a 3D model of this domain (Riedl et al., 2005; 

Takken et al., 2006; van Ooijen et al., 2008 b). The predicted structure allowed mapping of 

the amino acid residues in I-2 that are most likely involved in nucleotide binding and 

hydrolysis. Mutations of many of those residues, which are highly conserved in other R 

proteins, resulted in either a constitutive active- or a loss-of-function phenotype (Tameling et 

al., 2006; van Ooijen et al., 2008 b). Mutations in the corresponding residues in other R 

proteins conferred similar phenotypes (Dinesh-Kumar et al., 2000; Tao et al., 2000; 

Bendahmane et al., 2002; van Ooijen et al., 2008 b). These genetic data further support the 

above mentioned molecular switch model in which a change in the nucleotide binding state 

results in a conformational change representing the different activation states (on/off).  

In this study, we report the identification of two I-2-interacting (I2I) proteins. We analyzed 

the functional involvement of these interacting proteins in I-2 mediated defence using stably 

silenced tomato lines. Furthermore, using yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) we mapped the minimal 

domains of I-2 that are required for the interaction with these proteins. Notably, we observed 
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distinct interaction patterns for the various I-2 mutants that correspond to the different 

proposed nucleotide-dependent conformational states. This indicates that the different 

nucleotide-dependent conformational changes can be monitored in the yeast system providing 

direct support for the switch model.  

 

RESULTS 

 

Opposite Y2H interaction patterns of I-2-interacting proteins suggests different 

conformational states of I-2 

Using a near full-length I-2 protein (amino acids 1-872) as bait, an Y2H screen of a 

Fusarium-tomato interaction cDNA library was carried out. This screen resulted in the 

identification of two interacting clones (I2I-1 and I2I-2, for I-2 interacting clone-1 and -2 

respectively). The interactions were confirmed using full-length I-2 protein (Fig. 1A; upper 

panel). To test whether these proteins interact with I-2 specifically we also analyzed their 

ability to interact with two other NB-LRR proteins: Mi-1.2 and Rx. Both Rx, conferring 

resistance to Potato virus X (PVX) (Bendahmane et al., 1995; Bendahmane et al., 1999), and 

Mi-1.2, conferring resistance to the nematode Meloidogyne incognita, aphids, psyllid and 

white flies (Milligan et al., 1998; Rossi et al., 1998; Vos et al., 1998; Nombela et al., 2003; 

Casteel et al., 2006) are Solanaceous proteins also belonging to the CC-NB-LRR resistance 

protein class. As shown in Figure 1A, only I-2 interacts with the proteins encoded by the two 

cDNAs as visualized by the growth on selective medium. All full-length bait proteins are 

expressed in yeast (Fig. 1A; lower panel). Similar results were obtained for the CC-NB-ARC 

baits of those three R proteins (Fig. S1). Notably, the CC-NB-ARC bait of the I-2 paralog (I-

2C1) showed no interaction with I2I-1 or I2I-2 (Fig. S1). I-2C1 shows 75% sequence identity 

with I-2 and is encoded by the same gene cluster; however the gene does not confer resistance 

to F. oxysporum (Simons et al., 1998). Both interactors bind to I-2 but not to Rx, Mi-1.2 or I-

2C1, suggesting that these interactions with I-2 are highly specific.  

Next, we set out to identify the minimal fragment of I-2 required for interaction with I2I-1 

and I2I-2. For this purpose, we tested five Y2H baits encoding either i) full-length I-2 (I-

2FL), ii) the CC-NB-ARC carrying the first 5 LRRs (I-2N+), iii) the CC-NB-ARC domain (I-

2N), iv) an CC-NB-ARC variant carrying an internal deletion in its ARC2 sub-domain that 
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removed the conserved MHD motif (I-2NΔMHD) and v) the CC domain alone (I-2CC) (Fig. 

1B). As expected both I2I clones interacted with the full-length I-2 protein indicated by a 

clear growth of the yeast cells on selective medium after five days. Remarkably, a truncation, 

that removed the 18 C-terminal LRRs (I-2N+), resulted in loss of interaction with I2I-1, but 

not with I2I-2. When the remaining 5 LRRs were removed (I-2N) I2I-1 regained its ability to 

interact, whereas I2I-2 lost this ability. For I2I-2 the interaction was recovered when an 

internal deletion in the ARC2 sub-domain was made (I-2NΔMHD), but this deletion 

compromised the interaction with I2I-1. Truncation of the entire NB-ARC domain resulted 

once more in an opposite interaction pattern, as the CC domain alone (I-2CC) binds only to 

I2I-1 (Fig. 1B). These results show that I2I-1 binds preferentially to I-2 baits that do not bind 

to I2I-2 and vice versa. The observation that each bait interacts with at least one I2I-clone 

proves that all baits are expressed and do accumulate to high enough levels for an interaction, 

as was confirmed by western blot analyses (data not shown). The opposite interaction patterns 

observed for both I2I clones suggest that the various I-2 truncations might have different 

conformations that differ in exposure of their interaction interfaces. For I2I-1 this interaction 

interface is present in the CC domain whereas I2I-2 apparently interacts with a surface formed 

by both the CC and NB-ARC domains (the NB-ARC domain alone did not interact with I2I-1 

or I2I-2 (data not shown)). Furthermore, it indicates that the presence or absence of domains 

and subdomains influences these interaction interfaces most likely by intra-molecular 

interactions. 
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Fig. 1. Identification of I-2 domains required for Y2H interaction with I2I-1 and I2I-2.  
A) Y2H analyses show interactions of I2I-1 or I2I-2 with full-length I-2 as bait, but not with Rx and Mi-1.2. The 
baits and preys did not show autoactivity as tested by co-expression with the pACT2 and pAS2-1 empty vectors. 
The test for activation of the HIS3 marker is shown after 10 days of growth (upper panel). Expression of the bait 
proteins was confirmed by western blot (WB) analyses using α-Gal4BD antibody detection on total yeast protein 
extracts (lower panel). B) Y2H analyses of I2I-1 and I2I-2 with various I-2 baits: I-2FL (full-length: 1-1266aa), 
I-2N+ (1-643aa), I-2N (1-520aa), I-2N∆MHD (1-520aa with deletion in between 484-496aa) and I-2CC (1-170aa). 
The different I-2 (sub)domains are indicated and coloured: CC domain (orange), NB (red), ARC1 (purple), 
ARC2 (blue), LRR (green). The test for activation of the ADE2 marker is shown after 5 days of growth; the 
other two markers (HIS3, LacZ) gave identical results. + : activation of all three selectable markers, - : no 
activation of these markers. The smallest part of I-2 enabling interaction with I2I-1 is the CC domain and for I2I-
2 the CC-NB-ARC domain.  
 

Differential Y2H interaction patterns coincide with active and inactive I-2 

conformations 

Our results suggest that different conformational states of I-2 can be studied by monitoring 

their Y2H patterns with the two interacting clones. To test this hypothesis we assayed 

interactions between the two identified I2I clones and I-2 variants that are predicted to have 

different nucleotide-dependent conformations, notably wild-type I-2 and three mutants: 

S233F, D283E, and K207R. The nucleotide binding states of these proteins have been 

determined and linked to in planta phenotypes; e.g. autoactivation for I-2S233F and I-2D283E and 

loss-of-function for I-2K207R (Tameling et al., 2006). Individual mutations were introduced 

into the two, C-terminally truncated wild type proteins exhibiting differences in their 
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interaction pattern with the two I2I clones, notably I-2N and I-2N+ (Fig. 1B). Interestingly, I-

2NK207R showed an interaction pattern that differed from wild type: the mutant could no 

longer bind I2I-1, but gained the ability to interact with I2I-2 (Fig. 2A). This confirms that 

I2I-2 is capable of binding I-2N without LRRs. Both I-2NS233F and I-2ND283E showed an 

interaction pattern identical to wild type (Fig. 2A). Introduction of the K207R mutation into I-

2N+ did not change the interaction pattern (Fig. 2B). When the effect of the individual S233F 

and D283E mutations in the extended bait was analyzed, we observed an interaction pattern 

that differed from wildtype: both interacted with I2I-1 (Fig. 2B). Autoactivating mutations in 

the I-2N+ setting did not affect the interaction with I2I-2.  

To conclude, the observed differences in the Y2H interaction patterns between I2I-1 and I2I-2 

with the various I-2 truncations and mutants support the hypothesis that the proposed 

nucleotide-dependent conformational states of I-2 can indeed be monitored by the interaction 

with the two I-2 interactors in the Y2H system. 

 
Fig. 2. Y2H interaction of mutated I-2 N-terminal variants with I2I-1 and I2I-2  
Interaction patterns of mutated I-2N (A) and I-2N+ (B) The test for activation of the ADE2 marker is shown after 
1 week of growth for I2I-1 and after 28 hours for I2I-2. The other two auxotrophic markers (HIS3, LacZ) are not 
shown, but gave identical results. + : activation of all three markers, - : no activation of these markers. None of 
the bait or prey constructs showed autoactivity. Three mutations in the NB-ARC domain were tested: a 
nucleotide binding mutant K207R representing the empty state and two ATPase impaired mutants S233F and 
D283E representing the active state of I-2. In the lower part of the two panels the interaction with wild-type baits 
are depicted (WT).   
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Characterization of putative I-2 interactors 

The distinct interaction patterns in yeast are suggestive for a functional involvement of I2I-1 

and I2I-2 in I-2 mediated resistance. To learn more about the proteins encoded by these two 

cDNAs, we set out to clone the full-length cDNAs corresponding to the complete proteins. 

The insert of clone I2I-1 spans 1084 basepairs (GenBank accession number: AY150043) and 

contains an ORF of 648 nucleotides as well as a putative 3’UTR and a poly(dA) stretch (19 

residues). A BLAST search with this nucleotide sequence in the tomato genome database 

(http://solgenomics.net) revealed a predicted gene (Solyc07g052730) of which the 3’ end 

matches 100% with the sequence of I2I-1. The I2I-1 cDNA sequence differs from this gene 

by 6 nucleotides (originating from the cloning adapter used) at its 5’ end and the a poly(dA) 

stretch at its 3’ end. To validate the predicted gene model we set out to clone a full-length 

cDNA. To this end we employed a gene walking approach using a vector-specific and gene-

specific primers to PCR-amplify and subclone new sequences from the cDNA interaction 

library that was also used for the Y2H screens. For the amplification of a complete cDNA we 

designed one primer (I2I-1-F1) corresponding to the most upstream 5’ sequence ontained 

from the ‘gene walking’ experiments, and one primer (I2I-2stop-R) corresponding to the 3’ 

end of the ORF as determined in the I2I-1 clone. This gene-specific primer pair was used to 

amplify the full-length cDNA. Three independent full-length clones of approximately 3 kb 

were sequenced. These three sequences were used together with the I2I-1 insert to assemble a 

consensus I2I-sequence of 3.425 nucleotides excluding the poly (A) stretch (GenBank 

accession number: LN836738). The assembled consensus sequence contains a 5’ UTR of 172 

nucleotides, an open reading frame of 2832 nucleotides encoding a protein of 944 amino acids 

and a 3’ UTR of 418 nucleotides, and corresponds to gene Solyc07g052730 on tomato 

chromosome 7 (nucleotides 58.506.937 – 58.513.630). Comparison of the full-length cDNA 

and the gene revealed a sequence identity of 100% to exon sequences, and confirmed the 

positions of the first five introns of the gene model predicted by the SOL Genomics Network 

(http://solgenomics.net). A sixth intron was predicted to start one nucleotide upstream of the 

stop codon in the cDNA. However, comparing the genomic and cDNA sequences places the 

start of this last intron in the 3’UTR, notably 12 nucleotides downstream of the stop codon. 

The gene organization is shown in Fig. 3A. 
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The amino acid sequence encoded by the Solyc07g052730 ORF is predicted to contain a 

signal peptide of 35 amino acids (SignalP 3.0). However, the ORF contains an in frame AUG-

triplet at codon-position 13 (as well as at position 18). A translational start at the second AUG 

codon would result in a protein with a signal peptide of 22 amino acids, in eukaryotes a more 

commonly observed signal peptide length. So, most likely the the second AUG is the genuine 

start codon. Furthermore, the amino acid sequence contains in its C-terminal half a so-called 

Formin Homology 2 (FH2) domain, a hallmark domain of formins, as well as a 

transmembrane domain and a proline–rich domain that may correspond to the Formin 

Homology 1 (FH1) domain (Fig. 3A). From these observations we conclude that 

Solyc07g052730 encodes a tomato Formin, and hence we refer to this gene, from which 

interacting clone I2I-1 was derived, as SlFormin. BLAST searches with the complete 

SlFormin  cDNA sequence on the tomato genome revealed the presence of at least 13 Formin 

homologs (http://solgenomics.net/). Since the I-2 interacting Formin apparently is a member 

of a larger protein family, we tested whether I-2 also interacts with other Formin homologs. A 

close Formin homolog, SGN-U583099 (70% homology in the FH2 region) corresponding to 

Solyc10g006540 (http://solgenomics.net/), was selected and region corresponding to the I2I-1 

encoded fragment was analyzed for its ability to interact with I-2 in a Y2H assay. This 

homolog did not interact with I-2N (data not shown) suggesting a specific interaction of 

SlFormin with I-2.  

The insert of clone I2I-2 spans 732 nucleotides (GenBank accession number: AY150044) and 

is part of unigene SGN-U575744, an assemblage of 15 tomato ESTs (http://solgenomics.net/). 

Full-length cDNA was amplified from our cDNA library using primers corresponding to a 

(putative) start (I2I-2-ATG-F) and end (I2I-2 stop-R) of the ORF of SGN-U57544, 

respectively, and three full-length, independent clones were sequenced. From the unigene and 

our newly obtained sequences a consensus was derived of 1274 nucleotides (excluding the 

poly(dA) stretch present in AY150044) with an ORF encoding a protein of 285 amino acids. 

A BLAST search with the consensus sequence in the Sol Genomics Network Database 

indicated Solyc04g05310.2.1 on chromosome 4 as the corresponding gene. The predicted 

gene-model includes 4 introns, of which one is located in the 3’ UTR 5 nucleotides 

downstream the stopcodon. The gene encodes a protein of 196 amino acids showing 100% 

identity with the sequence of amino acids 90-285 of the protein encoded by the consensus. 
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This strongly suggests that the part of the gene encoding amino acids 1-89 of the ‘consensus’ 

protein is missing in the tomato genome database. Indeed, an additional search in the database 

with the first 270 nucleotides of the consensus sequence as query gave no hit al all. Blasting 

S. pimpinellifolium genomic sequences (http://solgenomics.net/) with the consensus identified 

a gene with 7 introns (Fig. 3B) on contig 1850142 showing nearly 100% identity with the 

consensus sequence. Comparing the S. pimpinellifolium gene with Solyc04g05310.2.1 

showed that from more or less the middle of intron 3 onwards the two sequences are nearly 

the same.  A BLAST search with the sequence just upstream Solyc04g05310.2.1 identified an 

identical sequence in S. pimpinellifolium contig 1850142 approximately 6 kb upstream intron 

3, suggesting that a 6 kb DNA fragment is missing in the S. lycopersicum genomic database.  

 As mentioned above the consensus ORF encodes a protein of 285 amino acids. 

However, 36 nucleotides downstream the start of the ORF there is a second AUG. We cannot 

exclude that this codon is used as translational initiation codon. Both the longer and shorter 

translation products carry a translin homology domain. Moreover, a potential nuclear export 

signal (NES) was predicted (amino acids 190-200) (Fig. 3B). The protein has homology to a 

human protein called translin-associated factor X (TRAX; E value 4e-34) (Aoki et al., 1997). 

Human TRAX is present in a complex with Translin, which is involved in microtubule-

depended mRNA trafficking and translational repression (Aoki et al., 1997; Cho et al., 2004). 

The tomato I2I-2 will be referred to as SlTrax. 
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Figure 3. Gene model and predicted domain structure of the I-2 interacting proteins SlFormin and 
SlTrax.                                                                                                                                                                      
Of both genes the intron-exon structure is depicted by a black line. The yellow boxes represent coding sequences 
(exons) interrupted by introns (//). The cDNA nucleotide positions of the exons are indicated above the line 
whereas the length of introns is given below the line. The numbers at the start and the stop refer to the position 
of the gene in solgynomics database (http://solgenomics.net/). The proteins and their predicted domains are 
represented by rectangles and the position of the domains is indicated above the figure. The regions required for 
binding to I-2 are marked by a pink box. A) SlFormin, gene Solyc07g052730 position 58506937-58513630 
(http://solgenomics.net/). SP- signal peptide (orange); TM- trans-membrane domain (blue); FH1 and FH2- 
Formin homology domain 1 (green) and 2 (purple) and B) SlTrax: contig 1850142 (8881-13284) 
(http://solgenomics.net/). NES- nuclear export signal (orange) and Translin- Translin domain (blue). 

 

Generation of stably silenced SlFormin and SlTrax tomato lines.  

The distinct interaction patterns observed in our Y2H analyses of SlFormin and SlTrax with 

the I-2 bait proteins suggest active binding - or release - of these interactors depending on the 

nucleotide-dependent conformational state of I-2. The interaction patterns make both 

interacting proteins prime candidates to be involved in I-2 mediated resistance. To test if 

SlFormin and SlTrax are involved in I-2 mediated resistance towards Fol we created 

transgenic tomato lines in which expression of SlFormin or SlTrax was knocked-down using 

post-transcriptional gene silencing.  
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Fig. 4. SlFormin and SlTrax expressions levels in Formin and Trax RNAi tomato plants  
Transcript levels were determined by real-time qPCR relative to a-tubulin in roots of five-week-old tomato 
plants transformed with the empty vector EV (red) or silenced for A) SlFormin (blue) or B) SlTrax (green). 
Depending on RNAi construct (3’ or 5’ end) four lines per gene were analysed: 3a, 3b, 5a, 5b. Average 
transcription levels for two biological and two technical replicas and SD are shown. C) Formin5b plants are 
smaller and yellowish compared to empty vector transformed tomato plants (EV). The photograph shows a five-
weeks-old representative Formin5b and EV plant. D) Necrotic lesions at the edge of a leaf from a Formin5b 
plant.  

D 
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RNAi silencing constructs were designed to silence simultaneously the genes of interest as 

well as GUS reporter gene. The latter can be transiently expressed in leaves of stable 

transformants by agroinfiltration to simplify screening for plants exhibiting strong silencing 

(Wroblewski et al., 2007; Ament et al., 2010 2010; Krasikov et al., 2010). For each gene we 

created two constructs that target either the 3’ or the 5’ end of the transcribed gene sequence, 

respectively. For each transformation at least ten independent transformants per construct 

were generated. Of these transformants around 80% was diploid and strong GUS silencing 

was found in 40-60% of the cases. Lines having a single copy insertion and showing GUS 

silencing were self-pollinated, and progeny homozygous for the transgene was selected. Two 

transgenic lines were chosen for each (5’and 3’ end) RNAi construct and were named 5a, 5b, 

3a and 3b, respectively. Consequently SlFormin or SlTrax transcript levels in roots were 

quantified using qPCR. All selected stably silenced tomato lines showed a significant 

reduction in relative expression of the targeted genes as compared to the control line 

transformed with an empty vector (Fig. 4A and 4B). The strongest silencing was observed for 

Formin3a and Formin5b lines; up to 90% reduction in SlFormin expression levels (Fig. 4A). 

Of the SlTrax RNAi lines Trax5a and 5b showed the strongest reduction (80%) in SlTrax 

expression levels (Fig. 4B). Interestingly, constructs targeting the SlTrax 5’ end exhibited 

stronger silencing then the 3’ silencing constructs, which did not exceed 50% (Fig. 4B). 

Remarkably, both silenced plants containing the 5’ construct for SlFormin, exhibited clearly 

aberrant phenotypes. The plants were smaller, yellowish and the leaf edges show small 

necrotic lesions (Fig. 4C and 4D). The 3’ silencing inducing constructs for SlFormin did not 

exhibit these phenotypes. Also none of the SlTrax silenced lines exhibited a visible 

phenotype. For the subsequent experiments the two lines for each gene that showed the 

highest silencing level were selected: Formin3a and 5b; Trax5a and 5b.  

 

Fusarium bioassay on RNAi SlFormin and SlTrax lines  

Generation of silenced SlFormin and SlTrax tomato plants materialized possibilities to test 

whether decreased expression influenced I-2 function. First, we tested the response of the 

silenced plants to F. oxysporum (Fol) infection. Ten-day-old seedlings of the silenced and 

empty vector transformed (EV) tomato lines were infected with a race 2 isolate of Fol 

(Fol007). This race lacks Avr1, but expresses Avr2 and hence is avirulent on this I-2 
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containing cultivar (Mes et al., 1999). The severity of disease development is scored by the 

disease index that corresponds to the number of brown, infected xylem vessels in the stem 

(Rep et al., 2004). In a resistant cultivar, like cv. Motelle (EV) none or few plants showed 

brown xylem vessels resulting in a disease index of 0 or occasionally 1 (Fig. 5A). Resistance 

towards a race 2 isolate is so efficient that water and Fol007 treatments are normally 

equivalent in their disease scores (data not shown; (Houterman et al., 2009)). As shown in 

Figure 5A, no significant differences in disease indexes were observed between controls and 

silenced lines inoculated with Fol007. Hence, silencing of neither SlFormin nor SlTrax 

compromised I-2 mediated defence responses towards a race 2 isolate of Fol (Fol007). 

Inoculation of this isolate on susceptible tomato plants (cv. C32) caused wilt disease, 

confirming that the inoculum was infectious (data not shown). We also inoculated RNAi 

SlFormin, SlTrax and EV tomato lines with a race 3 isolate of Fol (Fol029) that carries Avr3 

and is virulent on Motelle (I, I-2, i-3) (Marlatt, 1996; Rep et al., 2004). All plants were 

severely diseased (Fig. S2), which shows that disease development and hence susceptibility is 

not affected. Taken together, no significant change in either disease resistance or 

susceptibility was observed upon Fol infection in SlFormin or SlTrax silenced plants.  

 

PVX::Avr2 screen on SlFormin and SlTrax RNAi lines  

As the above described bioassays did neither confirm nor exclude the possibility that 

SlFormin or SlTrax is involved in I-2 function, we next examined the ability of the silenced 

lines to respond to Avr2. To express Avr2 in tomato plants we employed the Potato Virus X 

(PVX)-based expression system (Takken et al., 2000). A recombinant viral replicon carrying 

the Avr2 transgene was cloned into a binary vector that can be introduced in a plant by 

toothpick Agrobacterium-mediated inoculation. Systemic spread of the PVX::Avr2 virus, 

which expresses Avr2, triggers defence responses in an I-2 carrying plant. Induction of 

defence is visible as a hypersensitive response (HR) that spreads from the inoculated 

cotyledons to the non-inoculated leaves (Houterman et al., 2009). The prediction was, that if 

SlFormin or SlTrax is involved in recognition or down-stream signalling of I-2, it could affect 

the timing or the extent of the HR in the silenced tomato lines inoculated with PVX::Avr2. To 

quantify differences in HR development we devised a scale from 1 (HR development only on 
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primary inoculated leaf) to 4 (extensive systemic HR and strong curling of the systemic 

leaves) (Fig. S3).  

 
Fig. 5. Silencing of SlFormin or SlTrax showed no detectable influence on I-2 mediated resistance to 
Fusarium oxysporum.  
A) Ten-day-old seedlings of empty vector (EV) and SlFormin or SlTrax silenced tomato lines were infected with 
race 2 Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. lycopersici (Fol007). The disease index was determined for the indicated 
number (n=) of plants at 21 days post inoculation. Distribution of plants over the different disease indexes is 
depicted. Anova analysis reveals no significant differences in the distribution of plants over the different disease 
indexes between silenced (Formin3a, Formin5b, Trax5a, Trax5b) and non-silenced (EV) tomato lines upon 
infection with Fol007. The presented data represent two independent experiments. B) Four-weeks-old tomato 
plants were tooth-pick inoculated with Agrobacterium carrying PVX::Avr2. Development of HR as a result of 
Avr2 recognition by endogenous I-2 was quantified after 10 days post inoculation. The graph illustrates the 
percentage of plants with an HR intensity ranging from scale 1 to 4 for each line. Anova analysis indicates that 
the Formin5b line shows a significantly higher HR intensity upon PVX::Avr2 inoculation. The presented data 
represent two independent experiments. For an illustration of the HR intensity scale see Fig. S3. 
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As a negative control we used PVX::Avr2R/H, which expresses a variant of Avr2 that is not 

recognized by I-2 and hence does not trigger HR on an I-2 plant (Houterman et al., 2009). 

PVX::Avr2R/H was used to exclude that the virus itself induced cell death in this screen (data 

not shown). Ten-days-post inoculation (10 dpi) of PVX::Avr2 on empty vector (EV) control 

plants, around half of them showed a class 1 HR, while the rest showed a response of 2 or 

more (Fig. 5B). This intermediate stage of HR development on the controls suggested that 10 

dpi is an appropriate time-point to score for enhanced or reduced HR development on the 

silenced lines. The one line that showed significant differences in the HR distribution was the 

Formin5b line. Most of the Formin5b plants showed an HR score over 1, the majority residing 

in group 4. The same plants, when non-inoculated, are yellowish, small and have necrotic 

spots on their leaf edges (Fig. 4C and 4D). Since appearance of necrotic lesions (HR) was 

used to discriminate the groups, a phenotypic influence of Formin5b phenotype affecting the 

scoring cannot be excluded. Furthermore, the retarded growth of Formin5b plants might 

facilitate systemic spreading of the virus resulting in faster HR development. Nevertheless, 

our results indicate a trend that both SlFormin silenced lines, regardless of their visible 

phenotypes, exhibited an enhanced HR development (Fig. 5B).  

 

DISCUSSION 

 

I-2 Y2H interaction patterns support the molecular switch model  

Upon screening an Y2H tomato-Fusarium cDNA library two proteins, SlFormin and SlTrax, 

were found to interact with I-2, a Fol R protein of the CC-NB-LRR class. Each interactor 

showed distinct binding preferences for specific truncated and/or mutated forms of I-2 (Fig. 

1B and 2). The interaction pattern of SlFormin and SlTrax differed depending on the I-2 

truncation or mutation analysed, and was often found to be opposite. Apparently, I-2 adopts at 

least two conformations, a SlFormin- or a SlTrax-binding conformation. Some I-2 baits, such 

as the full-length I-2 and the I-2N+ ATPase mutants bind both interactors. They could 

represent a third conformation. Alternatively, they could represent a mixture of the two I-2 

conformations that are present at different steady state levels in yeast. The exclusive ability to 

interact either with SlFormin or with SlTrax correlated with the active (I-2S233F and I-2D283E) 
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or inactive/resting (I-2K207R) I-2 state (Tameling et al., 2006). The observed interaction 

patterns of the mutants (Fig. 2) suggest that the SlFormin-binding conformation represents the 

active I-2 state, while the SlTrax-binding conformation corresponds to the resting or inactive 

state. Since extension of I-2N with 5 LRRs shifts the equilibrium towards the SlTrax-binding, 

we conclude that the N-terminal LRR stabilizes the resting state.  

The hypothesis that the LRR domain acts as a negative regulatory module for R proteins is in 

agreement with earlier reports (reviewed by (Lukasik and Takken, 2009). For instance 

deletion of the LRR domain, as exemplified for RPS5 (Ade et al., 2007) and RPP1A (Weaver 

et al., 2006) or swapping LRR subdomains with those of homologous proteins, as shown for 

Rx (Rairdan and Moffett, 2006) and Mi-1.2 (Hwang et al., 2000; Hwang and Williamson, 

2003) results in constitutive activate R proteins. These autoactive mutants induce defence 

signalling in the absence of the corresponding pathogen. Moreover, the region required for 

negative regulation of Rx (Rairdan and Moffett, 2006) was pinpointed at the interface 

between the N-terminal part of the LRR and the ARC2 subdomain. Similarly, in our Y2H 

assays deletion of the complete LRR domain led to an interaction with SlFormin, most likely 

representing the activated state. Either deletion of the MHD-motif in the ARC2 subdomain or 

adding the first 5 LRRs that are predicted to interact with the ARC2 subdomain, abolished its 

ability to bind SlFormin and allowed the protein to interact with SlTrax indicative for the 

resting inactive state.  

Another argument in support of a regulatory role for the ARC2 subdomain is that an internal 

deletion abolished the interaction of I-2 with SlFormin, which suggests that the deleted part is 

important for the protein to adopt the activated state. Among the 12 aa that were deleted is the 

conserved “MHD” motif. Point mutations in this highly conserved motif confer either an 

autoactive or a loss-of-function phenotype for I-2, as well as for other R proteins indicating its 

importance for R protein function (Takken et al., 2006; van Ooijen et al., 2008 b). For Mi-1.2 

and I-2 the MHD motif has been proposed to fulfil the function of a sensor II motif, which 

regulates subdomain interactions and coordination of the bound nucleotide to control R 

protein activity (van Ooijen et al., 2008 b). Delimiting the smallest interacting domain of I-2 

brought another interesting observation. The active I-2 conformation seems to have an surface 

exposed on the CC domain that makes interaction possible with SlFormin, while in the 

inactive state this surface is buried as a consequence of which SlFormin binding is not 
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possible. Apparently, activation of the R protein results in exposure of this surface, which 

would require relaxation of the intramolecular interaction between the CC and NB-ARC-LRR 

domain. This model fits that proposed for Rx where release of its CC domain from the 

remainder of the protein was observed upon recognition of its cognate Avr (Moffett et al., 

2002). Although the intramolecular interaction of the Rx CC with the NB-ARC-LRR domain 

was shown previously, it remained elusive to which specific domain the CC binds. Based on 

our findings these CC-mediated intramolecular interactions might involve the NB-ARC 

domain as, depending on the NB-ARC domain truncations or mutations, opposite interaction 

patterns for SlFormin and SlTrax were observed. Presence of both the NB and ARC1 

subdomains apparently shields the SlFormin-interaction regions of the CC, and exposes the 

SlTrax binding surface.  

Taken together, our observations fit a refined “switch model” for R protein activation 

(Lukasik and Takken, 2009). This model is supported by biochemical data for I-2 and M 

(Tameling et al., 2002; Tameling et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2011), which indicate that its 

activated state is ATP-bound, while the resting state is represented by a stable ADP-bound 

condition. In our Y2H assays, with SlTrax and SlFormin, we used the same loss-of-function 

and autoactivating mutants that were used in our previous biochemical studies. Indeed our 

findings support the hypothesis that I-2 adopts different conformations depending on its 

nucleotide bound (Tameling et al., 2006). We here link I-2 activity to at least two different 

conformations; a SlFormin/ATP bound active state, which requires an intact MHD motif and 

a SlTrax/ADP-empty resting state that is stabilized by the LRR domain.  

The concept that interaction patterns of interacting proteins in Y2H could be used as a proxy 

to study conformational changes in R proteins might be more generic. For example for 

RPM1, conferring resistance to Pseudomonas syringae, five proteins interacting with its N-

terminus have been reported (TIP49a (Holt et al., 2002), RIN2 and 3 (Kawasaki et al., 2005), 

RIN13 (Al-Daoude et al., 2005) and  RIN4  (Mackey et al., 2002). Like for I-2, their 

interactions in an Y2H assay required distinct regions of the RPM1 N-terminus. Consistent 

with our findings, the interaction patterns changed depending on the NB-ARC domain 

truncation analyzed. It would be interesting to check for these interactors whether their 

binding abilities correlate with the proposed activation state of the protein, which can be 
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mimicked by the specific point mutations in the NB-ARC domain like we used in our 

analyses.  

The differences in Y2H interaction patterns for specific R protein variants are not unique for 

RPM1 and I-2. Many proteins interacting with either the N-terminal CC or TIR domain did 

no longer interact when the bait was extended to encompass the NB subdomain (NRIP1 

(Caplan et al., 2008), WRKY (Shen et al., 2007) and RIN4 (Mackey et al., 2002)). 

Alternatively, also for interacting proteins that required the NB subdomain their ability to 

interact is often affected by the length of the bait (RIN2 and 3 (Kawasaki et al., 2005); TIP49a 

(Holt et al., 2002); RIN13 (Al-Daoude et al., 2005)). The trend is that even though the 

minimal interacting region is present in a specific bait, often no interaction is found in longer 

baits. A trivial explanation could be that large baits cannot enter the yeast nucleus. However, 

in our studies we find that full-length I-2 protein is able to interact with at least SlFormin and 

SlTrax. These observations imply that specific variations in interaction patterns could be 

associated with different R protein folding states and hence can serve as markers to reflect 

their conformation.  

 

The function of the interacting proteins in I-2 mediated resistance 

The R protein interactors mentioned above are functionally involved in disease resistance 

(Holt et al., 2002; Mackey et al., 2002; Al-Daoude et al., 2005; Kawasaki et al., 2005; Shen et 

al., 2007; Caplan et al., 2008). The function of Trax in plants is unknown and to our 

knowledge this protein has not been linked to disease resistance signalling before. In 

mammals TRAX regulates, together with Translin, translation by microtubule-dependent 

trafficking of mRNAs (Jaendling and McFarlane). SlFormin homologs are nucleating factors 

necessary for actin polymerization and stress fibre formation (Ingouff et al., 2005). Operative 

assembly or disassembly of cytoskeleton filaments is required for proper plant growth, 

disruption of this process in RNAi Formin5 plants could explain their reduced stature (Fig. 

4C). Depolarization and cytoskeleton reorganization in plants has also been linked to 

decreased non-host resistance towards fungal pathogens, like Blumeria graminis and 

Colletotrichum in Arabidopsis (Yun et al., 2003; Shimada et al., 2006). Furthermore, 

mycotoxins such as cytochalasins, trigger actin depolarization that causes disease and induce 

programmed cell death PCD (Franklin-Tong and Gourlay, 2008). Plant actin cytoskeleton 
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hence seems to be involved in regulation of PCD and HR (Franklin-Tong and Gourlay, 2008), 

and disturbed actin polymerisation in the Formin5 silenced S. lycopersisci lines might explain 

the formation of necrotic lesions on its leaf edges.  

The two I-2 interactors identified are predicted to have a different localization in the cell. 

SlFormin contains a signal peptide and a transmembrane domain, which implies membrane 

localization (Fig. 3A). Such a localisation would be similar as that observed for the 

orthologous class I of Arabidopsis Formins: Fh6, Fh4, Fh8 and Fh5 (Favery et al., 2004; 

Deeks et al., 2005; Ingouff et al., 2005). SlTrax carries a nuclear export signal, similar to its 

animal counterparts, which suggests that it might shuttle between nucleus and cytoplasm 

(Jaendling and McFarlane, 2010) (Fig. 3B). If I-2 in planta interacts with these proteins it 

implies either that distinct (membrane, cytoplasm and nucleus) pools of I-2 protein exist, or 

that dynamic shuttling of I-2 between these two subcellular compartments occurs. Recent data 

indicates that NB-LRR R proteins indeed localize in different sub-cellular compartments and 

that this bipartite localization is important for their function (MLA10 - (Shen et al., 2007), N - 

(Burch-Smith et al., 2007), Rx - (Slootweg et al., 2011; Tameling et al., 2011) RPS4-

(Wirthmüller et al., 2007) and SNC1- (Zhu et al., 2010)). Whether I-2 activation, its ability to 

trigger defence, and its ability to interact with the I2I clones, are related to a specific 

subcellular location (nucleus for SlTrax or plasma mebrane for SlFormin) remains to be 

investigated.  

Functional involvement of SlFormin and SlTrax in I-2-mediated resistance was assayed using 

the silenced tomato lines created in this study (Fig. 4-5). No compromised I-2-mediated 

resistance nor a change in susceptibility in Fol bioassays  (Fig. 5A and Fig. S2) was observed. 

This could imply that SlFormin and SlTrax are not involved in I-2 mediated resistance or that 

their involvement could not be detected using our experimental set-up. Possibly, involvement 

of SlFormin and SlTrax was masked by redundancy of these genes in the host. However, we 

do not favour this explanation as SlTrax is a single copy gene, and an interaction between 

Formins and I-2 was only detected for this homolog and not for a closely related one (data not 

shown). Alternatively, the silencing levels in the knock-down might be insufficient to confer a 

phenotype. For both genes the relative expression levels were reduced by 80-90% (Fig. 4), but 

we cannot exclude that the residual expression levels are sufficient for successful resistance 

signalling. To resolve this issue knock-out lines have to be created and tested in bioassays. An 
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alternative explanation for our results is that resistance is not compromised but enhanced, 

which would be undetectable in our Fol bioassays. To test this last hypothesis, Avr2 was 

systemically expressed in the silenced tomato lines using PVX::Avr2 and onset and severity 

of HR was quantified. The PVX::Avr2 assay revealed a statistically significant enhancement 

of I-2-mediated responses to Avr2 for the Formin5b line and a similar tendency for the 

Formin3a line (Fig. 5B). Unfortunately, we cannot exclude the possibility that the Formin5b 

phenotype affected PVX spreading and HR quantification, so these data have to be interpreted 

with care. Nevertheless, if the tendency towards increased I-2-triggered HR is indeed 

correlated with reduced SlFormin expression levels, two explanations apply. Either SlFormin 

could be involved in perception of Avr2, possibly as a guardee (Van der Biezen and Jones, 

1998). We do not favour this hypothesis as we did not find an interaction between I2I-1 and 

Avr2 in an Y2H assay (data not shown) nor seems SlFormin a virulence target for Fol, as the 

silenced lines did not show altered susceptibility to the virulent race 3 isolate (Fig. S1). An 

alternative explanation is that SlFormin acts downstream of I-2 and is involved in negative 

regulation of HR or defence. Future experiments should therefore focus on establishing the 

putative function and the role of SlFormin and SlTrax in I-2 mediated resistance.  

Taken together, functional involvement in I-2 mediated resistance for the two interactors 

could be confirmed nor disproved. However, their interaction pattern was found to correlate 

with the proposed activation states of I-2, making these interactors excellent markers to 

investigate I-2 activation-dependent conformational changes. Our findings suggest that Y2H 

assays using N-terminal interactors can be used to monitor conformational changes in R 

proteins. For I-2, at least two conformational states appear to be present in vivo. 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 
Yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) constructs and protein expression. 

 

Bait constructs: 

Construction of the tomato-Fusarium cDNA library and I-2 baits used for screening I-2 FL and I-2N: CC-NB-

ARC have been described before (de la Fuente van Bentem et al., 2005). The bait used for the library screen was 

constructed by subcloning the NcoI/SacI fragment of I-2 FL in the Y2H bait vector pAS2-1 (CLONTECH 

Laboratories, Palo Alto, CA, USA), resulting in bait CC-NB-ARC-LRR1-12 (amino acids 1-872). Bait I-2N+: 

CC-NB-ARC-LRR1-5 (amino acids 1-643) was constructed by cloning the NcoI/PstI fragment into pAS2-1. Bait 

I-2N∆MHD: CC-NB-ARC∆MHD was obtained via exonuclease activity after digestion of the Tth111-I restriction site 

in bait I-2 CC-NB-ARC. After re-ligation and sequencing the codons encoding amino acids 485-495 appeared to 

be deleted. Bait I-2CC (amino acids 1-168) was constructed by cloning the NcoI/EcoRV fragment of I-2 into 

pAS2-1.  

The I-2N mutants: CC-NB-ARC (S233F, D283E) were described before as I-2 FL (S233F, D283E) clones in 

pGreen1K vector (Tameling et al., 2006). NcoI/XhoI fragments of those pGreen vectors were used to create I-2 

FL baits with corresponding mutations in pAS2-1 digested with NcoI/SalI. Afterwards, I-2 FL baits (S233F, 

D283E) were digested with PstI to release a fragment thereby resulting in deletion of LRR5-29 and creation of I-

2N+S233F, I-2N+D283E in pAS2-1.   

To create the I-2N: CC-NB-ARC bait with the K207R mutation, an NcoI/XhoI fragment from pGEX-KG 

construct with I-2NK207R (Tameling et al., 2002) was cloned into pAS2-1 that was digested with NcoI and SalI. 

Replacing the NcoI/BamHI fragment of this clone with the pAS2-1: I-2N+ made the bait I-2N+ K207R.  

The Rx CC-NB-ARC and Rx full-length coding region in pBAD was obtained from Wageningen University 

(Hans Keller). An NcoI/EcoRI fragment of Rx CC-NB-ARC was first ligated into a pGEXT4-1 vector digested 

with the same enzymes. Vector pGEXT4-1 was previously modified to contain extra restriction sites for NcoI, 

XbaI and BglII. This plasmid encodes Rx amino acids 1 to 426 which is fused N-terminally to GST. Bait Rx: 

CC-NB-ARC was created following the same strategy where an NcoI/EcoRI fragment from pGEXT4-1: Rx CC-

NB-ARC was cloned into pAS2-1 vector digested with NcoI and EcoRI. To create full-length Rx bait, firstly a 

NcoI/SmaI fragment of full-length Rx from pBAD were exchanged with NcoI/PmeI fragment of pGEXT4-1. 

This plasmid encodes full-length Rx protein fused N-terminally to GST and C-terminally to HIS tag. Then a 

NcoI/SalI fragment was ligated to pAS2.1 vector digested previously with the same enzymes.  

In case of Mi1.2: CC-NB-ARC bait, a NcoI/BsmI fragment was cut out from plasmid pKG6210 containing the 

Mi-1.2 gene (www.keygene.com) and cloned into pAS2-1 digested with NcoI/SmaI. The resulting plasmid was 

digested with NcoI, filled with Klenow polymerase and re-ligated in order to adjust the sequence into the frame 

(161- 896aa). To create the full-length Mi1.2 bait several intermediate plasmids have been constructed. Firstly, 

following amplification on pKG6210 (www.keygene.com) with primers FP181 (cgg gat cct gtc att tcg atc acc 

ggt atg c), FP182 (ggg gta ccc ggc tat ttc ttt acc gac atc), FP183 (ggg gtac ccc gtt gtg aca aat cgg ccg tg), FP184 
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(ctg gtc gac cta ctt aaa taa ggg gat att ctt ctg) and three-point ligation BamHI/KpnI/SalI, NB-ARC-LRR fragment 

of Mi-1.2 gene has been cloned into pUC vector, previously digested with BamHI/SalI. Then, a XhoI/MscI 

fragment of pKG6210 (www.keygene.com) has been cloned into this plasmid digested with the same enzymes. 

The resulting vector has been used to create bait NB-ARC-LRR in pAS2.1 plasmid by ligation of its BamHI/SalI 

fragment into pAS2.1 digested with the same enzymes. To adjust the sequence into the frame this plasmid was 

digested additionally with NcoI, filled with Klenow polymerase and re-ligated. An AgeI/SalI fragment of 

resulting vector has been exchanged with an AgeI/SalI fragment from described above Mi1.2: CC-NB-ARC bait 

to create bait expressing almost full-length protein that is missing only first 161aa. To fill the gap of first 161aa 

and create final bait expressing full-length Mi1.2 protein, a PCR fragment amplified by FP194 (cat gcc atg gaa 

aaa cga aaa gat att gaa g) and FP180 (ggg gta ccg agt tga aac aga ggt aag ac) on pKG6210 (www.keygene.com) 

was ligeted to this vector after NcoI digestions. Since vectors carrying full-length Mi1.2 gene are unstable in 

E.coli, the resulting vector has been cloned directly to yeasts.  

For the I-2 C1: CC-NB-ARC bait we used a cosmid containing this homolog (cosmid A29 (Simons et al., 1998) 

as starting material. Using primers F I-2C1 (CAG ATT TGA GCC ATG GAG ATT GG) and R I-2C1 (GGG 

CCG ACA TTG TTC CAA CAT ATG) and Pfu DNA polymerase (Stratagene) a DNA fragment was amplified 

that encoded amino acids 1-526 from I-2C1. The fragment was cloned into the pAS2-1 vector using the same 

restriction sites as used for the corresponding I-2 fragment (de la Fuente van Bentem et al., 2005).  

 

Prey construct: 

The insert of SlFormin homolog SGN-U583099 was amplified using primers:  FM13 (TTC CCA GTC ACG 

ACG TTG T) and RHom (CCG AAT TCG TAT ACG AGC TGC CCG TGC). PCR products were digested with 

EcoRI and XhoI restriction enzymes and ligated into the pACT2 vector (CLONTECH Laboratories, Palo Alto, 

CA, USA).  

For all bait and prey constructs western blot analysis confirmed that the expected chimeric proteins were 

produced in the yeast host PJ69-4a. For these blots yeast cells were collected and proteins were extracted as 

described in the Clontech yeast protocol book (http://www.clontech.com/images/pt/PT3024-1.pdf). Protein 

samples were loaded on SDS–PAGE gels for immunoblotting. Blots were probed using αGal4DB for bait 

proteins or with αGal4AD for prey proteins (Clontech) antibodies followed by goat anti-mouse antibodies 

conjugated to Horseradish peroxidase (Pierce).  

 

Yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) assays and –library screen 

The Y2H assays and –library screens were performed as described (de la Fuente van Bentem et al., 2005). The 

nearly full-length I-2 bait (1-872aa) was used to screen the tomato-Fusarium interaction cDNA library and 7.106 

yeast transformants were tested for growth on MM –HWL plates. After two days of growth at 30ºC, the plates 

were replica-plated to MM -AWL and MM -HWL selective plates, and to MM -WL plates. The original plate 

was subjected to an X-gal staining procedure (Duttweiler, 1996) for detection of the LacZ marker. A second 
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series of selective plates (MM -AWL, MM -HWL and MM -WL) was made from the first MM -WL replicate. 

After 5 days of growth at 30ºC, the growth on the second series of selective plates was determined.  

 

Cloning of SlFormin and SlTrax: 

To obtain a full-length cDNA sequence of SlFormin we performed primer-walking using gene- and plasmid-

specific primers on the tomato-Fusarium interaction cDNA library as template (de la Fuente van Bentem et al., 

2005). After 3 steps, we identified the full-length coding region that was amplified with the primers 

combination: I2I-1-F1 (AGG GGC TTC AAT CCA TCT G) and I2I-1-stop-R (CAG TCG ACC TAC GGG CTT 

GAG CTC TCG T). PCR fragments were cloned into pGEMT-easy (Promega) and three independent clones 

were sequenced. The sequence consensus was compared to the genomic sequence present in the SOLdatabase 

(SL1.00sc05390_84.1.1) (http://solgenomics.net/; SGN Tomato Combined).  

In case of SlTrax, the full-length cDNA was directly amplified from the cDNA library (de la Fuente van Bentem 

et al., 2005) with primers: I2I-2-ATG-F (ATG GCT TCA AAA CCC CAG CGC) and I2I-2-R (TTC AAT GTC 

TGG CAT GCC CAA). The forward primer was designed on the ATG codon of SGN-U575744 sequence 

(http://solgenomics.net/) of which C-terminal part of coding region was identical to the insert in I2I-2. PCR 

fragments were cloned into pGEM-T easy (Promega). After sequencing three independent clones, the consensus 

was compared to SGN-U575744.  

All PCRs were performed with Pfu (Fermentas).  

 

Design of RNAi construct. 

The RNA interfering hairpin constructs were produced by fusing part of the target gene to a fragment of the GUS 

gene (Wroblewski et al., 2007; Tomilov et al., 2008). Briefly, around 300-400 bp fragments covering 3’ or 5’ 

end of the gene-coding region was amplified with primers in which a SfiI restriction enzyme cleavage site was 

introduced. The specific primer sets for SlFormin were: Formin 3’ F1 Sfi-I (ATG GCC ATG TAG GCC GTC 

CTG AGT CTT TGC AAG) and Formin 3’ R1 Sfi-I (ATG GCC AGA GAG GCC GAC AGT GAG AGG CTG 

TGG); Formin 5’ F1 Sfi-I (ATG GCC ATG TAG GCC CGA TTA GGG GCT TCA ATC) and Formin 5’ R1 

Sfi-I (ATG GCC AGA GAG GCC GAA TCC ATA CTT GCT CGG) (15 bp adapters containing the SfiI 

cleavage site are underlined). For SlTrax the used primers combinations were: Trax 3’ F1 Sfi-I (ATG GCC ATG 

TAG GCC CTG CAG TTT TGT GCG TGA) and Trax 3’ R1 Sfi-I (ATG GCC AGA GAG GCC TGC CCA 

ACA GTG GAT AAC); Trax 5’ F1 Sfi-I (ATG GCC ATG TAG GCC CAG CGC ATT CGT CAC TTG) and 

Trax 5’ R1 Sfi-I (ATG GCC AGA GAG GCC GAA CCC CAG GAG AAT ATG C). The obtained fragments 

were fused to the GUS gene and introduced into the binary vector pGollum to create an inverted repeat structure 

as described before (Wroblewski et al., 2007; Ament et al. 2010; Krasikov et al. 2010).  

 

Plant transformation and selection of transgenic plants. 

S. lycopersicum cv. Motelle was transformed with the silencing constructs described above using Agrobacterium 

mediated transformation using our optimized protocol for plant transformation (Ament et al. 2010; Krasikov et 
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al. 2010).  

Transformants were selected as described (Ament et al. 2010; Krasikov et al. 2010). In short, the presence and 

number of the T-DNA insertions in primary transformants was assessed by analyzing the presence of the 

neomycin phosphotransferase gene (NPTII) using PCR followed by Southern blotting using the NPTII gene as 

probe (data not shown). Efficiency of gene silencing in T0 parents and T1 progeny was assayed by screening for 

reduced GUS expression. Reduction in GUS expression was visualized by a histochemical GUS staining 

(Jefferson et al., 1987) of transgenic plants agroinfiltrated with the pTFS40:GUS vector (Jones et al., 1992; 

Wroblewski et al., 2005) (data not shown).  

Per silencing construct, two lines (called a and b) that showed the highest level of GUS silencing were selected 

for further analysis. In these lines SlFormin or SlTrax silencing efficiency was measured using quantitative-PCR 

(qPCR).  

 

RNA isolation, cDNA synthesis and quantitative PCR. 

Total RNA was isolated from roots of five four-week-old seedlings using Trizol LS reagent (Invitrogen) 

followed by a chloroform extraction and isopropanol precipitation. Additional RNA purification was performed 

using RNeasy mini-columns (Qiagen) and contaminating DNA was removed with DNAse (Fermentas). The 

concentration of total RNA was estimated on agarose gel and by using a NanoDrop ND-1000 

spectrophotometer. cDNA was synthesized from 8 µl total RNA using M-MuLV Reverse Transcriptase 

(Fermentas) as described by the manufacturer in a 20 µl reaction. PCRs were performed in an ABI 7500 Real-

Time PCR system (Applied biosystems) using Platinum SYBR Green qPCR SuperMix-UDG kit (Invitrogen). 20 

µl PCR reactions contained 0.25 µM of each primer, 0.1 µL ROX reference dye and 20 ng cDNA. The cycling 

program was set to 2 min 50°C, 5 min 95°C, 45 cycles of 15 sec 95°C and 1 min 60°C. Primers used were 

F6qFormin (ACA TGC GGA ACA GGA CAT TA) and R6qFormin (AAA GAG ACG CAA GCC TTC AT) for 

SlFormin amplification and F1qTrax (GAG GTT AGC AAT CGG TCG AA) and R1qTrax (TCC ATC TCT 

GGG GCA ATA AG) for SlTrax amplification. Amplification with selected primers sets was confirmed for 

linearity with standard cDNA dilution series and analysis of primers melting curves. Expression level was 

normalized to the expression of α-tubulin (TC170178) detected with primers qTubL (CAG TGA AAC TGG 

AGC TGG AA) and qTubR (TAT AGT GGC CAC GAG CAA AG) and compared to relative expression in an 

EV line (Empty Vector transformed tomato line). Two independent RNA isolations followed by two cDNA 

syntheses represented two biological replicas. Each was tested twice with q-PCR.   

 

Fusarium bioassays. 

Ten-days-old tomato seedlings of the silenced lines and an empty vector control line were inoculated with either 

an avirulent isolate of Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. lycopersici (race 2 Fol007) or with a virulent isolate (race 3 

Fol029) (Rep et al., 2005) using the root dip method (Wellman, 1939). Mock-inoculated seedlings served as 

controls. Inoculations and scoring were performed as described (Rep et al., 2004). Briefly, 21 days after 

inoculation plant-weight above the cotyledons was measured and the disease index was determined. The disease 
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index is correlated to the extent of browning of vessels, which is illustrated on a scale from 0 (no symptoms, 

none of the vessels brown) to 4 (wilt disease; all vessels brown or plant dead). One-way ANOVA and pair-wise 

comparison with Student’s t-test for the weight measurements and the non-parametrical Man-Whitney test for 

the disease index was performed using GraphPad Prism 5.0 software. The experiment was performed twice, 

using 40-60 plants per line.  

 

PVX screen 

Creation of the binary PVX:Avr2 and PVX: Avr2R/H constructs and their transformation to A. tumefaciens 

GV3101 was described before (Houterman et al., 2009). Toothpick inoculation of three-week-old tomato plants 

was performed as described (Takken et al., 2000; Houterman et al., 2009). Inoculated and systemic leaves were 

scored at 8, 10 and 12 days after inoculation for development of necrotic symptoms. The hypersensitive response 

(HR) was quantified on an arbitrary scale from 0 - 4: 0- no HR; 1- only inoculated cotyledons show necrosis, 

plant does not display visible HR on systemic leaves; score 2- HR started to develop on systemic leaves; score 3- 

HR is more developed on systemic leaves compare to score 2, upper leaves started to curl down; score 4- 

extensive systemic HR and strong curling of the leaves (Fig. S3). The experiment was repeated twice, which 

allowed analysis of ± 35 plants per line.  One-way Anova and pair-wise comparison with the non-parametrical 

Man-Whitney test was performed using GraphPad Prism 5.0 software.  

 

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 

 
 

 

Fig. S1. Specificity of interaction in between I2I-1 or 
I2I-2 and CC-NB-ARC baits of I-2, Rx, Mi-1.2 and I-
2C1. 
Y2H analyses showed interactions of I2I-1 or I2I-2 with 
the I-2 bait containing the CC-NB-ARC (1-520aa), but 
not with similar bait constructs containing the CC-NB-
ARC domains of I-2C1 (1-526aa), Rx (1-426aa) or Mi-
1.2 (161- 896aa). None of the bait and prey proteins 
showed autoactivity as tested by co-expression with 
pACT2 and pAS2.1 empty vectors. Activation of the 
HIS3 marker is shown after 10 days of growth (upper 
panel). Expression of baits proteins was confirmed by 
western blot (WB) analysis using an αGal4BD antibody 
for detection on total yeast protein extracts (lower 
panel).  
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Fig. S2. Bioassay with race 3 Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. lycopersici 
Ten-day-old seedlings of empty vector (EV) transformed and SlFormin or SlTrax silenced tomato lines were 
infected with race 3 Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. lycopersici (Fol029), which is virulent on the EV control line. 
The disease index was determined 21 days post inoculation. The distribution of plants over the different disease 
indexes is depicted. Anova analysis reveals no significant differences in disease indexes between silenced 
(Formin3a, Formin5b, Trax5a, Trax5b) and non-silenced (EV) tomato lines upon infection with Fol007. Data 
represent two independent experiments with the number of plants indicated (n=).  

 
Fig. S3. PVX::Avr2 HR intensity scale in tomato.  
Photographs represent a zoomed view on a systemic leaf (upper panel) and an entire tomato plant (lower panel) 
of representative individual I-2 containing cv. Motelle plants inoculated with PVX::Avr2. Appearance of the 
hypersensitive response (HR) as a result of recognition of Avr2 by I-2 was scaled based on visual scoring. Score: 
1- only inoculated cotyledons show necrosis, plant does not display visible HR on systemic leaves; score 2- HR 
started to develop on systemic leaves; score 3- HR is more developed on systemic leaves compare to score 2, 
upper leaves started to curl down; score 4- extensive systemic HR and strong curling of the leaves.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

Plant resistance (R) proteins mediate race-specific immunity. R proteins recognize pathogen 

delivered effector-proteins and initiate host defenses, often accompanied by a localized cell-

death response. Most R proteins belong to the NB-LRR protein family and they carry a 

central NB-ARC domain fused to an LRR domain. The CC domain at the N-terminus of some 

Solanaceous NB-LRR proteins is extended with a domain referred to as the solanaceae 

domain (SD) of which the function is largely unknown. Tomato Mi-1.2, which confers 

resistance against nematodes, white flies, psyllids and aphids encodes a typical SD-CNL 

protein. Here, we analyze the role the extended N-terminus has for Mi-1.2 activation using 

over-expression and functional trans-complementation studies. We show that removal of the 

first part of the N-terminal region (Nt1) induced Mi-1.2-mediated cell death upon 

agroinfiltration in N. benthamiana leaves. This cell death can be suppressed by over-

expression of the second half of the N-terminal region (Nt2), suggesting a role for both parts 

in negative regulating Mi-1.2 activity. Yet, to induce cell death, autoactivating NB-ARC-LRR 

mutants require in trans co-expression of an intact N-terminal region consisting of both the 

SD and CC domain. These results indicate that the N-terminus not only functions as a 

negative regulator, but also acts as a positive regulator required for Mi-1.2 mediated cell 

death. Based on secondary structure predictions we could link both regulatory functions to 

particular subdomains in the extended N-terminus and we propose an updated model for Mi-

1.2 activation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Besides a basal immune system that can be triggered by a wide variety of potential pathogens, 

plants also evolved a specific immune mechanism that is activated only by particular races of 

specialized pathogens. This second type of immunity, called effector triggered immunity 

(ETI), is initiated after recognition of pathogen-produced effectors proteins by matching host 

resistance proteins (R proteins) (Jones and Dangl, 2006). In order to restrict invading 

pathogens activated R proteins induce defense responses that are often accompanied by a 

hypersensitive response (HR). This HR can often be visualized by the occurrence of local 

cell-death around the infection zone (Heath, 2000). Since R proteins can trigger host cell 

death, their activities must be tightly controlled; a process mediated by inter- and 

intramolecular interactions (Lukasik and Takken, 2009).  

The majority of R proteins belong to the intracellular multidomain NB-LRR protein family. 

The role of the distinct domains for NB-LRR functioning has been studied by analyzing their 

interaction patterns and via structure-function analyses (reviewed in: (van Ooijen et al., 2007; 

Lukasik and Takken, 2009). The most conserved domain among NB-LRR proteins is the 

nucleotide-binding domain, which is shared by human Apaf-1, plant R proteins and the 

C.elegans Ced-4 protein and is called the NB-ARC domain. The crystal structures of the NB-

ARC domains from Apaf-1 and Ced-4 have been resolved allowing modeling of the 

homologous NB-ARC domain of plant R proteins (Riedl et al., 2005; Yan et al., 2005; 

Takken et al., 2006). This 3D model revealed that plant NB-ARC domains are actually 

subdivided into three subdomains; the NB, ARC1 and ARC2 that together form the 

nucleotide-binding pocket (Albrecht and Takken, 2006; Takken et al., 2006). For I-2 and Mi-

1.2 it was experimentally shown that this domain binds and hydrolyzes nucleotides in vitro. 

Subsequently, in planta analyses using autoactivating and loss-of-function mutants linked this 

biochemical activity to protein function and formed the basis of a molecular “switch” model. 

This model proposes that the nucleotide-binding state of the NB-ARC determines the switch 

between a resting and an activated state of R proteins (Tameling et al., 2002; Takken et al., 

2006; Tameling et al., 2006). 

 The NB-ARC is involved in intramolecular interactions with its neighboring domains 

(reviewed in (Lukasik and Takken, 2009)). At the C-terminus the NB-ARC domain is fused 
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to a Leucine-Rich Repeat domain (LRR). The LRR domain is proposed to form a horseshoe-

shaped structure forming a potential interaction surface (Padmanabhan et al., 2009). Due to its 

highly polymorphic nature and its ability to interact with a subset of effectors, it has been 

proposed to determine recognition specificity of NB-LRR proteins (reviewed in 

(Padmanabhan et al., 2009)). Besides pathogen recognition, the LRR domain negatively 

modulates NB-LRR protein activity in the absence of a pathogen (Tao et al., 2000; Rairdan 

and Moffett, 2006; Weaver et al., 2006; Ade et al., 2007; van Ooijen et al., 2008 a).  

Most variability within the NB-LRR protein family is observed at their N-termini. Actually, 

the type of N-terminal domain divides the NB-LRR proteins into two distinct classes; a) those 

carrying a TIR domain (toll and human interleukin-1 receptor) called the TIR-NB-ARC-LRR 

or TNL class and b) the others, often carrying a domain with predicted coiled coil (CC) 

structures. The latter are classified as CC-NB-ARC-LRR or CNL proteins (Pan et al., 2000). 

Recently, the crystal structures of a TIR and a CC domain of a plant TNL and CNL have been 

resolved (Bernoux et al., 2011; Maekawa et al. 2011). Notably, both domains were found to 

form homo-dimers for which over-expression in planta is sufficient to induce HR (Frost et al., 

2004; Swiderski et al., 2009; Krasileva et al. 2010; Bernoux et al., 2011; Collier et al., 2011; 

Maekawa et al. 2011). Based on this property, the N-terminus of these proteins was proposed 

to be the smallest functional module required for induction of host defense. This observation 

is surprising as earlier it was shown for the potato R protein Rx that over-expression of its NB 

domain is required and sufficient to induce HR (Rairdan et al., 2008). Either NB-LRR 

proteins rely on different subdomains to transduce downstream HR signaling or alternatively 

they form heteromeric complexes in which over-expression of a single domain triggers 

activation of an intact, but inactive NB-LRR.  N-terminal domains have also been shown to 

be involved in pathogen perception by interacting with plant proteins that are targeted and/or 

modified by pathogens (reviewed in (Lukasik and Takken, 2009)).  

Whereas most N-termini of CNL proteins are relatively short, in some CNLs they are 

extended with extra domains or regions (Tameling and Takken, 2008). A domain frequently 

present at extended N-termini is the solanaceae domain (SD), called after its presence in a 

subset of solanaceae CNL proteins ((Mucyn et al., 2006)). The significance of an extended N-

terminus for SD-CNL proteins function has so far mainly been studied for the tomato Prf 

protein, which carries besides an SD domain an additional N-terminal extension. Although, 
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this additional extension was shown to be required for oligomerization and interaction with 

signaling components like the kinase Pto and effector protein, the function of the SD domain 

remains elusive (Mucyn et al., 2006; Gutierrez et al.).  

To study the role of an extended N-terminus of an SD-CNL protein we here focus on the 

tomato Mi-1.2 protein that confers resistance to root-knot nematodes (Meloidogyne spp.), 

potato aphid (Macrosiphum euphorbiae), and the sweetpotato whitefly (Bemisia tabaci) 

(Milligan et al., 1998; Rossi et al., 1998; Vos et al., 1998; Nombela et al., 2003; Casteel et al., 

2006). Many aspects of Mi-1.2 activation regulation have been addressed before using 

biochemical and genetic approaches (Hwang et al., 2000; Tameling et al., 2002; Hwang and 

Williamson, 2003; van Ooijen et al., 2008 a). The N-terminal half of Mi-1.2, e.g. lacking the 

LRR domain, has been produced and purified from E. coli and this fragment was 

demonstrated to bind and hydrolyse ATP in vitro (Tameling et al., 2002; Gutierrez et al., 

2010). To link biochemical properties to activations states of Mi-1.2, specific point mutations 

were made in the NB-ARC domain and these where found to confer either autoactivity or 

loss-of-function in full-length Mi-1.2 (van Ooijen et al., 2008 a, 2008a). The same mutants 

were subsequently used to examine physical and functional interactions between the CC-NB-

ARC and the C-terminal LRR domain. To this end both parts were co-expressed in N. 

benthamiana leaves using agroinfiltration (van Ooijen et al., 2008 a). Whereas a physical 

interaction between LRR domain and the rest of the protein was found for all tested (mutant) 

NB-ARC domains, in trans autoactivity was only restored for specific combinations 

indicating that Mi-1.2 activation is a multistep process. Besides these experiments, domain-

swapping experiments between Mi-1.2 and a non-functional homolog Mi-1.1 have been 

performed to identify the role specific Mi-1.2 domains have. LRR domain swaps revealed that 

this domain is mainly involved in pathogen recognition specificity and signal transduction 

(Hwang et al., 2000; Hwang and Williamson, 2003). To analyze the extended Mi-1.2 N-

terminus, it was divided into two regions; the Nt1, which covers the first 161 amino acids of 

the N-terminus, and the Nt2 that extends from amino acid 162 to the start of the NB-ARC 

domain. The chimaeras in which these regions have been exchanged between Mi-1.2 and Mi-

1.1 revealed that negative regulation of HR is mediated by interplay of the Nt1 region and 

residue 961 of LRR domain (Hwang et al., 2000; Hwang and Williamson, 2003).  
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This extensive body of data and the availability of tools makes Mi-1.2 a good model to study 

at the molecular level how HR signaling is regulated. To identify the minimal unit required to 

induce HR we analyzed a large series of Mi-1.2 deletion constructs. To study the proposed 

role of the extended N-terminal domain in regulating Mi-1.2 activity we performed over-

expression and trans-complementation assays in N. benthamiana leaves using agroinfiltration. 

In contrast to other CNL proteins, we did not observe cell death upon over-expression of the 

NB or N-terminal domain alone, but we found that the extended N-terminus of Mi-1.2 has a 

dual regulatory role on Mi-1.2 activity. Furthermore, we could link the negative and positive 

regulatory abilities to specific N-terminal (sub)domains. Secondary structure predictions 

revealed that similar subdomains could be distinguished in other solanaceae CNL resistance 

proteins with extended N-termini, suggesting that they might play a similar role in R protein 

activation.  

 

RESULTS 

 

The N-terminus as negative regulator of Mi-1.2 function  

To explore further the proposed regulatory role of the N-terminus of Mi-1.2 on its function 

(Hwang et al., 2000; Hwang and Williamson, 2003), constructs encoding wild-type protein as 

well as truncated versions were over-expressed transiently by agroinfiltration in Nicotiana 

benthamiana leaves. All proteins, except Nt1-Nt2, were equipped with either a TAP or an HA 

tag (Material and Methods), to aid their detection on Western blots. As expected in the 

absence of an elicitor, expression of wild-type protein (Nt1-Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR, encoded by 

construct 1; Fig. 1A) gave no necrotic response, nor could cell death be visualized by trypan 

blue staining (Fig. 1B). In contrast, the protein lacking the Nt1 domain (Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR, 

construct 2) induced a hypersensitive response (HR) 48 hr post infiltration (Fig. 1B). On a 

Western blot of total protein lysates of agroinfiltrated leaf material the truncated protein, 

along with many degradation products, is readily detected (Fig. 1C, lane 2) using Mi-1.2 

antibodies (van Ooijen et al., 2008 b), whereas full-length Mi-1.2 protein is not visible (Fig 

1C, lane 1b). However, upon prolonged exposure a clear band was detected at the predicted 

size of Mi-1.2 (145kDa) (Fig. 1C, lane 1a), excluding the possibility that the absence of a 

response for the full-length protein is explained by lack of expression. This observation 
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confirms the hypothesis that Nt1 has an inhibitory effect on the autoactivity of full-length Mi-

1.2 (Hwang et al., 2000; Hwang and Williamson, 2003). Next, we tested in the same way a 

number of additional truncated versions of Mi-1.2 (Fig.1A), notably the LRR domain alone 

(LRR, encoded by construct 3), NB-ARC-LRR (construct 4), the NB domain (construct 5), 

NB-ARC (construct 6), Nt1-Nt2-NB-ARC (construct 7), Nt1-Nt2 (construct 8), and both Nt1 

(construct 9) and Nt2 (construct 10) alone. None of the constructs 3 to 9 induced a visible HR 

or cell death as would be visible upon trypan blue staining (Fig. 1B). Over-expressed proteins 

were detected on a Western blot probed with Mi-1.2 antibody raised against the NT2-NB-

ARC part of Mi-1.2 (van Ooijen et al., 2008 b) (Fig. 1C, lanes 3-8). Recognition of the TAP 

tagged LRR domain was mediated by the generic IgG-binding property of the ProtA domain 

in the TAP tag. For the Nt1 domain, a HA-tag was (N-terminally) attached to enable detection 

of the tagged protein using an HA antibody (Fig. 1C, lane 9). For Nt2 and HA-tagged Nt2 

infiltrations neither resulted in a visible reaction in leaves nor could protein be detected on 

Western blots (data not shown).   

 

Fig. 1. Deleting the Nt1 region of Mi-1.2 results in induction of a hypersensitive response (HR)  
A) Schematic representation of the constructs: 1. Nt1-Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR-TAP (1-1258aa); 2. TAP-Nt2-NB-
ARC-LRR (162-1258aa); 3. TAP-LRR (900-1258aa); 4. TAP-NB-ARC-LRR (513-1258aa); 5. TAP-NB (513-
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678aa); 6. TAP-NB-ARC (513-899aa); 7. Nt1-Nt2-NB-ARC-TAP (1-899aa); 8. Nt1-Nt2 (1-539aa); 9. HA-Nt1 
(1-161aa); 10. Nt2 (162-539aa). The different domains in the Mi-1.2 protein are indicated using different colors: 
Nt1 (yellow); Nt2 (orange); NB (red); ARC1 (pink); ARC2 (blue); LRR (green). The sizes of each part are 
approximately scaled. The lines are spaced every ~10kDa, and every 50 kDa is marked with a dotted line. The 
ability to induce (+) or not induce (-) HR is indicated for each 10 construct.  
B) N. benthamiana leaves were agroinfiltrated to express the nine constructs corresponding to the proteins listed 
in A). Five-days-post-agroinfiltration (5dpi) a representative leaf was photographed (left panel) and stained with 
trypan blue to visualize cell-death (right panel).  
C) N. benthamiana leaves agroinfiltrated to express constructs corresponding to proteins 1-9 listed above (A), 
were harvested 1-day-post–infiltration (1dpi). Protein extracts were subjected to immunoblotting and detection 
was done either with anti- Mi-1.2 (van Ooijen et al., 2008) for proteins 1- 8 (lane 1a, 1b, 2-8) or anti-HA for Nt1 
(lane 9). Lane 1a is a prolonged exposure (30 min) of lane 1b (5 min). Construct 3 (TAP-LRR) is detected by the 
intrinsic IgG-binding property of the protA domain in the TAP-tag. Equal protein loading of the blots was 
confirmed by Ponceau-S staining of Rubisco (lower panel). Apparent molecular masses (kDa) are indicated at 
the left. 
 

 
Fig. 2. The hypersensitive response triggered by expression of the Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR can be suppressed 
by co-expression of either the Nt1-Nt2 or the Nt2 alone  
The constructs indicated in the schematic figures (1st panel) were agroinfiltrated as overlapping circles. Two-
days-post-infiltration representative N. benthamiana leaves were photographed (2nd panel) and stained with 
trypan blue to visualize cell-death (3th panel). For A) also an additional leaf was photographed 3 dpi (the 4th 
panel). The bottom circles reflect the areas expressing TAP-Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR, while the upper circles 
represents infiltration regions of: A) HA:Nt1 (left) and TAP:GUS (right); B) Nt1-Nt2 (left) and TAP:GUS 
(right); C) HA:Nt1 (left) and Nt2 (right); D) HA:Nt1 (left) and HA:Nt2 (right).  
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To investigate whether the negative regulatory function of the Nt1 can be exerted in trans as 

well, Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR and Nt1 were expressed in overlapping circles on N. benthamiana 

leaves. In this way the effect of expression of the separate constructs, and combination of the 

two, can be compared on a single leaf. Co-expression of GUS and Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR 

constructs served as control. Figure 2A shows that expression of neither Nt1 or GUS (upper 

circles) did induce visible cell death on the leaves 2 days after infiltration, nor could cell death 

be detected upon trypan blue staining; expression of Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR (lower circles) did 

induce HR and cell death. Co-expression (overlapping areas) of either Nt1 or GUS with Nt2-

NB-ARC-LRR did not reduce or prevent HR and cell death. Also 3 days after infiltration no 

effect of the Nt1 on the auto-activity of Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR was observed (Fig. 2A, most right 

panel). In contrast, when Nt1-Nt2 is used instead of Nt1, a clear suppression of Nt2-NB-

ARC-LRR induced HR and cell death was observed (Fig. 2B). This observation prompted us 

to test the Nt2 alone as well, despite the fact that we were unable to detect expression of this 

subdomain before. Surprisingly, expression of Nt2 together with Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR resulted 

in suppression of the autoactivity of Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR (Fig. 2C), indicating that the 

expression level of Nt2, although too low to be detected on Western blot, was sufficient to 

down-regulate induction of an HR and cell death. The same results were obtained when we 

used HA-tagged Nt2 (Fig. 1D). Taken together, these results suggest that Nt1 in cis and Nt2 

in trans act as negative regulators of HR induced by an autoactive Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR 

protein. Furthermore, the observation that Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR induced a necrotic response 

whereas NB-ARC-LRR did not (Fig. 1B), suggests that the Nt2 is required as a positive 

regulator for induction of HR.  

 

The N-terminus as positive regulator of Mi-1.2 function 

Previously, we identified three specific, single amino acid substitutions in the NB-ARC 

domain of full-length Mi-1.2 that render the protein autoactive ((van Ooijen et al., 2008 a); 

Fig. S1). In the NB-subdomain both substitution of the T at position 557 by an S (T557S) or 

the D at position 360 by an E (D360E), in the P-loop and the Walker B motif respectively, are 

predicted to impair hydrolysis activity of the protein conferring autoactivity to the protein. 
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Fig. 3. The autoactive phenotype of the T557S mutant can be reconstituted by co-expression of the Nt1-
Nt2 and NB-ARC-LRR parts in trans 
N. benthamiana leaves were agroinfiltrated to express genes encoding for proteins, according to the scheme 
indicated in the left panels (1st panels). Representative leaves were photographed three days after agroinfiltration 
(3dpi) (2nd panels). Cell-death was visualized by trypan blue staining of the same leaf (3rd panels). The top 
circles mark the regions of Nt1-Nt2 infiltration and bottom circles of the NB-ARC-LRR variants: A) NB-ARC-
LRR (left side) and TAP-NB-ARC-LRR (right side); B) NB-ARC-LRR T557S (left side) and TAP-NB-ARC-
LRR T557S (right side); C) NB-ARC-LRR D630E (left side) and TAP-NB-ARC-LRR D630E (right side); D) 
NB-ARC-LRR H840A (left side) and TAP-NB-ARC-LRR H840A (right side); E) TAP-NB-ARC-LRR R961D 
(both sides). F) Protein expression levels of TAP-tagged NB-ARC-LRR variants and Nt1-Nt2 are shown on the 
immunoblot of total protein extracts as detected using anti- Mi-1.2 antibody (van Ooijen et al., 2008). 
 

Substitution H840 to an A in the MHD-motif of subdomain ARC2 has been proposed to 

affect the interaction with the nucleotide resulting to a more open conformation thereby 

activating the protein (van Ooijen et al., 2008 b). Hwang et al. found that replacement of 

R961 with a D in the LRR also confers autoactivity, possibly due to a disturbed interaction 

between the LRR and the Nt1 (Hwang and Williamson, 2003).  
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To elaborate on the positive regulatory role exerted by the N-terminal domain on 

autoactivation, the Nt1-Nt2 and NB-ARC-LRR were co-expressed in N. benthamiana leaves. 

Both non-tagged (Fig. 3 A-D, left leaf halves) and N-terminally TAP-tagged (Fig. 3A-D, right 

leaf halves; Fig. 3E both leaf halves) proteins were tested. Neither wild-type nor the mutated 

NB-ARC-LRR constructs induced an HR when expressed alone (Fig. 3A-E, lower circles). 

Likewise, Nt1-Nt2 alone did not induce cell death either (upper circles). Co-expression of 

Nt1-Nt2 with NB-ARC-LRR constructs restored autoactivity only for mutant T557S as 

judged from the observed HR and trypan blue stained dead cells in the overlapping co-

infiltrated area (Fig. 3B). The presence of the N-terminal TAP-tag did not affect this trans-

complementation (Fig. 3B, right leaf half). For the other mutants, when co-expressed in trans 

with Nt1-Nt2, no restoration of the autoactive HR-inducing phenotype was observed (Fig. 

3C-E). Western blot analysis of protein lysates of agroinfiltrated leaf material shows that all 

construct were expressed (Fig. 3F). From this we conclude that the autoactive mutants tested 

require the Nt1-Nt2 domain in cis to induce HR signaling, except for the P-loop mutant 

(T557S) where autoactivity could be restored when Nt1-Nt2 was co-expressed in trans. This 

indicates that Nt1-Nt2 is essential for Mi-1.2 mediated HR activation.  

Next, we co-expressed NB-ARC-LRRT557S (Fig. 4A-C, lower circles) with subdomains Nt1 

and Nt2, both separately and together (Fig. 4A-C, upper circles, left leaf halves), next to Nt1-

Nt2 as positive control (Fig. 4A-C, upper circles right leaf halves). Except for the controls 

(Fig. 4A-C, right leaf halves), none of the combinations tested resulted in induction of an HR 

or cell death, suggesting that an intact Nt1-Nt2 domain is required for restoration of the 

T557S autoactive mutant phenotype. The Nt2 region contains the sequence KDVID, 

representing the conserved EDVID motif (Rairdan et al., 2008; Mazourek et al., 2009). This 

motif is found in most CC-NB-LRR proteins, where it is located ~110 to 130 residues N-

terminal to the P-loop. To examine a possible role for this conserved motif in the regulatory 

function exerted by the Mi-1.2 N-terminus, the lysine (K) and the two asparagines (D) 

residues were replaced by alanines (A). In contrast to the wild-type Nt1-Nt2 domain, Nt1-

Nt2AAVIA did not restore the autoactive mutant phenotype when co-expressed with NB-ARC-

LRRT557S (Fig. 4D); Nt1-Nt2AAVIA was expressed as shown by Western blot analysis (Fig. 

S2). Thus the KDVID motif in Nt2 region is required for the positive regulatory function of 

the Mi-1.2 N-terminus (Nt1-Nt2) when expressed in trans.  
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The autoactivating P-loop mutation (T557S) is localized in the NB subdomain, showing the 

importance of this domain for induction of HR. Next, we analyzed whether this domain itself 

can induce HR when expressed alone or in trans with Nt1-Nt2. Although expressed (Fig. S2), 

neither the NB-ARC (T557S) nor the NB (T557S) proteins alone did induce cell-death (Fig. 5 

A-B; lower circles, left half of the leaves). Also, co-expression of these domains with Nt1-Nt2 

in a trans-complementation assay did not result in HR (Fig. 5 A-B; overlapping area, left half 

of the leaves). From this we conclude that the presence of both the ARC and LRR domains is 

required for the Nt1-Nt2 to reconstitute in trans the autoactive phenotype of a T557S mutant.  

 

 

 
Fig. 4. The entire Nt1-Nt2 domain carrying an intact KDVID motif is required for trans-complementing 
the T557S Mi-1 mutant  
N. benthamiana leaves were agroinfiltrated with the constructs indicated in the left panels (1st panels). Three 
days post infiltration (3dpi) representative leaves were photographed (2nd panels) and subsequently stained to 
visualize cell death with trypan blue (3rd panels). On the right half of each leaf Nt1-Nt2 (upper circles) and TAP-
NB-ARC-LRR T557S (lower circles) were co-expressed as a positive control. On the left half of the leaf the 
TAP-NB-ARC-LRR T557S (bottom circle) was co-expressed in trans with: A) Nt1 (top circle); B) Nt2 (top 
circle); C) Nt1 together with Nt2 (top circle); D) Nt1-Nt2AAVIA mutant (top circle). 
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Fig.  5. Autoactivation of the T557S mutant in trans requires a complete NB-ARC-LRR together with an 
intact Nt1-Nt2  
N. benthamiana leaves were agroinfiltrated as shown on in the schematic illustration (1st panels). Three days post 
infiltration representative leaves were photographed (2nd panels) and stained to visualize cell death with trypan 
blue (3rd panels). As a positive control, Nt1-Nt2 (upper circles) and TAP-NB-ARC-LRR T557S (lower circles) 
were co-expressed on the right half of each leaf. On the left half of the leaf the Nt1-Nt2 (top circle) was co-
expressed in trans with either A) TAP-NB T557S (bottom circle) or B) TAP-NB-ARC T557S (bottom circle).  
 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 6. Secondary structure prediction for several N-termini of resistance proteins  
The secondary structures of the N-termini or tomato I-2, potato Gpa2, barley MLA10 and several resistance 
proteins carrying Solanaceae domain (SD): Mi-1.2, Mi-1.1, Rpi-blb2, Hero and Prf  (aa493-1131) were predicted 
using Phyre prediction server. The locations of predicted α- helixes (red), β- strands (dark blue) and loops 
(green) are indicated in the figure. The conserved WLxxVRELAYDAEDVLDx motif is depicted in gray. 
Predicted borders dividing the various (sub)domains: SD1, SD2, CC and NB are illustrated with thick gray lines. 
The border between the Mi-1.2 Nt1 and Nt2 regions is indicated with a black arrow (Nt1/Nt2). The length of 
particular regions or (sub)domains can be estimated using the aminoacids scale (aa Mi-1.2). The lower panel 
represents the disorder prediction (blue) for the N-termini of the depicted  proteins. 
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Prediction of N-termini secondary structure reveals two distinct subdomains  

The extended N-terminal domain of Mi-1.2 was found to exert both positive- and negative 

regulation on Mi-1.2 induced HR. The division of the N-terminal domain at amino acid 

position 161 into the regions Nt1 and Nt2, revealed that these (arbitrary) segments play 

different roles in regulation of the Mi-1.2 HR signaling (Fig. 1-5). To obtain a better insight in 

the structure of the extended N-terminus of Mi-1.2, and to see if distinct subdomains could be 

delineated, we performed secondary structure predictions for the Nt1-Nt2 domain.  

The extended N-terminal domains of a subset of R proteins (Mi-1.2, Mi-1.1, Rpi-blb2, Hero, 

and Prf (starting from 493aa)) and three selected CC-NB-LRR proteins lacking an extended 

N-terminus (I-2, Gpa2, MLA10) were aligned using ClustalW. The alignment shows that the 

C-terminal part of the N-terminal domain is homologous to the classical CC domain that is 

also found in other CNL proteins (Fig. 6). In the five R proteins carrying the extended N-

terminal domains the conserved EDVID motif (Mazourek et al., 2009) was present in the 

segment homologous to the CC (Fig. 6). The protein domain prediction program DomPred 

(http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/dompred) confirms that the SD domain and the conserved CC are 

likely separate subdomains.  

The secondary structure of all N-termini was determined using the Phyre prediction server 

(http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/phyre/) (Bennett-Lovsey et al., 2008; Kelley and Sternberg, 

2009). Phyre applies three independent high accuracy secondary structure predictors (Psi-

Pred, SSPro and Jnet2 (Jones, 1999; Cuff and Barton, 2000; Pollastri et al., 2002; Cole et al., 

2008)) to create a consensus secondary structure in which each residue is assigned one of 

three possible states; H (alpha helix), E (Beta strand) or C (coil) (Bennett-Lovsey et al., 2008; 

Kelley and Sternberg, 2009). In the alignment (Fig. 6) the predicted state (H in red, E in dark 

blue, C in green) is shown where the averaged confidence value is higher than 5. Like the 

classical CC domain, the extended N-terminal domains are predicted to consist predominantly 

of alpha-helices separated by short coil regions. Longer coil regions separate the classical CC 

domain from the NB subdomain and the CC from the SD. In the middle of the SD (around aa 

200 in Mi-1.2) a relatively long coil region is predicted close to the division between Nt1 and 

Nt2 (aa161). The Disopred software (Ward et al., 2004) predicts that these coil regions are 
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natively disordered, which could indicate that they form flexible linkers between the more 

structured regions (Fig. 6).  

The secondary structure and disorder of MLA10 shown in the alignment are not based on 

predictions, but are derived from the recently published crystal structure of the MLA10 CC 

(pdb 3QFL, (Maekawa et al., 2011)). The division in three alpha-helices that was found in the 

MLA10 CC domain can also be seen in the predicted secondary structure of Mi-1.2 (382-510 

aa) and the other R proteins in the alignment. For most of the sequences a propensity to form 

a coiled coil structure is predicted in the sequence homologous to the classical CC. However, 

both halves of the SD domain also contain sequences predicted to form coiled coils (not 

shown) (COILS: http://www.ch.embnet.org/software/COILS_form.html (Lupas et al., 1991) 

and Paircoil2 (McDonnell et al., 2006)).  

To conclude, the secondary structure prediction for R proteins with extended N-termini 

reveals a clear separation between the SD domain and the classical CC domain, which suggest 

a similar structure and comparable functions for N-terminal domains of this class of proteins. 

Furthermore, the position where the N-terminal domain of Mi-1.2 was divided in Nt1 and Nt2 

is close to a predicted flexible loop region, indicating that in the SD domain two functionally 

distinct subdomains can be distinguished.  
 

DISCUSSION  

 

Induction of a hypersensitive response (HR), often visible as localized cell-death, is a 

common mechanism exploited by plant NB-LRR resistance proteins to ward-off pathogen 

attack. Here we set out to identify the minimal domain of Mi-1.2 that is required to induce 

HR. Despite extensive dissection of the Mi-1.2 protein, we were unable to identify a single 

domain of which in planta over-expression resulted in cell-death. The smallest unit triggering 

HR is the Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR region, an almost full length Mi-1.2 protein of which only the 

Nt1 region is deleted. This part contains the NB subdomain, which is for Rx sufficient to 

trigger HR upon over-expression (Rairdan et al., 2008). Although we over-expressed the Mi-

1.2 NB subdomain and boosted its accumulation by fusing it to a TAP tag, we did not observe 

HR. So even though NB accumulation was relatively high, this domain alone is apparently 

insufficient to induce HR under the conditions tested (Fig. 1). Alternatively, analogous as 
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shown for MLA10, HR could be mediated via the CC domain (Maekawa et al. 2011). 

Unfortunately, due to poor expression of the Nt2 region carrying the CC domain, we could 

not test whether its over-expression induces HR (data not shown). However, over-expression 

of the combined Nt1-Nt2 domain did not trigger HR despite readily detectable protein levels 

(Fig. 1). Thus, unlike the N-terminus of MLA10 and the TIR domains of three TIR-NB-LRR 

resistance proteins from Arabidopsis, flax and tobacco (Frost et al., 2004; Weaver et al., 2006; 

Swiderski et al., 2009; Krasileva et al. 2010; Maekawa et al. 2011), the N-terminus of Mi-1.2 

alone is unable to trigger cell-death upon over-expression in planta. The smallest functional 

Mi-1.2 fragment is the Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR, which indicates that except for the Nt1 region all 

other domains are required to trigger HR.  

Autoactivity of Mi-1.2 triggered by deletion of its Nt1 region, implies that this region has a 

negative regulatory function. Based on domains-swapping experiments this region, together 

with the LRR domain, has been proposed before to be involved in autoinhibition of Mi-1.2 

activity (Hwang et al., 2000; Hwang and Williamson, 2003). Similar to the deletion of the Nt1 

region (Fig. 1), the exchange of the Mi-1.2 Nt1 region with the corresponding region from the 

non-functional homolog Mi-1.1 (MiDS3) induces autoactivity (Hwang et al., 2000). 

Interestingly, co-expression of the Mi-1.2 Nt1 region could suppress the autoactive response 

of the MiDS-3 variant in trans (Hwang et al., 2000), but not the autoactivity of the truncated 

Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR protein (Fig. 2). These different results might be attributable to technical 

differences in conducting the experiments. In both experiments the Nt1 was expressed using a 

35S promoter, whereas the Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR was expressed from a 35S promoter and MiDS-

3 from its native promoter (Hwang et al., 2000). Possibly, the expression level of the 

autoactive variants in relation to that of the Nt1 region determines whether HR was 

suppressed. Alternatively, the Mi-1.2 Nt1 truncation might induce a stronger HR that cannot 

be suppressed by in trans co-expression of the Nt1 region or the truncated construct might 

lack a Nt1 binding place that is still present in the swap construct.  

Interestingly, extended N-terminal truncations of the autoactive Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR protein 

abolished its ability to trigger cell-death (Fig. 1). This strongly suggests that the Nt2 region is 

required for positive regulation of Mi-1.2 activity. To further explore the regulatory potential 

of the Mi-1.2 N-terminus region, we performed trans-complementation assays of the Nt1-Nt2 

domain in combination with NB-ARC-LRR variants carrying autoactivating mutations (Fig. 
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3). Out of the four mutants analyzed, only the T557S substitution in the NB subdomain was 

able to trans-complement with the intact N-terminus (Fig. 3). This trans-complementation 

pattern is similar to that observed for Nt1-Nt2-NB-ARC fragments co-expressed with the C-

terminal LRR domain where the T557S was also the strongest autoactivator (van Ooijen et 

al., 2008 a). In that study the D630E substitution in the NB subdomain was identified as a 

weak activator, whereas we did not observe cell death for the Nt1-Nt2 and NB-ARC-LRR 

D630E combination. Mutations in the ARC2 (H840A) domain did not functionally trans-

complement in either study, while the LRR domain mutant (R961D) has not been analyzed 

before (Fig. 3; (van Ooijen et al., 2008 a)). Notably, for Rx co-expression of its CC N-

terminus with autoactivating NB-ARC-LRR variants carrying mutations in either ARC or 

LRR domain did not result in autoactivation either, but restored its normal elicitor-depended 

HR activity (Rairdan et al., 2008). Unfortunately, we cannot test whether the non-HR 

inducing combinations would induce elicitor-mediated HR as the Mi-1.2 elicitor remains 

unknown. Nevertheless, the autoactivity of Mi-1.2 T557S is restored when the NB-ARC-LRR 

is co-expressed in trans with the N-terminal domain. Apparently positive regulation exerted 

by the Mi-1.2 N-terminus is required to trigger autoactivity in trans (Fig. 3 and 4). These 

findings indicate distinct functions for the particular Mi-1.2 domains in activation of Mi-1.2 

and imply that Mi-1.2 activation is a multistep process of which some steps require the Nt1-

Nt2 and others do not.  

Our deletion studies suggest that the positive regulation by the Mi-1.2 N-terminus is 

associated with its Nt2 region (Fig. 1). Poor expression of the Nt2 region might explain the 

lack of trans-complementation when co-expressed with the NB-ARC-LRR T557S construct 

(Fig. 4). To pinpoint the positive regulatory role to the Nt2 region, we mutated the conserved 

EDVID motif located in the Nt2. The triple KDVID mutant (AAVIA) abolished the ability of 

the Nt1-Nt2 domain to trans-complement the NB-ARC-LRR T557S mutant (Fig. 4). The 

conserved EDVID motif was shown before to be required for function and intramolecular 

interactions of Rx (Rairdan et al., 2008). Here, we demonstrate that the EDVID motif is also 

important for the function of CNL resistance proteins with extended N-termini. Based on 

functional conservation of this motif it is tempting to speculate that the Mi-1.2 CC domain 

present in the Nt2 region exerts its positive regulatory function by interacting with the NB-

ARC-LRR like the Rx CC does (Rairdan et al., 2008).    
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Apparently, the Nt2 region is required for HR induction (Fig. 1, 3 and 4), yet its over-

expression in a trans-complementation assays suppressed Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR induced HR 

(Fig. 2). So, even though the Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR protein requires the Nt2 in cis to mediate 

HR, it is unable to do so when the Nt2 is present in excess in trans. Excess amounts of Nt2 

might affect Mi-1.2-mediated HR by competing for downstream signaling components. 

Furthermore, the negative regulation of the Mi-1.2 activity by Nt2 seems to be subsequent to 

Nt1-mediated negative regulation as autoactivation induced by removal of Nt1, can be 

suppressed by over-expression of Nt2. These findings are in agreement with those obtained 

from Mi-1.2 and Mi-1.1 swapping experiments (Hwang et al., 2000; Hwang and Williamson, 

2003). Firstly, induction of HR by expression of Mi-DS5 (Nt2-NB-ARC of Mi-1.1 swapped 

in an Mi-1.2 background) suggests that either the Nt2 and/ or NB-ARC domains have a 

negative regulatory role on Mi-1.2 activation. Secondly, HR induced by expression of Mi-

DS3 (only Nt-1 of Mi-1.1 swapped in an Mi-1.2 background) or Mi-DS5 (Nt2-NB-ARC of 

Mi-1.1 swapped in an Mi-1.2 background) developed slower than that mediated by expression 

of Mi-DS4 (Nt1-Nt2-NB-ARC of Mi-1.1 swapped in an Mi-1.2 background). Possibly, the 

faster development of HR caused by expression of Mi-DS4 is due to the cumulative effect of 

removal of a two-step negative regulation process mediated by the Nt1 and the Nt2, 

respectively. Perhaps, this two-step negative regulation might be functionally related with 

structural SD domain division into two subdomains: SD1 and SD2 (Fig. 6).  

Secondary structure predictions of the Mi-1.2 N-terminus signify two distinct domains, the 

Solanaceae domain (SD) and a Coiled coil domain (CC). These predictions reveal that the Nt1 

covers only half of the SD domain (Fig. 6). Hence, the Solanaceae domain (SD), 

characteristic of CNLs with an extended N-terminus, contains both the Nt1 and part of the 

Nt2 region (Fig. 6). We observed that both regions are required for autoinhibition of Mi-1.2 

protein, where Nt1 might function upstream of Nt2. It is imaginable that it is actually the 

shared SD domain that confers negative regulation on Mi-1.2 activity, whereas the CC 

domain with its functional EDVID motif is involved in positive regulation, like the CC of Rx 

(Rairdan et al., 2008). Our data are consistent with a model in which activation of SD-CNL 

class R-proteins is a multi-step process controlled by both the N-terminus and the LRR. Upon 

pathogen recognition by the LRR domain, the inhibition conferred by the SD domain on the 

NB-ARC is relieved. Once negative regulation of the SD domain is removed, a liberated CC 
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domain, alone or in association with the NB subdomain, initiates host defenses including cell-

death. To validate this model, it will be essential to test either the CC and CC-NB domain for 

their ability to trigger pathogen-independent cell death. It will be interesting to perform 

similar deletion and trans-complementation studies on CNL proteins with an SD domain as, 

based on the high overall similarity in the predicted secondary structure (Fig. 6), our findings 

show that two Mi-1.2 N-terminal domains have a dual regulatory role on Mi-1.2 protein 

function which might also apply to those proteins. 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 
Table 1. Oligonucleotide sequences 

FP Sequence 

764 AAAAAGCAGGCTCTATGGAAAAACGAAAAGATATT 

766 AGAAAGCTGGGTTCTACTTAAATAAGGGGATATTCTT 

858 AGAAAGCTGGGTTAGAATGCCTTTTCTTATTTGAATCG 

859 AGAAAGCTGGGTTCTAAGAATGCCTTTTCTTATTTGAA 

872 GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCT 

873 GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGT 

976 AAAAAGCAGGCTCTATGGGGTTGATACTGAATGGTTGC 

978 AGAAAGCTGGGTTTTAATGGAAATCTCTTATGTTGCCACA 

1051 AGAAAGCTGGGTTCTATCCACTGGTGAGCTTTCTAAG 

1098 CATTTGAGGTACTTAAGAATTGACACACAAGTTAAATATCTGCC 

1101 GGCAGATATTTAACTTGTGTGTCAATTCTTAAGTACCTCAAATG 

1986 GGACCCGCAGATTTAGATGTC 

2085 AAAAAGCAGGCTCTACCATGGAGAGAAAGTCATTGACAACTG 
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2309 CCTCCACTAGTCACCACTT 

2418 GTGGCTTATGAGGCAGCAGCTGTCATAGCTTCAATTATTGTTCG 

2419 CGAACAATAATTGAAGCTATGACAGCTGCTGCCTCATAAGCCAC 

2432 TCCGTCTTTTCCACAAATCC 

2527 AGAAAGCTGGGTTTCACAATCGAAGGTCAAGAGGATCAG 

2683 GCCAACGGTATACAGCGAGT 

 

Construction of binary vectors  

Wild-type Mi-1.2 and mutants T557S, D630E, H840A cloned in the CTAPi binary vector have been described 

before (Gabriels et al., 2007; van Ooijen et al., 2008 b; van Ooijen et al., 2008 a). These constructs, together with 

the Mi-1.2 CC-NB-ARC construct (van Ooijen et al., 2008 a), served as PCR templates to create the new 

constructs described below. All PCR primers (Fpxx; Table 1) used were purchased from MWG (Germany). 

Note, that where a stop codon is incorporated in the reverse primer it prevents translational fusion of the protein 

to any C-terminal tag present in vector. The Nt1-Nt2 (1-539aa) construct was amplified from Mi-1.2 CC-NB-

ARC (van Ooijen et al., 2008 a) using primers FP764 and FP1051. Gateway attB flanks were added in a second 

amplification step using FP872 and FP873. The resulting PCR product was transferred into binary vector CTAPI 

(Rohila et al., 2004) by the gateway one-tube protocol for cloning attB-PCR products directly into destination 

vector (Invitrogen). The construct HA:Nt1 (1-161aa) was made using primer combination FP764 and FP978 

with pG74 (MHD) as template and pGWB415 as destination vector. This fusion resulted in an N-terminal 

protein fusion to an HA tag. To generate Nt2 (162-539aa), FP976 and FP1051 primers were used in combination 

with the Mi-1.2 CC-NB-ARC (van Ooijen et al., 2008 a) template, followed by a second PCR to add the attB 

flanks. The obtained product was recombined into pDONR207 (Invitrogen) and subsequently the plasmid was 

recombined by LR clonase (Invitrogen) into destination vectors. Use of CTAPI as destination vector resulted in 

an un-tagged Nt2 version, whereas recombination into pGWB415 generates an N-terminally HA-fused NT2 

protein. Nt1-Nt2-NB-ARC fused C-terminally to the TAP tag was created using primers FP764 and FP858 on 

pG74 (van Ooijen et al., 2008 b). Again attB flanks were added in second PCR reaction and this product was 

recombined via pDONR into CTAPI vector. To create Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR (162-1258aa) a similar approach was 

followed, but using primers: FP976 and FP766 and destination vector NTAPI (Rohila et al., 2004). In this vector 

the expressed protein is fused to an N-terminal TAP tag. A similar cloning strategy was followed to create the 

NB (513-678aa) (FP2085 and FP2527) and NB-ARC (513-899aa) (FP2085 and FP859) constructs in NTAPI 

(Rohila et al., 2004). Depending on PCR template used, PG54, PG98 (van Ooijen et al. 2008 a) or PG96 

(Gabriels et al., 2007), the wild-type, H840A or the T557S mutant was created. All NB-ARC-LRR constructs 

(513-1258aa), except for the R960D mutant, were generated by two-step Gateway recombination into CTAPI 

(untagged) or NTAPI (TAP tagged) (Rohila et al., 2004) destination vector. The PCR products, used for this 

Gateway cloning, were amplified with FP2085 and FP766 primers on PCR template PG74 or the corresponding 

full-length clones of Mi-1.2 mutants described before (Gabriels et al., 2007; van Ooijen et al., 2008  b; van 

Ooijen et al., 2008 a). The R960D mutant was generated by circular mutagenesis (Hemsley et al., 1989) using 
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template Mi-1.2 NB-ARC-LRR in pGEXT-4 (van Ooijen et al., 2008 b) using FP1098 and FP1101. An 

Eco72I/Bsp119I restriction fragment carrying the mutation was exchanged with the same fragment in pG74 (van 

Ooijen et al., 2008 b) to obtain a full-length Mi-1.2 R961D mutant. To place the NB-ARC-LRR R961D mutant 

in NTAPI (Rohila et al., 2004) a BstXI/ Bsp119I restriction fragment was exchanged between the NB-ARC-

LRR R961D pGEXT-4 construct and the wild-type NB-ARC-LRR in NTAPI (described above).  

The AAVIA mutation in Nt1-Nt2 required several PCR steps. Two PCR products, generated using FP2309 and 

FP2418 and FP976 with FP2419, were mixed and used as template in a PCR with FP976 and FP2309. The last 

amplification step combined both products into one product carrying the AAVIA mutation. Subsequently, an 

EcoR72I/SpeI restriction fragment carrying the mutation was exchanged with the corresponding region in the 

above-described Nt1-Nt2 construct to generate Nt1-Nt2AAVIA.   

Creation of a TAP equipped Mi-1.2 LRR domain (van Ooijen et al., 2008 a) and the TAP-tagged GUS protein 

(van Ooijen et al. 2008 b) were described before. During cloning we noted that many of the constructs encoding 

the Mi-1.2 NB subdomain where unstable in E. coli resulting in low transformations frequencies and aberrant 

sizes of the inserts of the obtained transformants. Sequencing of a subset of these clones revealed the presence of 

an E. coli insertion sequence 10 (IS10), or parts of it, in our constructs (data not shown). Although these 

insertions where clearly independent events all IS10 elements inserted in the sequence: ACA ACT CGA GAA 

AAG GAA GTG GCT TTG CAT GGA AAG CTG AAC, which corresponds to amino acids EVAL at position 

661-664 in the NB subdomain. The DNA sequence fits the consensus sequence found for IS10 insertion sites, 

thereby forming a ‘hot-spot’ for integration (Bender and Kleckner, 1992; Kovarik et al., 2001). Nevertheless, 

also unaffected constructs could be obtained and since Agrobacterium strain GV3101 does not carry Tn10, the 

Mi-1.2 clones were stable once transformed to the Agrobacterium. To confirm absence of Tn10 in these 

plasmids, all Agrobacterium transformants were checked using a PCR with a Mi-1.2 forward primer (FP1987) 

and an IS10 specific reverse primer (FP2683). Also the region containing the hot spot was amplified using Mi-

1.2 primers (FP1987 and FP2432) to confirm whether it had the expected size.  

 

Agroinfiltrations: Agrobacterium- mediated transient transformation.  

Agroinfiltrations were performed as described (van Ooijen et al., 2008 b), with modifications reported in (Ma et 

al., 2011). In short, all binary vectors were transformed (Takken et al., 2000) to A. tumefaciens strain GV3101 

(Koncz and Schell, 1986) and grown to OD600 = 0.8 in LB medium (10g/l tryptone, 5g/l yeast extract, 2.5g/l 

NaCl) supplemented with 20µM acetosyringone and 10mM MES pH=5.6. Pelleted cells were resuspended in 

infiltration medium (1xMS salt, 10mM MES pH=5.6; 2% w/v sucrose; 200µM acetosyringone) and syringe-

infiltrated at OD600= 0.4 (for trans-complementation assays) or OD600= 0.8 (for protein extraction) into four-

week-old N. benthamiana leaves. To visualize cell death the infiltrated leaves were photographed and stained 

with trypan blue (van Ooijen et al., 2008 a). Each phenotype was confirmed independently at least three times. 

When no visible HR developed the agroinfiltrated leaf was monitored for a maximum of five days. For protein 

extraction, three agroinfiltrated leaves were harvested 24 hpi and frozen in liquid nitrogen. Protein isolation and 

detection was performed as described (van Ooijen et al., 2008 a; Ma et al., 2011) with small modifications. In 
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short, after grinding in liquid nitrogen 250 mg of tissue was allowed to thaw in 2ml extraction buffer (25mM 

Tris pH=7.5; 1mM EDTA; 150mM NaCl; 5mM DTT; 1x Roche Complete protease inhibitor cocktail; 2% 

PVPP; 2.5% Glycerol and 0.1% NP-40). Extracts were cleared by centrifugation (12 000 krcf, 20 min. at 40C) 

and the supernatant was passed through G25 Sephadex columns. Equal amounts of protein samples (25 µg) were 

mixed with Laemmli sample buffer and loaded on 8% SDS-PAGE gel. Protein gels were semi-dry blotted on 

PVDF membranes and assayed for equal loading by Ponceau S staining. Blots were blocked with 5% skimmed 

milk and Mi-1.2 was detected using either a 1:3000 Mi-1.2 antibody (van Ooijen et al., 2008 b) as first antibody 

followed by a goat-anti-rabbit linked to horseradish peroxidase (Rockland) in 1:4000 dilution or HA antibody in 

dilution 1:4000 followed by goat-anti-rat linked to horseradish peroxidase. Detection was done using ECL plus 

(GE, Healthcare).   

Measuring HR suppression using the trans-complementation assays required extensive optimization of the 

agroinfiltration procedure as the outcome is highly sensitive to the experimental conditions applied. The reason 

for this is that HR development is not fully suppressed by the N-terminus, but merely delayed and can be 

overcome by for instance overexepression of the HR-inducing constructs or a long lag time between the 

subsequent infiltrations. For agroinfiltrations in which two constructs were co-expressed; N-terminal parts, GUS 

or Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR an OD600 of 0.25 was used per clone. A too high OD600 of the strains carrying the 

constructs encoding the Mi-1.2 N-terminus causes a-specific suppression of HR (data not shown). After 

infiltrating the upper circles for expression of N-terminal regions or GUS protein, the leaves were patted dry 

with tissue and left for 6-7 hours to absorb the cell-suspension. Only after this time the lower circles expressing 

Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR protein were infiltrated. Prolonged to over-night time in between infiltration of upper and 

lower circle resulted in a-specific suppression of the Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR autoactivity, triggered already by GUS 

expressing construct (data not shown). Post-infiltration, leaves were harvested when necrosis became visible, 

which normally occurred between 24h to 48h. A delay in harvesting can result in lack of visible suppression of 

Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR mediated HR (data not shown). Since the age of the leaf influences onset and severity of HR 

(Ma et al., 2011), only the second and third fully developed leaves were infiltrated on a plant that carries 4-5 

leaves. A result was considered to be significant when at least one of two infiltrated leaves/plant showed specific 

suppression of Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR mediated HR of four plants analyzed. 

 
SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 

 
Fig.  S1.  Autoactive phenotypes of full-length Mi-1.2 mutants.  
N. benthamiana leaves were agroinfiltrated to express full-length mutated proteins: T557S; D630E; H840A 
(Gabriels et al., 2007; van Ooijen et al., 2008 b; van Ooijen et al., 2008 a). 
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Fig.  S2. Expression of TAP:NB-ARC T557S, TAP:NB T557S, Nt1-Nt2AAVIA parts of Mi-1.2.  
One day after agroinfiltration, transformed N. benthamiana leaves were collected. Protein extracts were made 
and subjected to immunoblotting and detection with anti- Mi-1.2 (van Ooijen et al., 2008 b). The Western blots 
represent protein extract of: co-expressed Nt1-Nt2 and TAP-NB T557S (lane 1); co-expressed Nt1-Nt2 and 
TAP-NB-ARC T557S (lane 2) and Nt1-Nt2AAVIA (lane 3).  
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ABSTRACT 
 

Plant resistance (R) proteins recognize pathogens and induce defence responses preventing 

disease. Most R proteins belong to the Nucleotide Binding – Leucine-Rich Repeat (NB-LRR) 

family. The central NB or NB-ARC domain classifies them as a member of the STAND 

(Signal Transduction ATPases with Numerous Domains) proteins. The nucleotide-binding 

domain of STAND proteins is proposed to act as an NTP-hydrolysing switch regulating signal 

transduction by conformational changes.  Based on phenotypic and biochemical analysis of 

the tomato I-2 protein, a model has been proposed in which exchange of ADP for ATP 

switches the protein from its resting state to its activated state. Hydrolysis of the bound ATP 

into ADP returns the protein into its resting state.  

To examine whether this “switch” model holds for other R proteins, we undertook a 

biochemical analysis of the potato Rx and the barley MLA27 NB-LRR R proteins. Full-length 

Rx and truncated variants thereof were expressed either in E. coli or using Pichia pastoris-

based expression systems, and the produced proteins were purified and analysed for their 

ability to hydrolyse ATP. None of the Rx variants, nor the positive I-2 control produced in 

this way showed specific ATPase activity that exceeded that of the negative controls. In 

addition, none of the produced proteins co-purified with a nucleotide, indicating that the 

proteins are likely mal-folded. In contrast, MLA27 produced in insect cells was found to 

specifically co-purify with ADP implying a correctly folded protein. The observation that the 

nucleotide remained bound during gelfiltration provides the first direct evidence that a full-

length, wild-type NB-LRR protein can form a stable complex with ADP. A correctly folded R 

protein materialised the use of tryptophan fluorescence spectroscopy as a mean to monitor 

conformational changes in an NB-LRR protein. Although large conformational changes in the 

spectrum induced by either increased temperatures or treatment with a detergent were readily 

observed, no major changes were recorded upon prolonged incubation of the protein with or 

without ADP. At this stage it is therefore unclear whether MLA27 can rebind ADP and 

whether nucleotide binding or dissociation triggers large conformational changes in vitro. 

Alternative methods are required to answer this question. In conclusion, our data provide 

direct support for the I-2- based switch model and the techniques developed and described 

here provide a good basis for further biochemical studies of NB-ARC-containing R proteins. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Defence mechanisms of a susceptible plant can be breached by specialized pathogens leading 

to disease. A resistant plant is able to successfully defend itself against a pathogen attack and 

remains healthy. After recognition of a pathogen resistant hosts rapidly activates their 

defences, which often include a hypersensitive response (HR) at the infection site preventing 

further pathogen ingress. A pathogen discloses its presence by the secretion of effector 

proteins, some of which are recognized by the (resistant) host. These effectors are also called 

avirulence proteins (AVR) and the type of resistance they trigger is referred to as Effector 

Triggered Immunity (ETI) (Jones and Dangl, 2006). Both pathogen recognition as well as 

ETI-activation is mediated by specific proteins that are called resistance proteins (R proteins). 

Most R proteins belong to the large family of NB-LRR proteins as these proteins contain a 

central Nucleotide-Binding (NB) site and a C-terminal Leucine-Rich Repeat (LRR). Some 

NB-LRR R proteins carry an amino-terminal domain with homology to the Toll/interleukin-

receptor (TIR) whereas others often contain predicted Coiled-Coil motifs (CC) in their amino-

termini. Because of the observed homology between the NBS domains of plant R proteins and 

the human apoptotic protease activating factor 1 (Apaf-1) and C. elegans death protein 4 

(Ced-4 protein) the NBS domain is also referred to as the NB-ARC domain (Nucleotide 

Binding, shared by Apaf-1, R proteins and Ced-4) (van der Biezen and Jones, 1998). NB-

ARC-LRR proteins are structurally related to the mammalian NACHT-LRR proteins, many 

of which function in innate immunity and regulation of programmed cell death. Both the NB-

ARC-LRR and NACHT-LRR proteins are members of the STAND (Signal Transduction 

ATPases with Numerous Domains) family of ATPases (Leipe et al., 2004). The nucleotide-

binding domain of these multi-domain proteins is proposed to work as an NTP-hydrolyzing 

switch, regulating signal transduction by conformational changes. How this switch functions 

in R proteins has been the focus of our research group over the last decade and is summarized 

below (Tameling et al., 2002; Albrecht and Takken, 2006; Takken et al., 2006; Tameling et 

al., 2006; van Ooijen et al., 2007; van Ooijen et al., 2008; Lukasik and Takken, 2009; Takken 

and Tameling, 2009).  

Currently there are no 3D structures available for any plant NB-ARC domain, but the 

structure of this domain in CED4 and Apaf-1 has recently been solved. The NB-ARC domain 
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was found to consist of four distinct subdomains: NB, ARC1, ARC2 and ARC3 (Riedl et al., 

2005; Qi et al., 2010). The NB subdomain forms a ‘classical’ NTPase fold, and is predicted to 

form a parallel β-sheet flanked by α-helices. In the β-sheet, the strands β1 and β3 are 

associated with the P-loop and Walker B motif, respectively (Vetter and Wittinghofer, 1999). 

The ARC1 is predicted to form a four-helix bundle, while the ARC2 adopts a winged-helix 

fold; the ARC3 forms a helical bundle. Apaf1 and Ced4 both form a stable complex with ATP 

and ADP, respectively. The nucleotide is bound at the interface between the subdomains 

stabilizing their interactions and structuring the protein (Kim et al., 2005; Riedl et al., 2005; 

Bao et al., 2007; Qi et al., 2010). 3D modeling of the NB-ARC domain of R proteins, using 

Apaf-1 as a template, revealed that three of the four sub-domains are present, but that the 

ARC3 domain is absent (Albrecht and Takken, 2006; Takken et al., 2006).  

The importance of the NB-ARC domain for R protein function is underscored by the 

observation that many mutations in the NB-ARC domain result in either inactive or 

autoactivating proteins that trigger defence signalling in the absence of a pathogen (Albrecht 

et al., 2003; Takken et al., 2006). Previously, we showed that the CC-NB-ARC domains of 

the two tomato R proteins I-2 and Mi-1.2 bind and hydrolyse ATP (Tameling et al., 2002). 

Biochemical analysis of two constitutively active I-2 mutants showed that these proteins were 

affected in ATP-hydrolysis (S233F and D238E), but not in nucleotide binding. When these 

mutations were combined with a mutation in the P-loop that disturbs ATP-binding (K207R) 

the autoactivation phenotype was abolished (Tameling et al., 2006). These results show that 

nucleotide binding is required for I-2-mediated defence signalling (Tameling et al., 2002). 

Yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) experiments revealed differences in the interaction patterns of two I-

2 interacting protein with wild-type I-2 and ATPase and ATP-binding mutants of the protein, 

suggesting different conformations of the R protein depending on its nucleotide binding state 

(chapter 3). Our biochemical data support the concept of a conformational change as the I-

2N•ATP complex was found to be less stable then the I-2N•ADP complex (Tameling et al., 

2006). Together these data formed the basis of a model in which an R-protein acts as a 

molecular switch whose activation and conformation is controlled by its ability to bind and/or 

hydrolyse ATP. The model proposes that in the absence of a pathogen the NB-ARC-LRR 

protein is in the OFF-state (resting state). The presence of a pathogen encoded Avr protein is 

detected by the LRR domain that upon recognition induces a conformational change in the 
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NB-ARC domain. This change allows the release of bound ADP and subsequent binding of 

ATP, which triggers a second conformational change. This second change releases the 

signalling potential of the R protein, possibly by the liberation of the N-terminal effector 

domain. The intrinsic ATPase activity of the R protein attenuates the signalling response and 

returns the protein to its resting state (Takken et al., 2006).  

Although the nucleotide binding state and ATPase activity has now been analyzed for a 

number of STAND proteins, the role nucleotide binding has in signalling remains poorly 

understood and is controversial (Kim et al., 2005; Riedl et al., 2005; Ueda et al., 2006; Bao et 

al., 2007; Duncan et al., 2007; Marquenet and Richet, 2007; Qi et al., 2010; Williams et al., 

2011). To address this issue we set out to investigate the nucleotide binding properties of 

three different R proteins. Besides I-2 we used the potato Rx protein that confers resistance to 

potato virus X (Bendahmane et al., 1999). For Rx much data is available on its intramolecular 

interactions in relation to its activation state. Another advantage of Rx is the availability of a 

large collection of mutants, a cloned elicitor (Coat protein of PVX) and the possibility to 

detect tagged-Rx in planta. We included in our analysis also a non-Solanaceous R protein, the 

barley MLA27 protein. This CC-NB-ARC-LRR R protein confers resistance to barley 

powdery mildew (Seeholzer et al., 2010). Heterologous production and isolation of the three 

R proteins was optimized and the purified proteins were analyzed for their ability to bind and 

hydrolyze nucleotides. The data obtained support the molecular switch model as proposed for 

I-2 and provides new leads for future studies addressing the molecular basis underlying R 

protein functioning. 

RESULTS 

 

Heterologously produced Rx and I-2 do not exhibit ATPase activity in vitro 

To analyse the ATPase activity of Rx we set out to heterologously produce the protein in E. 

coli. Because we expected that production of full-length protein would be technically 

demanding, we also choose to produce a truncated form lacking the LRR domain, and thus 

only encompassing the CC and NB-ARC domains (RxΔLRR). Besides wild-type Rx, a 

K176R mutant was created for both full-length and the RxΔLRR variant. This P-loop 

mutation is predicted to abolish nucleotide binding and is intended to serve as a negative 
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control in the ATPase assays. All four constructs were cloned into pGEXT4-1 vectors for 

expression in E. coli. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Production of full-length Rx and the truncated RxΔLRR variant in E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells 
Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE showing total protein content of E. coli BL21 cells expressing Rx full-length or 
RxΔLRR wild-type proteins before (1) and after induction with IPTG (2). IPTG- induced cells were lysed and 
after centrifugation the soluble fraction (3) and the “inclusion body” pellet (4) was loaded on gel. M = protein 
marker lane. 
 

All Rx variants were successfully produced in E. coli, as exemplified in Fig. 1 for the wild-

type Rx and RxΔLRR proteins. Addition of IPTG induced protein expression and resulted in 

the appearance of bands whose sizes corresponded to those predicted for the full-length 

(134kDa) and the truncated versions of Rx (81kDa) (Fig. 1, lanes 2). After lysis of the E. coli 

cells the majority of Rx was found in aggregates (inclusion bodies) (Fig. 1, lanes 3 and 4). 

Since the truncated protein (RxΔLRR) was produced in higher amounts than the full-length 

Rx protein (Fig. 1) we continued with production of the shorter variants. Both RxΔLRR wild-

type and K176R mutant were isolated and refolded from solubilised inclusion bodies. 

Refolding was essentially done using the procedure described by Tameling and co-workers 

(Tameling et al., 2002) (Table 1; Fig. S1). As an internal control also wild-type I-2ΔLRR 

protein was refolded from inclusion bodies. Of the refolded proteins ATPase activity was 

assessed by measuring their ability to convert α32P-ATP into α32P-ADP. The radioactive 

reaction products were subsequently separated by thin layer chromatography (TLC) and 

detected using phosphoimaging (Storm, Molecular dynamics) (Tameling et al., 2002). As a 

positive control for the ATPase assay wild-type I-2ΔLRR protein that previously had been 
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purified from inclusion bodies (described in (Tameling et al., 2002; Tameling et al., 2006)) 

was included. Unlike the original batch of I-2ΔLRR protein neither the refolded I-2ΔLRR nor 

the RxΔLRR proteins showed ATPase activity exceeding that of the negative control (Table 

1; Fig. S2).  

The lack of ATPase activity could be due to improper refolding of the proteins isolated from 

the inclusion bodies. The refolding procedure is based on step-wise dilution of the protein-

denaturing urea using dialysis. Other refolding methods (Patra et al., 2000; Tameling et al., 

2002), including the commercially available protein refolding kit  (Protein Refolding Kit 

(Pierce)) were applied, but none of these procedures yielded RxΔLRR proteins exhibiting 

ATPase activity (Table 1; Fig. S1).  

Next, to avoid solubilisation and refolding, we focused on the soluble protein fraction present 

in the E. coli cell lysates. Although I-2ΔLRR and RxΔLRR could be GST-purified in small 

amounts from the soluble fraction, no specific ATPase activity exceeding background activity 

was detected for either of them (Table 1; Fig. S1 and S2). To increase the yield of soluble Rx 

proteins derivatives E. coli strain BL21 were used (Lucigen Corporation) that are optimized 

for the expression of toxic proteins. As can be seen in the Fig. 2, both RxΔLRR wild-type and 

the K176R mutant were successfully expressed in all four BL21 lines and could be GST-

affinity purified from the soluble fractions. Derivative C41pLysS gave the highest expression 

of the RxΔLRR fragment (Fig. 2; line 3), and was therefore selected to produce the wild-type 

and P-loop mutants of RxΔLRR and I-2ΔLRR. All four Rx and I-2 derivatives were affinity-

purified using their GST-tag and analysed for their ability to hydrolyse ATP. No specific 

ATPase activity was detected that exceeded that of the GST control. This low level activity is 

likely attributable to a contaminating ATPase that binds to the beads and co-purifies with the 

R protein fragments (Table 1; Fig. S2).  
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Fig. 2. RxΔLRR wt and RxΔLRRK176R GST-affinity purified from soluble protein lysates of four different 
E. coli BL21 strains  
Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE showing RxΔLRR wild-type and the K176R mutant produced in four different E. 
coli BL21 (Lucigen) strains (1-C41; 2-C43; 3-C41pLysS; 4-C43pLysS). To estimate the amount of purified Rx 
protein, a known amount (0.5 µg) of BSA- bovine serum albumin protein was loaded as a reference.  
 

The lack of specific ATPase activity could imply that the RxΔLRR proteins are not correctly 

folded when produced in E. coli, regardless whether they are isolated from inclusion bodies or 

from the soluble fraction. Possibly bacteria do not possess the capacity for proper R protein 

folding. Therefore, expression of these proteins in the yeast Pichia pastoris was explored. 

Although we could reproduce production of the flax NB-LRR protein M in this system, we 

were unable to produce Rx in P. pastoris (data not shown; Schmidt et al., 2007). Production 

of the positive control shows that this system is able to express NB-LRR proteins, but 

apparently Rx has specific requirements that are not met by this yeast (Table 1).  

To summarize, from the various expression and purification methods explored the highest 

yield of soluble RxΔLRR protein was obtained using E. coli C41pLysS. This strain was also 

used to produce I-2ΔLRR. However, none of the purified proteins had detectable in vitro 

ATPase activity as they were unable to hydrolyse radioactive α32P-ATP. 

 

Extraction and detection of nucleotides in E. coli produced NB-LRR R proteins 

Besides mis-folding, an alternative explanation for the low intrinsic ATPase activity of the E. 

coli-produced soluble I-2ΔLRR and RxΔLRR proteins is that they are locked in a specific 

nucleotide-bound state. For the structurally related NB-ARC proteins CED-4 and Apaf-1 it 

has been shown that a nucleotide remains bound during the entire purification procedure 
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(Riedl et al., 2005; Yan et al., 2005). A tightly bound nucleotide in a purified R protein could 

block ADP-ATP turnover and thereby block ATPase activity.  
 
Table 1. Expression and ATPase activity of Rx variants obtained using different methods for protein 
production and purification. 
  

Production of Rx and RxΔLRR Expression Activity 

Production in E. coli (BL21; DE3); plasmid: pGexT4 

GSTRxhis6 & GSTRxΔLRR   

Purification from soluble fraction (GST pull down) Yes 
(Fig.S1 A) 

No 
(Fig. S2A) 

Solubilization: 8 M Urea   Refolding: Step-wise dialysis 
(Tameling et al., 2002) 

Yes 
(Fig. S1B) 

No 
(Fig. S2A) 

Solubilization: 2M Urea, 12,5 pH    Refolding: dilution  
(Patra et al., 2000) 

Yes 
(Fig. S1C) No 

Solubilization: 6M Guanidine   Refolding: Kit Pierce Yes 
(Fig. S1D) No 

Production in E. coli (BL21; Lucigen); plasmid: pGexT4 

GSTRxhis6 & GSTRxhis6dLRR Yes 
(Fig. 2) 

Non Specific 
(Fig. S2B) 

Production in P. pastoris (GS115); plasmid: pPIC9 

Rxhis6 & RxdLRRhis6 No ND 

Production in P. pastoris (X33); plasmid: pPICZ 

His9Rx & His9RxdLRR (Schmidt et al., 2007) No ND 

GSTRxc-mychis6 & GSTRxdLRRc-mychis6 No ND 

 

To test this hypothesis the CC-NB-ARC domains of E. coli C41pLysS produced RxΔLRR 

and I-2ΔLRR wild-type, and their P-loop mutants were affinity-purified using their GST-tags. 

Nucleotides were extracted from proteins bound to the glutathione agarose-beads by 

denaturing the proteins with 60% methanol. Subsequently, a luciferase-based ATP 

Determination Kit (Molecular probes; A22066) was used to detect and quantify any ATP 
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released from the proteins. As a positive control for the ATP-detection assay known amounts 

of ATP were spiked into the reaction mixture after sample measurement. 

Nucleotides were extracted from 150 pmol RxΔLRR wild-type protein or from the same 

amount of the corresponding P-loop mutant. In both extracts only trace amounts of ATP could 

be detected, which were estimated to be around 0.07 pmol. From 150 pmol of the wild-type I-

2ΔLRR protein around 0.3 pmol of ATP could be extracted, while the extract from the P-loop 

mutant contained less then 0.03 pmol of bound ATP. Although the wild-type protein carried 

10x more ATP than the P-loop mutant in both cases the amount of bound nucleotide was very 

low as compared to the amount of input protein and much lower than expected from a 1:1 

protein:nucleotide ratio. These results indicate that the bulk of the purified R protein 

fragments do not co-purify with bound ATP. 

To test whether the samples contained ADP rather than ATP, an enzymatic pyruvate kinase 

assay was used to convert ADP into ATP. The hence formed ATP could be measured using 

the optimized ATP determination assay. Although the positive control (spiked ADP) revealed 

that the assay functioned and is highly sensitive (detection level ∼1 pmol), all extracts were 

found to contain < 1 pmol of ADP per 150 pmol protein.  

To summarize, neither ADP nor ATP was found to co-purify with E. coli C41pLysS-

produced RxΔLRR or I-2ΔLRR proteins. These negative data imply that the inability to 

hydrolyse ATP by these purified proteins is not due to the proteins being locked into an ADP 

or ATP- bound state preventing nucleotide exchange, but rather suggest mis-folding of the 

proteins.  

 

Full-length MLA27 does co-purify with ADP 

The successful production of full-length, wild-type NB-LRR protein MLA27 from insect cell 

is described in (Maekawa et al., 2011). This group provided us with ∼2.7 mg of the purified 

protein. To assess correct folding we set out to determine whether full-length MLA27 protein 

does co-purify with a bound nucleotide (Maekawa et al., 2011). For this the luciferase-based 

ATP/ADP identification and quantification method that is described before was employed. 

Instead of a methanol extraction we used a boiling step to release potentially bound 

nucleotides from the protein. The advantage of the latter method is that no additional 

components are added to the sample that might affect the enzymatic assay.  
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Fig. 3. Elution profiles of MLA and nucleotides from NAP5 gel filtration columns  
Purified MLA27 was separated on NAP5 gelfiltration columns and in each fraction the amount of ADP and 
protein was determined. ADP (blue diamonds) co-elutes with the MLA protein (red dots), but is also found in 
later fractions. ADP does not co-elute with the negative control, BSA, a non-ADP binding protein (green 
triangles). BSA eluted in the same fraction as MLA27. Protein concentrations were determined using SDS-
PAGE and confirmed using a nanodrop. ADP concentrations were identified using a luciferase-based ATP 
determination kit (see material and methods).  
 

Despite the high sensitivity of the ATPase assay (detection level <<1 pmol of ATP), no ATP 

was detected in the supernatant obtained after boiling and pelleting 70 pmol (7.5 µg) of 

MLA27 protein. Direct assaying for the presence of protein-bound ADP was not possible, 

because MLA27 was stored in a buffer that contains 5 µM ADP. To remove unbound 

nucleotides, MLA27 was subjected to gel-filtration (NAP-5; GE Healthcare) and the fractions 

obtained were analyzed for the presence of ADP and protein. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) 

dissolved in the same ADP-containing buffer served as a negative control. Both BSA and 

MLA27 eluted in fractions ranging from 200-600 µl and peaked in the fraction eluting at 

approximately 400 µl. For ADP detection, the ATP assay was adjusted by adding pyruvate 

kinase and its substrate to convert ADP into ATP. No ADP was detected in the fractions 

eluting from the BSA-loaded column, but in the MLA-containing fractions ADP was present 

and this elution profile correlated with that of MLA (Fig. 3). We calculated the total amount 

of co-eluting ADP (202±26 pmol) to be approximately 43% of the amount of MLA27 
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(471±42 pmol) in these fractions. Assuming that NB-ARC proteins such as MLA27 have one 

nucleotide-binding site, this indicates occupancy of the protein with ADP of around 43%. 

Notably, the ADP concentration remained elevated in the later fractions that did not contain 

MLA27. We assumed that this is free ADP that dissociated from the protein while migrating 

through the column. Free ADP migrates more slowly and will therefore elute in later 

fractions. This hypothesis is consistent with the observation that ADP was not detected in the 

corresponding BSA reference fractions until elution of the column void-volume (±1 ml). 

Comparing the ADP concentrations in the fractions eluting between 200-900  µl with that of 

the BSA control revealed an MLA27-specific amount of 289±42 pmol ADP in the total 

eluate. This value implies that a third of the nucleotides dissociated from MLA27 while 

migrating through the column. As the protein first elutes around 5 minutes, this value 

indicates a relatively stable MLA27-ADP complex with a half-life exceeding 5 minutes. 

Taken together, we conclude that at least 61% of the purified MLA27 protein is ADP-bound 

when loaded on the column. This high occupancy indicates that the NB domain of the bulk of 

the purified full-length NB-LRR protein is properly folded and capable of ADP binding. 

 
No conformational changes in MLA27 are recorded using tryptophan florescence 

spectroscopy 

Based on our findings described in Chapter 3 we predict that the conformation of R proteins 

differs depending on its nucleotide binding state. Here we wanted to investigate whether such 

conformational changes in NB-LRR R proteins during dissociation and/or exchange of bound 

nucleotides can be detected. Access to correctly folded, full-length ADP-bound MLA27 

created an opportunity to test various methods to measure conformational changes. The low 

concentration and limited amount of protein available requires a highly sensitive method. 

Since MLA27 protein contains 9 tryptophans (isoform MLA27-1 (Seeholzer et al., 2010)) the 

suitability of tryptophan fluorescence spectroscopy was explored. After excitation tryptophan 

emits its fluorescence in a spectral range from 300 to 350 nm depending on the polarity of the 

local environment. Hence, changes in fluorescence of this aromatic residue can be used as a 

proxy to study changes in overall protein conformation. To test if this method is applicable 

for MLA27 we examined whether changes could be measured in the fluorescence spectrum 

while unfolding/denaturating the protein. For this purpose MLA27 was incubated at 
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increasing temperatures and the fluorescence spectrum was measured at 15 oC intervals 

starting at 20 oC. As a reference MLA27 kept at 20 oC was used. The first change in the 

emission spectra between the reference and heat-treated sample was observed after incubation 

at 35 oC and the difference increased at higher temperatures (Fig. 4A). Besides temperature-

induced denaturation also a detergent was used to induce unfolding. MLA27 was exposed to 

increasing concentrations of Sodium-dodecyl sulphate (0-500 µM SDS). After each SDS 

addition the tryptophan emission spectra were recorded for the treated and reference sample. 

Treatment with 75µM SDS caused the first detectable change in the spectrum indicative for a 

conformational change (Fig. 4B). These two experiments indicate that conformational 

changes of MLA27, likely caused by (partial) unfolding triggered by either increased 

temperatures or by SDS, can be monitored using tryptophan fluorescence spectroscopy.  

Next, we examined whether tryptophan fluorescence spectroscopy might also be applicable to 

detect conformational changes of MLA27 during dissociation of ADP and/or re-binding of 

nucleotides. To mimic the empty state of MLA27, the protein was incubated with an access of 

EDTA to chelate ions of magnesium thereby removing the co-factor necessary for ADP 

binding. As a reference MLA27 was stored in a buffer with an access of ADP and lacking 

EDTA. Any difference in the spectra between these two treatments would indicate a 

difference in the conformation of these proteins that would be attributable to a difference in 

their nucleotide binding state: ADP bound versus empty. As can be seen in Figure 5, no 

difference was observed between the spectra, which would imply that there is either no 

rebinding or the predicted change is too small to be detected by this method. 
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A                                                                    B 

 
Fig. 4. Tryptophan fluorescence spectra of MLA27 upon temperature- or Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS)-
induced denaturation 
After excitation at 295nm the emitted tryptophan fluorescence [counts/s] of MLA27 was recorded between 310-
390 nm using a fluoro spectrophotometer. The ratio between the highest (355nm) and the lowest count (315 nm) 
were plotted (Fluorescent Intensity Ratio F355/F315) to reveal differences in tryptophan fluorescence indicative 
for a conformational change of the protein. 
A) The F355/F315 ratio of MLA27, incubated for 3 min. at increasing temperatures: 20oC, 35oC, 50oC, 65oC, 
80oC, 95oC, was measured after each incubation step (MLA-T red dots). MLA27 protein not exposed to 
temperature changes was used as a reference (MLA-R-blue triangles) 
B) The F355/F315 ratio of MLA27 at increasing concentrations of Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate (SDS): 0, 25, 50, 
75, 100, 150, 200, 250, 500 µM was measured (MLA-T red dots). As control MLA protein not exposed to SDS 
was used (MLA-R- blue triangles) 
 

In a second experiment we used MLA27 that had been subjected to gel-filtration to remove 

unbound ADP. Incubating the protein in a buffer without ADP should result in dissociation of 

the bound ADP eventually resulting in the “empty state”. Subsequent addition of an access of 

ADP could result in ADP re-binding and a possible conformational change. However, 

incubating the purified proteins in a buffer with or without ADP resulted in identical spectra. 

Assuming that ADP can be re-bound, this indicates that either there is no conformational 

change, or alternatively that the change is not detectable using this method (Fig. 5). 

 

To conclude, dissociation of ADP did not result in a measurable change of the tryptophan 

fluorescence spectra nor did incubation of the “empty” protein with ADP. Since major 

conformational changes of MLA27 during physical or chemical denaturation were readily 

detected using this method, these results imply that, if conformational chances occur after 

ADP dissociation these are too subtle to be detected using tryptophan fluorescence 

spectroscopy.  
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Fig. 5. Tryptophan fluorescence spectra of MLA27 incubated with or without EDTA and in presence or 
absence of ADP  
MLA27 was incubated for 120 min. either with EDTA (1mM) (MLA+EDTA: green diamonds) or without 
EDTA (MLA-EDTA: yellow square). 
Unbound ADP was removed from the protein storage buffer by running MLA27 on a desalting column (NAP-5). 
The purified protein was subsequently incubated in a buffer without ADP (MLA-ADP: blue triangles) or with 5 
µM ADP (MLA+ADP: red dots). Tryptophan fluorescence was to record after excitation at 295nm. The 
emission spectrum between 310-390 nm was recorded using a fluorospectrophotometer [counts/s]. Changes in 
the spectrum where depicted by plotting the fluorescence intensity ratios F355/F315. 
 

DISCUSSION 

 

Models for R protein activation  

Although the first plant R gene has been cloned almost 20 years ago the molecular mechanism 

underlying R protein regulation and activation remain elusive. Using a biochemical approach 

we here show, for the first time, that an intact, full-length R protein co-purifies with a 

nucleotide. The finding that barley MLA27, a member of the plant NB-LRR proteins, is 

specifically bound to ADP is in line with previous studies that implied that nucleotide binding 

is important for the functioning of STAND proteins (Tameling et al., 2002, 2006; Kim et al., 

2005; Riedl et al., 2005; Yan et al., 2005;  Bao et al., 2007; Duncan et al., 2007; Marquenet 

and Richet, 2007; Qi et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2011). For MLA27 we measured a 

nucleotide occupancy of ∼61% that was reduced to ∼43% after gel filtration. These high 
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percentages indicate that the protein forms a relatively stable complex with ADP. The 

observation that wild-type MLA27 is ADP-bound provides direct experimental support for the 

‘switch-model’ that proposes that the resting state of an NB-LRR R protein is ADP-bound 

(Takken et al., 2006; Tameling et al., 2006).  

Our data are in agreement with those from a recent analysis of a near full-length flax M 

protein produced in the yeast Pichia pastoris. The wild-type NB-LRR M protein was also 

found to co-purify exclusively with ADP. Interestingly, an autoactive variant (M-D555V) co-

purified both with ADP and ATP (Williams et al., 2011). These data provide direct support for 

the proposition that the ATP-state of the NB-LRR protein represents the activated state. 

Unfortunately, we could not perform similar experiments for MLA27 as production and 

purification of autoactive or loss-of-function mutants failed (data not shown). Nevertheless, 

the collective biochemical data obtained independently for I-2, M and MLA27 are all 

consistent with the switch model, making it a well-supported model. Besides the switch model 

for the activation of R proteins a competing model has been proposed that is based on the 

analysis of a single R protein fragment. The NB-ARC-LRR fragment of the tobacco N protein 

was produced in E. coli and found to bind ATP rather than ADP. In vitro incubation of the 

ATP-bound N protein fragment with the corresponding viral Avr protein induced ATP 

hydrolysis. Based on these data the authors proposed that the ADP state rather than the ATP 

state is the activated state for this protein and that ATP hydrolysis is required for R protein 

activation (Ueda et al., 2006). Besides these two models, a third model has recently been 

proposed for RPS2 and RPM1, two Arabidopsis proteins. This model lacks biochemical 

support and is solely based on the observed homology of these two NB-LRR proteins to CED-

4. This third model proposes that NB-LRR R proteins are constitutively ATP-bound and 

activation occurs by releasing a constitutive negative regulation without the need of nucleotide 

exchange/hydrolysis (Qi et al., 2010).  

Although the “switch” model gained most experimental support up till now, the other two 

models cannot be excluded at this stage and different models might apply to different classes 

of NB-LRR R proteins. A serious limitation of all models is that they are largely based on in 

vitro data generated using a very limited number of R proteins. Future studies should therefore 

include additional R proteins and should also analyze their nucleotide binding state in planta 

before and after pathogen perception. These experiments could reveal whether all R proteins 
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function the same mechanistically or employ different mechanisms as implied for other 

STAND members.  

 

Conformational changes in NB-LR R proteins 

A unifying theme for all STAND proteins is the key-role of nucleotide binding and the ability 

to switch from an auto-inhibited to an activated state. Regardless whether nucleotide exchange 

or hydrolysis transduces activation into signalling, in all cases a conformational change is 

proposed that switches the NB-LRR protein from an inactive to a signalling-competent state. 

In an attempt to visualize these conformational changes we explored tryptophan fluorescent 

spectroscopy. Using this technique we were able to detect major conformational changes that 

where induced by either chemical or physical denaturation of MLA27. The same method, 

however, failed to capture conformational changes upon dissociation and/or possible re-

binding of ADP (Fig. 4 and 5). This negative result could either indicate that: a) there is no 

rebinding, b) there are no major conformational changes upon nucleotide (re)binding or c) that 

the method is not sensitive enough to detect such changes. To discriminate between these 

options it is essential to include nucleotide binding- and ATPase-mutants, which are 

unfortunately currently unavailable as the mutants were unstable hampering their production 

(data not shown).  

As an alternative method to detect conformational changes in proteins the use of circular 

dichroism was examined. Pilot experiments showed that the amounts of MLA27 available to 

us where below the detection threshold of the equipment (data not shown). Since it is difficult 

to upscale protein production, alternative methods will be required to monitor dynamic 

differences in MLA27 conformation. It would be worthwhile to investigate whether, similar as 

reported for I-2 and its derivatives (Chapter 3), the yeast two-hybrid interactions of MLA27 

with its N-terminal interactor WRKY (Shen et al., 2007) could serve as a proxy to monitor 

MLA27 nucleotide-binding depended conformational changes. Alternatively, to more directly 

measure conformational changes one could try to measure in planta difference in FRET 

(fluorescence resonance energy transfer) or FLIM (fluorescence lifetime imaging) of MLA27 

variants fused to two different fluorescent pairs. If there are major conformational changes 

upon exposure to the Avr protein this might result in a shift in the fluorescence spectrum 

(Pietraszewska-Bogiel and Gadella, 2010).  
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Heterologous production of R proteins 

The very limited amounts of MLA27 restricted a detailed biochemical characterization of this 

protein, such as measuring its ATPase activity or the Km for nucleotide binding. Difficulties 

in obtaining sufficient amounts of soluble NB-LRR proteins is a generic bottleneck as also 

exemplified in this chapter and by Maekawa and coworkers (2011). Notably, out of the 20 

MLA alleles expressed in a variety of expression systems, only MLA27 could be successfully 

produced and purified. MLA27 is the first - and so far only - example of a truly full-length 

NB-LRR R protein heterologously produced in amounts that allow (limited) biochemical 

analyses (Maekawa et al., 2011). The M and L6 flax resistance proteins could only be 

produced in P. pastoris when respectively the first 21 or 29 amino acids of their N-terminal 

domains were removed (Schmidt et al., 2007; Williams et al., 2011). We could reproduce the 

production of the nearly full-length M protein using the P. pastoris expression system (data 

not shown), but our attempts to express Rx or truncated variants using the same methodology 

failed (Table 1). This negative result implies that the yeast system does not provide a generic 

expression system for the production of R proteins or R protein domains.  

Expression and purification of RxΔLRR protein from E. coli, either from soluble fraction or 

after refolding from inclusion bodies, resulted in microgram amounts of protein (Fig. 1 and 2; 

Table 1). Unfortunately, none of the E. coli produced RxΔLRR proteins showed ATPase 

activity that exceeded background levels. This result could indicate either a mal-folded protein 

or lack of ATPase activity in Rx (Table 1). However, as also I-2, produced using the same 

procedures did not exert ATPase activity, this result indicates that the employed method is not 

suitable to produce enzymatically active R proteins. Furthermore, the soluble Rx proteins 

purified from E. coli BL21 C41Slys (Lucigen) did not co-purify with nucleotides providing 

additional support for the hypothesis that the E. coli-produced proteins are not correctly 

folded.  

Until now the only (near) full length R proteins that have been produced relied on eukaryotic 

expression systems: MLA27 in insect cells and M and L6 in yeast. It is therefore plausible that 

a eukaryotic protein folding machinery seems essential for the production of correctly folded 

R proteins. Besides expression, a second bottleneck is the purification of these inherently 

unstable proteins. Nevertheless, the production of full length MLA27, its purification and 

subsequent analysis of its nucleotide binding state described in this chapter shows that it is 
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feasible to overcome these hurdles. The generated data therefore not only provides support for 

the switch-model, but more importantly they describe a production- and purification method 

that can be employed for these multi-domain proteins. 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 
Production and purification of Rx from E. coli BL21 (DE3). 

The I-2ΔLRR wild-type and a K207R mutant cloned in a pGEXT4-1 vector was used as a positive control for 

production of NB-LRR proteins from E. coli BL21 and the ATPase assays (Tameling et al., 2002). The Rx 

containing plasmids encode either wild-type or the K176R mutant of full-length Rx or a truncated version that 

lacks the LRR domain (RxΔLRR). The full-length variants are fused N-terminally to gluthatione S-transferase 

(GST) and C-terminally to 6 residues of histidine (6xHIS), while the shorter variants (RxΔLRR), encompassing 

amino acids from 1 to 426, are fused N-terminally to a GST tag. Construction of Rx and RxΔLRR wild-type in 

pGEXT4-1 vector is described in chapter 3. The K176R mutants of Rx and RxΔLRR were cloned following the 

same cloning strategy as used for the wild-type variants. As donor plasmid pBAD: Rx and RxΔLRR constructs 

containing the indicated mutations were used. The latter constructs where a gift from H, Keller (Wageningen 

University, NL) (chapter 3).   

Rx and RxΔLRR wild-type and K176R mutant were expressed as GST-fusion proteins from the pGEXT4-1 

derived constructs using E. coli BL21 (DE3). Expression was induced by the addition of 1mM IPTG followed by 

a 4h incubation while decreasing the temperature from 370C to 250C. Cells were harvested by low speed 

centrifugation and lysed with lysozyme (1mg/ml), Triton-X (1%) followed by sonification (Patra et al., 2000). 

After centrifugation (12000xg for 15 min.) GST-tagged proteins were affinity purified from the soluble fraction 

using Glutathione Sepharose beads (Healthcare, Sweden). Expression, purification and renaturation of proteins 

from inclusion bodies was performed as described before (Patra et al., 2000; Tameling et al., 2002), or according 

to the instructions provided with the Protein Refolding Kit (Pierce). Protein concentrations were estimated either 

using Coomassie blue stained SDS-PAGE by comparing to 0.25, 0.5 or 1µg BSA as a standard or determined 

using a Bradford assay using BSA as a standard (Bradford, 1976). 
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Construct preparation, production and purification of Rx from P. pastoris  

A BamHI/NotI fragment coding Rx was isolated from pGEXT4-1-Rx vector (chapter 3) and ligated into 

pPIC9alfa vector (Invitrogen) digested with BamHI and NotI, which removes the plasmid-encoded signal 

peptide for extracellular secretion. The resulting plasmid codes for full-length Rx fused C-terminally to 6xHIS. 

To obtain a C-terminally 6xHIS tagged RxΔLRR construct a pBAD vector containing RxΔLRR was digested 

with NcoI and AgeI. The RxΔLRR encoding fragment was used to replace the full length Rx in pGEXT4-1-Rx 

previously treated with NcoI and AgeI. This cloning strategy resulted in a pGEXT4-1 plasmid encoding 

RxΔLRR fused N-terminally to a GST and C-terminally to a 6xHIS tag. A BamHI/NotI fragment originating 

from this plasmid was ligated to pPIC9alfa digested with the same enzymes. This plasmid encodes protein 

RxΔLRR fused C-terminally to 6xHIS. 

In addition, constructs encoding different variants of Rx protein fused to various tags were made in the pPICZa 

vector (Invitrogen). To equip RxΔLRR N-terminally with 9 residues of Histidine, a PCR product was generated 

using primers FP1707 (TTT CGA ACA TGG GAC ATC ATC ATC ACC ATC ATC ACC ATC ATA TGG 

CTT ATG CTG CTG TTA C) and FP1708 (GGG GTA CCC TAA TTC ATG TTT CGA GCT TCC CTC) and 

pGEXT4-1:RxΔLRR as a template. The obtained product was digested and the BstBI/KpnI fragment was ligated 

to pPICZa vector digested with the same enzymes. The resulting plasmid encodes RxΔLRR fused N-terminally 

to 9xHIS. This plasmid was used to create full-length Rx fused N-terminally to 9xHIS by digestion with 

NheI/KpnI and ligation of a NheI/KpnI fragment of PCR product amplified on pGEXT4-1:Rx with primers 

FP1709 (TGA TCA GCT AGC GGA CCG A) and FP1710 (GGG GTA CCT AGG TAC GCG TAG AAT CGA 

GAC).  

Amplification with primers: FP1711 (CCC AAG CTT GGG CCC AGA ATG GGG TCC CCT ATA CTA GGT 

TAT TGG) and FP1712 (GGG GTA CCT TCA TGT TTC GAG CTT CCC TC) on plasmid pGEXT4-

1:RxΔLRR allowed equipment of RxΔLRR N-terminally with a GST tag. Two, a HindIII/NcoI and a NcoI/KpnI, 

fragments of this PCR product were ligated to pPICZa vector previously digested with HindIII and KpnI. The 

resulting plasmid encodes RxΔLRR protein N-terminally fused to GST and C-terminally fused to c-myc and 

6xHIS originated from pPICZa vector. This plasmid, digested with NheI/KpnI, was used to ligate a PCR product 

amplified on pGEXT4-1:Rx with primers FP1709 and FP1713 (GGG GTA CCG GTA CGC GTA GAA TC) and 

digested with the same enzymes. The resulting plasmid encodes full- length Rx fused N-terminally to GST and 

C-terminally to c-myc and 6xHIS.  

Rx and RxΔLRR wild-type and K176R proteins encoded by pPIC9 vector were expressed in P. pastoris strain 

GS115, while pPICZa-based expression of different Rx variants was done in P. pastoris strain X-33. Yeast 

transformation and protein expression and purification was performed according to the instruction of Invitrogen. 

Detection of the protein in a total protein extract was done by western blots probed with a pentaHIS antibody 

(Qiagen). As a positive control for production of protein from P. pastoris and detection on western blot we 

included a construct expressing HA-tagged M protein from flax (Schmidt et al., 2007). 
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Production and purification of RxΔLRR and I-2ΔLRR from E. coli BL21 (Lucigen). 

E. coli BL21 (Lucigen) was transformed with pGEXT4-1 plasmids encoding either RxΔLRR (both wild-type or 

the K176R mutant) or I-2ΔLRR (both wild-type and the K207R mutant) (Tameling et al., 2002). The RxΔLRR 

construct has an N-terminal GST and a C-terminal 6xHIS tag. Expression of RxΔLRR or I-2ΔLRR, wild-type 

and mutants was induced by incubating the cells with 0.5mM IPTG for 6h at 180C. Cells were lysed by 

sonification on ice for 5 min. After centrifugation (12000xg for 15 min.) proteins were purified from the soluble 

fraction using Glutathione Sepharose beads (Healthcare, Sweden). The concentration of the purified proteins was 

estimated on SDS-PAGE gel stained with Coomassie blue by comparison to 0.25, 0.5 or 1µg BSA. 

 

Nucleotide extraction and ADP-ATP determination 
a) Methanol-based extraction of nucleotides from RxΔLRR and I-2ΔLRR variants 

GST-tagged RxΔLRR and I-2ΔLRR wild-type and mutants were affinity purified using Glutathione Sepharose 

beads. Based on SDS-PAGE we estimated that of each protein around 750pmol was bound to the beads (total 

volume 1200 µl of 50% beads slurry). To extract protein-bound nucleotides, the beads were pelleted and semi-

dry beads were overnight incubated with 60% of MeOH at -200C. Subsequently the supernatant was isolated and 

freeze-dried and the obtained pellet was resuspended in 50 µl HPLC grade water (equivalent to 14.8pmol/µl of 

protein). A volume of 10 µl was used to detect and quantify nucleotides using an ATP/ADP determination 

luciferase-based kit (Molecular probes, A22066). Experiment was repeated three times.  

b) Buffer exchange and extraction of nucleotides of MLA27 

To determine whether MLA27 is nucleotide bound a buffer exchange step was required to clear ADP from the 

storage buffer (10µM MgCl2, 10mM Tris pH 8, 100 mM NaCl, 5µM ADP). Gel filtration columns (NAP5; GE 

Healthcare) were pre-equilibrated with the buffer mentioned above but lacking ADP. Subsequently, 150 µl of 

MLA27 (105µg) protein solution was loaded and 350 µl of buffer was added. The protein was eluted using 1 ml 

of buffer and collected in fractions of ± 150µl. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) (0,7 mg/ml) dissolved in the same 

buffer was used as a reference. Protein concentrations in the fractions were quantified by comparison to a BSA 

standard on a Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE gel followed by measuring the intensity of the bands using adobe 

photoshop CS4. Protein concentrations were verified using a NanoDrop Spectrophotometer (ND-1000).  

The presence of ATP was independently determined tree times using the original MLA27 protein solution 

(1.4µg and 7µg), while ADP measurements were performed on the fractions obtained after gel filtration. 

Nucleotides were extracted from MLA27 by boiling the protein for 5 min. followed by a 2 min. centrifugation 

(14000xg) step. All gel filtration experiments were repeated twice and nucleotide determination of each fraction 

was done in duplicate. 

c) ATP/ADP luciferase-based determination kit 

Released ATP was quantified using an ATP determination kit (Molecular probes, A22066) according to the 

instructions given by the manufacturer. In brief, 2-20 µl of the sample was added to 200µl reaction solution and 

luminescence was recorded in time using a LKB-Wallac luminometer (1250). When luminescence stabilized, 5 
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or 10 pMol ATP was spiked in and luminescence was recorded until stable. The nucleotide concentration in each 

sample was calculated by comparison to this internal standard.  

For ADP determination, 3µl pyruvate kinase (Sigma-Aldrich) and its substrate  

Phospho(enol)pyruvic acid monosodium salt hydrate (2.5 mM; Sigma-Aldrich) was added to convert ADP into 

ATP, the latter being detected using the above described method. As internal standard 5 pMol ADP was spiked 

in to monitor both the enzymatic conversion of ADP into ATP as well as the bioluminescence generated after 

consumption of the released ATP.  

 

Tryptophan fluorescent spectroscopy 

To detect denaturation-associated conformational changes, 20µl of MLA27 protein (0.75µg/µl) was exposed 

either to increasing temperatures (20oC - 95oC) or to increasing concentrations of Sodium-dodecyl sulphate (0-

500 µM SDS). The volume of each sample was adjusted up to 200µl with storage buffer (10µM MgCl2, 10mM 

Tris pH 8, 100 mM NaCl, 5µM ADP). The fluorescence spectrum emitted by the tryptophans in MLA27 was 

measured using a fluorescence spectrometer (PTI: Photon Technology International with Felix32 software and 

MD-5020 UV lamp) using quartz cuvettes (QS 10.00 mm Hellma) after 3 minutes incubation at 15oC intervals. 

For SDS induced denaturation MLA27 was incubated for 1 minute at step-wise (25µM or 50µM) increased SDS 

concentration and the fluorescence spectrum was recorded. To detect conformational changes due to alterations 

in the protein-nucleotide binding state 1mM EDTA was supplemented to 20µl of MLA27 protein in its standard 

buffer (0.75µg/µl) and the emitted spectra were compared (assayed at 0, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, 90, 120 min. counted 

starting from the moment of adding EDTA) with non-EDTA treated protein. Alternatively, ADP was removed 

from the protein by running it on a desalting column and 40µl samples of purified MLA27 (0.37µg/µl) were 

incubated simultaneously in storage buffer: one with and the other without 5µM ADP. Spectra were measured 

and compared every 30 min for 2h. Each experiment was done in duplo.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 
 

 
 
Fig. S1. Production of Rx variants in E. coli BL21 (DE3)  
A) Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE showing RxΔLRR wild-type (RxΔLRRwt) and the K176R derivative 
(RxΔLRRK176R). Proteins were GST-affinity purified from the soluble protein fraction obtained after lyses of E. 
coli BL21 (DE3). To estimate the protein concentration 2, 5 and 10 µl from total 300 µl were loaded on SDS-
PAGE and compared to known amounts (0.25, 0.5, 1 µg) of BSA- bovine serum albumin protein.   
B) Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE showing RxΔLRR wild-type (RxΔLRRwt) and the K176R mutant 
(RxΔLRRK176R). Proteins were purified from the inclusion bodies obtained after IPTG-induction and lyses of E. 
coli BL21 (DE3). The inclusion bodies were solubilised with 8M Urea and refolded using step-wise dialysis 
(Tameling et al., 2002). To estimate the protein concentrations 0.5, 1 and 5 µl from total around 5 ml were 
loaded on the SDS-PAGE and compared to known amounts (0.25, 0.5, 1 µg) of BSA- bovine serum albumin 
protein. 
C) Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE showing RxΔLRR wild-type (RxΔLRRwt) protein purified from inclusion 
bodies obtained after IPTG-induction and lyses of E. coli BL21 (DE3). Inclusion bodies were solubilised with 
2M Urea at pH 12.5 and refolded by dilution (Patra et al., 2000). To estimate the protein concentrations 2, 5 and 
10 µl from total 17.5 ml were loaded on the SDS-PAGE and compared to known amounts (0.25, 0.5, 1 µg) of 
BSA- bovine serum albumin protein. 
D) Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE showing RxΔLRR wild-type (RxΔLRRwt) protein purified from inclusion 
bodies obtained after IPTG-induction and lyses of E. coli BL21 (DE3). Inclusion bodies were solubilised with 
6M Guanidine and refolded using eight different refolding solutions (1-8) (Pierce Protein Refolding Kit). To 
estimate protein concentrations 5 µl from total 1 ml were loaded on the SDS-PAGE and compared to known 
amounts (0.25, 0.5, 1 µg) of BSA- bovine serum albumin protein. 
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Fig. S2. ATPase assays of Rx and I-2 proteins variants produced in E. coli BL21 (DE3) or E. coli BL21 
(Lucigen; C41pLysS).  
A) RxΔLRR and I2ΔLRR wild-type proteins isolated from E. coli BL21 (DE3) lysates and either purified from 
inclusion bodies (IB) or from the soluble fractions using GST-affinity purification (GST). The obtained proteins 
were incubated for 0, 30 or 60 min with 5µM [α32P]ATP, with or without Mg+2. Reactions were subjected to 
Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC) and autoradiographed to identify the production of [α32P]ADP.   
B) RxΔLRR and I2ΔLRR: wild-type (wt) and mutants proteins (K176R and K207R respectively) GST-affinity 
purified from soluble fractions of E. coli BL21 (Lucigen; C41pLysS) lysates were incubated for 0, 30 or 60 min 
with 5µM [α32P]ATP, with or without Mg+2. Reactions were subjected to Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC) 
and autoradiographed to identify the production of [α32P]ADP.  Produced and purified in the same way proteins 
encoded by empty vector (pGexT4) served as a negative control for ATPase assay.  
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Our main objective was to unravel the molecular mechanism by which R proteins activate 

plant defence. Defence resistance signaling is activated upon direct or indirect recognition of 

an effector protein by an R protein. Effector recognition is proposed to induce dynamic 

changes in R complex-composition and –conformation that will lead to initiation of down-

stream defence signaling. We wanted to understand how R proteins exert their function in 

these resistance complexes and to identify new members of the R protein signalosome. In 

addition, we wanted to identify the correlation between nucleotide binding and the dynamic 

interplay between subdomains in switching between the off/on activation states of an R 

protein. Heading for these goals we analyzed inter- and intramolecular interactions in relation 

to the nucleotide- binding status of various R proteins. As models we focused on four R 

proteins: the potato Rx (conferring resistance to potato virus X (PVX) (Bendahmane et al., 

1999)); the tomato Mi-1.2 (triggering defenses against nematodes, aphids, psyllids and white 

flies (Milligan et al., 1998; Rossi et al., 1998; Vos et al., 1998; Nombela et al., 2003; Casteel 

et al., 2006) the tomato I-2 (mediating resistance to F. oxysporum (Simons et al., 1998; 

Houterman et al., 2009)) and the barley MLA27 (conferring resistance to powdery mildew 

(Seeholzer et al., 2010)). All four proteins are members of the CNL (Coiled Coil-NB-ARC-

LRR) class, which belongs to the larger family of NB-LRR (nucleotide binding and leucine 

rich region containing) R proteins.  
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NUCLEOTIDE- BINDING IS ESSENTIAL FOR R PROTEIN FUNCTION 

As presented in chapter 5, full-length MLA27 was found to form a stable complex with ADP. 

To our knowledge this is the first example in which the nucleotide-binding state of a full-

length, R protein has been determined. Previously it has been shown that NB containing 

fragments of I-2, Mi-1.2 (Tameling et al., 2002; Tameling et al., 2006), N (Ueda et al., 2006), 

M-flax and L6 (Williams et al., 2011) can bind to nucleotides. Nucleotide binding for these R 

proteins was not unexpected as they carry a predicted nucleotide-binding domain called the: 

NB-ARC for nucleotide binding domain shared by Apaf-1, R proteins, Ced-4 (van der Biezen 

and Jones, 1998; Albrecht and Takken, 2006)}. Purified Apaf-1 (apoptotic protease activating 

factor 1) and Ced-4 (C. elegans death protein 4) were also found to co-purify with a bound 

nucleotide (Kim et al., 2005; Bao et al., 2007; Qi et al., 2010). Together with R proteins and 

AfsR-like bacterial transcription factors, Apaf-1 and Ced4 belong to the AP (apoptotic) 

ATPase subfamily of the STAND (Signal Transduction ATPases with numerous domains) 

family (Leipe et al., 2004). The nucleotide-binding domain of R proteins, Apaf-1 and Ced-4 

(Tameling et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2005; Tameling et al., 2006; Bao et al., 2007; Qi et al., 

2010) as well as few other members of the STAND family (for instance Monarch-1/NLRP12 

(Ye et al., 2008), Cryopyrin/NALP3 (Duncan et al., 2007), MaIT (Marquenet and Richet, 

2007)) is proposed to work as an NTP-exchanging/hydrolyzing switch, regulating signal 

transduction by conformational changes. However, the exact role of ATPase activity or 

nucleotide exchange for functioning of these multi-domain proteins is poorly understood and 

various mechanistic models have been proposed for different protein classes or even for 

particular members. Concerning the activation of R proteins, one model is based on the 

functional and biochemical analysis of I-2 variants (Takken et al., 2006; Tameling et al., 

2006). This model proposes that in the absence of a pathogen, an NB-LRR R protein is in the 

resting state, in which the LRR domain exerts its negative role by stabilizing the ADP-bound 

state. The presence of a pathogen effector (Avr) triggers conformational changes that result in 

exchange of ADP for ATP allowing the R protein to switch to the activated state. The 

intrinsic ATPase activity of the protein is supposed to attenuate the signaling response and 

returns the protein to its resting state (Takken et al., 2006; Tameling et al., 2006). Our 

discovery that wild-type, thus likely representing the resting state, NB-LRR protein co-

purifies with ADP is in agreement with the I-2 switch model and is consistent with data 
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recently obtained for the M-flax R protein (chapter 5; (Tameling et al., 2002; Takken et al., 

2006; Tameling et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2011)).  

Yet, not all experimental data and activation models proposed for studied R proteins fit the I-

2-based switch model. Alternative models suggest that instead of ADP-, the ATP-bound state 

reflects the resting state and that either hydrolysis and subsequent nucleotide exchange (for N; 

(Ueda et al., 2006)) or independent of nucleotide exchange/hydrolysis release of negative 

regulation (in case of RPS2 and RPM1; (Qi et al., 2010)) triggers NB-LRR activation. The 

latter model is derived from that proposed for Ced-4, an animal apoptosis regulator carrying 

NB-ARC domain (Qi et al., 2010). However, for the other metazoan apoptotic NB-ARC 

protein, Apaf-1, two competing (both different from the one presented for Ced-4) activation 

mechanisms have been recently proposed. The first one is similar to the I-2 switch model in 

which only ADP-ATP exchange is required for activation and not its ATPase activity (Riedl 

et al., 2005; Bao et al., 2007). The second model, however, proposed that both the active and 

resting state of Apaf-1 are (d)ATP bound. Following Apaf-1 activation, a single round of 

hydrolysis is induced after which the resulting (d)ADP is exchanged for (d)ATP allowing the 

formation of the active signaling complex (Kim et al., 2005). It remains to be determined 

whether the differences between the models are based on apparent differences caused by the 

experimental set up used. The first model is based on the analysis of a truncated version of 

Apaf-1, which lacks its C-terminal WD40 repeat, and is produced in insect cells (Riedl et al., 

2005; Bao et al., 2007). The second model was based on the analysis of full-length Apaf-1 

protein produced in E. coli (Kim et al., 2005). The actual protein activity might have been 

affected by the lack or presence of WD40 domain or by improper protein folding in one of 

heterologous expression systems (chapter 5).  

Interestingly, the switch model for R protein functioning is independently supported by the 

analysis of different R proteins produced in various expressing systems. These proteins 

include the CC-NB-ARC domains of I-2 and Mi-1.2, full-length MLA27 and almost full-

length M-flax and L6 proteins, produced in E. coli, insect cells and yeast, respectively 

((Tameling et al., 2002; Tameling et al., 2006; Schmidt et al., 2007; Maekawa et al., 2011; 

Williams et al., 2011); chapter 5). For I-2 and M-flax proteins, the biochemical properties of 

the mutants have been linked to a phenotype by expressing the mutated proteins in planta 

(Tameling et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2011). The activation mechanism as proposed for N 
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protein has not (yet) been confirmed using either full length N or by using another R proteins, 

while the mechanism proposed for RPS2/ RPM1 is not based on actual biochemical data. This 

makes the switch model at the moment the strongest supported model from all R protein 

activation mechanisms proposed and future experiments should challenge its validity.  

To conclude, the different models proposed for various plant and metazoan NB-ARC proteins 

indicates that they might differ in their activation mechanism and the role (d)ATP/(d)ADP 

have in this process (Kim et al., 2005; Riedl et al., 2005; Takken et al., 2006; Tameling et al., 

2006; Ueda et al., 2006; Bao et al., 2007; Qi et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2011). The common 

feature is that in all models nucleotide-binding is essential and that nucleotide exchange/ 

hydrolysis might be important for regulation of their activities. To identify further conserved 

characteristics of NB-ARC proteins functioning it will be important to clarify whether the 

proposed differences for R proteins, Apaf-1 and Ced-4 activation are real or reflect artifacts 

induced by in vitro analysis of truncated proteins. If indeed different activation mechanisms 

exist, it would be interesting to analyze whether they correlate with the distinct subclasses or 

groups of plant NB-LRR proteins. To investigate the mechanism underlying R protein 

activation one needs to produce examples of various NB-ARC proteins and analyze their 

nucleotide-binding properties and the ability to hydrolyze ATP.  

 

CONFORMATIONAL CHANGES UNDERLIE R PROTEIN ACTIVATION. 

I-2 Y2H interactions with SlFormin and SlTrax show distinct, often opposite intramolecular 

patterns for the different truncations and mutants (chapter 3). The mutants were selected on 

their ability to affect either hydrolysis or nucleotide binding and represent respectively the 

active, -ATP-bound state - or an inactive state of I-2 (Tameling et al., 2006). The correlation 

between the (in)ability to interact in the Y2H and the proposed nucleotide binding state, 

indicates that each state exposes different interfaces allowing I-2 to interact preferably with 

either partner. Since two opposite Y2H interaction patterns were observed, this implies that at 

least two distinct I-2 conformations must occur. This data provides direct support for 

hypothesis that the conformation of an R protein depends on nucleotide-binding, hence 

activation state.  
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Rationally, it is predicted that the resting state of an R protein interacts with pathogen 

recognition components, whereas activation will trigger a conformational change allowing an 

interaction or a release of down-stream signaling components. For Apaf-1 and Ced-4 the 

activated state allows the formation of the oligomeric apoptosome and the subsequent 

interaction with procaspases-9 or Ced-3 respectively. Additionally, for Ced-4 its interaction 

with Ced-9 is released before it can form the signaling complex (Yang et al., 1998; Kim et al., 

2005; Riedl et al., 2005; Yan et al., 2005; Bao et al., 2007; Qi et al., 2010). Hence, the 

activated conformation of these proteins allows them to oligomerize. Oligomerisation of their 

NB-ARC domains generates a wheel-shaped platform that brings the N-terminal CARD 

domains into close proximity. Activated in this way, the protein is able to recruit and activate 

the down-stream signaling components required to induce apoptosis (Yan et al., 2005; Qi et 

al., 2010). Interestingly, recently solved crystal structures of the N-terminal domains of two R 

proteins, the CC (coiled coil) domain of MLA10 and the TIR (Toll- Interleukin-1 receptor) 

domain of L6, demonstrated that both form homodimers in solution. This, together with the in 

planta analysis of dimerization mutants, provides strong evidence that oligomerization is 

important for R protein function as well (Bernoux et al., 2011; Maekawa et al., 2011). 

Likewise, the N protein, a member of the TNL (TIR-NB-ARC-LRR) class, was found to 

oligomerize upon pathogen perception (Mestre and Baulcombe, 2006). Interestingly, different 

than Apaf-1, Ced-4 and N, CNL R proteins such as Prf, RPS5 and MLA10 form homomeric-

complexes prior to their activation (Ade et al., 2007; Gutierrez et al., 2010; Maekawa et al., 

2011). Another essential distinction is that Apaf-1 and Ced-4 heptamerize or octomerize 

(tetramers forming an asymmetric dimer) via their N-terminal CARD and NB-ARC domains 

(Yan et al., 2005; Qi et al., 2010), while for R proteins only their N-terminal domains have 

been shown to be required for dimerization and it is unclear whether the NB-ARC domain is 

actually involved in multimerisation in planta.  

Hence, the number of evidences that R proteins, similar to their animal counterparts, require 

oligomerization for signaling activity grows. However, if this oligomerization represents the 

active state, like for N or rather the resting state of R proteins, such as for MLA10, Prf, or 

RPS5 is still unknown (Mestre and Baulcombe, 2006; Ade et al., 2007; Gutierrez et al., 2010; 

Maekawa et al., 2011). Alternatively, there is no conservation in the way R proteins 

oligomerize and the moment of oligomerization differs for the TNL and CNL class, as 
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suggested in (Bernoux et al., 2011). Regardless if and how the oligomerization happens, the R 

protein conformation certainly changes upon activation in order to expose different protein 

interacting surfaces for a different set of interactors. It would be interesting to solve the 

structure of activated and resting states of an R protein, preferably for full-length and various 

domain truncations to be able to learn by comparison about the role of particular domains in 

the formation of different conformations. Knowing the exposed interaction surfaces for each 

conformation should help to identify interacting proteins perhaps from recognition and 

signaling R proteins complexes. To answer these questions one should obtain and compare 

structures of separate R protein domains, full-length R proteins that are bound either to ATP 

or to ADP, and mutants reflecting the different activation states. If sufficient amounts of pure 

proteins are produced, methods such as trypthophan fluorescence spectroscopy and circular 

dichroism could be explored to identify conformational changes, as initiated by us for 

MLA27 protein (chapter 5). Without having purified proteins possibly Y2H patterns with C- 

or N-terminal interactors, or in planta analysis using FRET (fluorescence resonance energy 

transfer) or FLIM (fluorescence lifetime imaging) could provide more insight in 

conformational changes occurring in R proteins.  

 

MINIMAL FUNCTIONAL DOMAIN REQUIRED TO TRIGGER HR 

Deletion studies of Mi-1.2 revealed that the Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR variant triggers a 

hypersensitive response (HR) upon over-expression in N. benthamiana. Apparently, removal 

of a small N-terminal region containing the SD1 subdomain causes autoactivation for this 

member of the SD-CNL class. All further truncations abolished the autoactivating phenotype, 

indicating that a near full-length protein is required to induce HR (chapter 4). Differently, for 

Apaf-1 and CED-4, rather their N-terminal domains have been shown to function as signaling 

domains recruiting down-stream signaling partners (Yan et al., 2005; Qi et al., 2010). 

Likewise, the N-terminal domain which encodes either a TIR or a CC domain is the smallest 

functional module required for HR induction for a number of TNLs: flax L10 and 

Arabidopsis RPP1 and, RPS4 and one of CNLs: MLA10 (Frost et al., 2004; Swiderski et al., 

2009; Krasileva et al., 2010; Maekawa et al., 2011). Yet, for Rx, another CNL protein, over-

expression of its NB subdomain, rather then its CC domain is sufficient to trigger HR 
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(Rairdan et al., 2008). Under our experimental conditions, neither the NB subdomain nor N-

terminal domains of Mi-1.2 alone mediated HR when over-expression. A separate CC domain 

has not been tested.  

Briefly, for the few examples of studied NB-LRR proteins the minimal functional domain 

required to trigger HR is their N-terminal domain, however for Rx and Mi-1.2 proteins other 

regions induce autoactivity upon over-expression ((Frost et al., 2004; Rairdan et al., 2008; 

Swiderski et al., 2009; Krasileva et al., 2010; Maekawa et al., 2011); chapter 4). Thus, is there 

a preferential signaling domain and any exceptions could be rather due to differences in 

experimental procedures, or are there simply dissimilarities in between various R protein 

(sub)classes? Identification of domains triggering HR upon over-expression in planta, testing 

and comparing their expression phenotype for more candidates from different R protein 

(sub)classes and subsequently pull-downs with these domains could provide more insight into 

events of signaling. 

 

INTRAMOLECULAR INTERACTIONS IN R PROTEINS 

Mi-1.2 N-terminus consist of common CC domain extended for characteristic and unique for 

solanaceous CC-NB-LRR proteins, SD domain. Through co-expression of particular regions 

of this N-terminus in trans with specific autoactivating mutants or truncations, its functional 

intramolecular interactions and its role in regulating the Mi-1.2 mediated HR were tested. The 

analyzed mutants were selected as they affect function of diverse (sub)domains, consequently 

mimicking different protein activation steps for which various requirement for the LRR 

domain has been previously demonstrated (van Ooijen et al., 2008 a). Only one of these 

mutants, the Mi-1.2 T557S substitution in the NB subdomain of an NB-ARC-LRR variant 

restored full autoactivity when co-expressed in trans in N. benthamiana leaves with the Mi-

1.2 N-terminal SD and CC domains. None of the other autoactive mutants did functionally 

trans-complement with Mi-1.2 N-terminus (chapter 4). These findings confirms distinct 

functions for the particular (sub)domains in activation of Mi-1.2. They also imply that Mi-1.2 

activation is a multistep process of which some steps require, next to LRR domain, the SD-

CC domains in cis and others do not ((van Ooijen et al., 2008 a); chapter 4).  
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In addition, the function of the Mi-1.2 N-terminus has been explored, showing its negative 

and positive regulatory role on protein functioning (chapter 4). The negative regulatory 

potential of first N-terminal region (Nt1) of Mi-1.2 is in agreement with the observation that 

exchange of the Mi-1.2 Nt1 region with the corresponding region from the non-functional 

homolog Mi-1.1 (MiDS3) induces protein autoactivity (Hwang et al., 2000). Series of 

analogous domain-swap experiments revealed that the Nt1 region regulates the signal 

transduction by interplay with the LRR domain, which, apart of this clear autoinhibitory 

function, has positive potential required for pathogen recognition (Hwang et al., 2000; Hwang 

and Williamson, 2003). Thus, alike the N-terminus of Mi-1.2 (chapter 4), the LRR domain of 

Mi-1.2 (Hwang et al., 2000; Hwang and Williamson, 2003) and many other NB-LRR proteins 

(Lukasik and Takken, 2009) has also a dual regulatory potential. It is imaginable that the 

balance in opposite regulatory potentials of these domains is essential and regulates accurate 

R protein functioning. This balance can be achieved by complex, functional intermolecular 

interactions, which has been demonstrated using for instance Mi-1.2 LRR domain or CC and 

LRR domains of Rx in trans-complementation and physical interaction assays (Rairdan and 

Moffett, 2006; Rairdan et al., 2008; van Ooijen et al., 2008 a).  

To conclude, different R protein activation steps have various in cis and in trans requirements 

for particular domains and the protein function is controlled by intramolecular interactions 

that keep the domains regulatory potential in balance. How do regulatory domains function 

together, interact with each other and influence each other’s role? To answer this question we 

need to obtain protein structures, but also get more insight into the dynamic interactions 

between the subdomains. These experiments require trans-complementation assays, domain-

swap experiments, in vitro Y2H interactions or in planta pull-downs and FILM/FRET 

monitored interactions.  

 

OUTLOOK/ PERSPECTIVE 

To get mechanistic insight into CNL and TNL activation and signaling we need to solve their 

structure and expand identification of their intra- and intermolecular interactions as well as 

their (in)direct interactions with pathogen delivered effector proteins. Only studying the 

composition and conformation of the recognition and signaling complexes of many various R 
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proteins will allow identification of resemblances and divergences among R protein 

individuals and/or (sub)classes. To conduct most of the proposed experiments it is essential to 

produce both (sub)domains and the full-length proteins in sufficient amounts. Unfortunately, 

here lays the bottleneck of working with R proteins. In this final chapter I speculate on why it 

is so difficult to produce R proteins and indicate possible solutions to overcome these 

limitations.  

Over-expression of various R proteins, or their subdomains, in planta induces programmed 

cell-death as part of the HR preventing their accumulation ((Frost et al., 2004; Rairdan et al., 

2008; Swiderski et al., 2009; Krasileva et al., 2010; Maekawa et al., 2011); chapter 4). 

However, in many cases over-expression could not be achieved at all, which indicates that 

plants thightly control R protein levels, possibly to prevent spontaneous activation of defence 

signalling ((Williams et al., 2011); chapter 4). Similar control mechanisms might be present 

in heterologous hosts, which prevent high accumulation of the R protein and restricts its 

production (chapter 5). It is unknown why accumulation of R proteins would be harmful to 

non-plant cells. Possibly, being ATPases, their enzymatic activity interferes with ATP-ADP 

homeostasis in the cell. Alternatively, R proteins might have an as yet unknown biochemical 

property that effects targets that are evolutionary conserved among prokaryotes and 

eukaryotes. Currently, the identity of such targets, and even if they represent proteins, is 

unknown. Pull-down experiments or yeast two-hybrid screens might be instrumental to 

identify such protein targets. Once we know these targets, perhaps they could be modified to 

improve R protein production in heterologous hosts.  

An alternative explanation why R proteins are so difficult to produce in heterologous systems 

is that despite successful expression the proteins often form inclusion bodies (chapter 5). 

Their tendency to aggregate indicates inherent instability of the proteins. NB-LRRs are 

multidomain proteins, of which some form dimers in planta (L6: (Bernoux et al., 2011), 

MLA10: (Maekawa et al., 2011); N: (Mestre and Baulcombe, 2006), RPS5: (Ade et al., 

2007), Prf: (Gutierrez et al., 2010)). The only soluble R proteins successfully purified so far 

where monomeric: MLA27, M and L6 (Schmidt et al., 2007; Maekawa et al., 2011). Notably, 

for both M and L6 a part of their N-terminal TIR domains had to be deleted to allow their 

production in the yeast Pichia pastoris (Schmidt et al., 2007; Williams et al., 2011). Even 

though this region was not required for homodimerisation of the TIR domain alone, the full-
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length protein missing this region is not able to dimerize in the yeast two-hybrid system 

(Bernoux et al., 2011; Bernoux et al., 2011). It is possible that disrupting the ability to 

dimerize aids production and purification of these flax R proteins from Pichia and it would be 

interesting to explore this possibility for other TNL R proteins.    

Besides homodimerisation, many R proteins interact in planta with chaperones like Hsp90 

and RSI-2 and co-chaperones such as Sgt1, PP5, RAR1 (Bieri et al., 2004; de la Fuente van 

Bentem et al., 2005; Van Ooijen et al., 2010)}. These chaperones are probably required for 

proper folding and stabilization of their client R proteins, as exemplified by the reduced 

abundance of I-2 accumulation upon silencing of either RSI-2, Hsp90 or Sgt1 (Van Ooijen et 

al., 2010). Moreover, they are required for R protein functioning, as shown for instance for 

Rx (Boter et al., 2007; Rairdan et al., 2008), MLA10 (Shen et al., 2003; Shirasu, 2009), Mi-

1.2 and I-2 (Van Ooijen et al., 2010). This folding machinery, which is likely to differ in 

heterologous systems, might be essential to produce correctly folded R proteins. Therefore, 

for R proteins whose over-expression does not trigger HR or HR can be suppressed, it could 

be an option to use plants as a protein production system (Sainsbury and Lomonossoff, 2008). 

Alternatively other eukaryotic systems can be explored in which these plant-specific 

components have been supplemented. In vitro translation could provide an alternative for the 

production of limited amount of proteins. 

Being aware of the limitations and bottlenecks of working with R proteins, successful 

production of ADP-co-purified, hence correctly folded, full-length MLA27 protein (chapter 

5) is a big step forward. Not only it might serve as a positive control for further attempts to 

heterologously express and purify other R proteins, but also it opens the way to obtain more 

detailed conformational and biochemical analyses of the MLA27 protein. These studies 

would greatly contribute to confirm our observation that R protein conformation depends on 

its nucleotide-binding state (chapter 3) and that different protein activation steps exhibit 

distinct, functional, intermolecular interactions (chapter 4). We also hope that the tools 

described in this thesis regarding not only R protein heterologous production and biochemical 

assays (chapter 5); but also monitoring of conformational changes by Y2H (chapter 3); and 

identification of phenotypes by in planta over-expression and domain trans-complementation 

assays (chapter 4) will be instrumental to further explore general and specific features of other 

R protein functioning.  
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SUMMARY  

 

Race-specific disease resistance in plants is mediated by specific surveillance proteins called 

resistance (R) proteins. Upon pathogen perception, R proteins trigger a strong defence 

response often culminating in a hypersensitive response (HR), a form of programmed cell 

death mechanism aimed at restricting further pathogen proliferation. Most R proteins are large 

intracellular proteins that contain a central, conserved nucleotide-binding (NB) domain fused 

to a C-terminal leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain. The variable N-terminus of NB-LRR 

proteins divides them into two subgroups: TIR-NB-LRRs (TNL) containing a TIR (Toll/ 

Interleukin-1 receptor) domain and CC-NB-LRR (CNL) carrying a CC (Coiled coil) domain, 

which is occasionally extended by an additional domain such as a solanaceous domain (SD) 

(Leipe et al., 2004; Mucyn et al., 2006). These proteins are believed to function as molecular 

switches whose ability to initiate defence signalling depends on the capability of the NB 

domain to bind and hydrolyse ATP (Takken et al., 2006; Tameling et al., 2006). Pathogen 

recognition results in dynamic changes in not only the conformation of the NB-LRR protein, 

but also in the composition of NB-LRR containing complexes and probably their sub-cellular 

localization. To analyse the intra- and intermolecular interactions of NB-LRR proteins in 

relation to their nucleotide- binding state we focused on three solanaceas R proteins: Rx, Mi-

1.2, I-2 and barley MLA27, which confers resistance to potato virus X (PVX); nematodes, 

aphids, psyllids and white fly; F. oxysporum and powdery mildew, respectively (Milligan et 

al., 1998; Rossi et al., 1998; Simons et al., 1998; Vos et al., 1998; Bendahmane et al., 1999; 

Nombela et al., 2003; Casteel et al., 2006; Houterman et al., 2009; Seeholzer et al., 2010). 

To identify components of I-2 recognition and/or signalling complexes, we performed a yeast 

two-hybrid screen and identified two N-terminal interactors: SlFormin and SlTrax. 

Surprisingly, depending on the extensions of I-2 baits or the presence of specific mutations 

affecting nucleotide binding or hydrolysis, opposite interaction patterns for the two interactors 

were observed (chapter 3). These patterns correlated with the proposed nucleotide- binding 

and activation states of the I-2, indicating that an R protein can adopt different conformations 

exposing distinct binding surfaces. These findings imply an involvement of the interactors for 

I-2 function, however tomato plants stably silenced for SlForimn or SlTrax were not 

compromised in I-2 mediated disease resistance.  
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Next, we analyze the role the extended N-terminus has for Mi-1.2 activation by using over-

expression and functional trans-complementation studies in agroinfiltrations in N. 

benthamiana leaves. Over-expression of a truncated Mi-1.2 protein lacking the first part of 

the N-terminal region (Nt1) induced cell-death that could be suppressed by co-expression of 

the second half of the N-terminal region (Nt2) in trans. Yet, to induce HR an intact Nt1-Nt2 

region, either in cis or in trans, was required for specific autoactivating NB-ARC-LRR 

mutants (chapter 4). These results indicate that a) the N-terminus has both positive and 

negative regulatory activity on Mi-1.2 mediated HR and b) Mi-1.2 activation is multistep 

process of which particular activation steps have different requirements for in cis and in trans 

interactions. Secondary structure predictions indicate distinct (sub)domains, which might be 

likely responsible for specific functions.  

According to the I-2 based switch model, the ADP- bound state represents the resting state of 

NB-LRR proteins, exchange of the ADP for the ATP activates the protein. This state can be 

reset by hydrolysis of the ATP (Tameling et al., 2002; Takken et al., 2006; Tameling et al., 

2006). To put this model to the test, we performed biochemical analysis of CC-NB-ARC 

variants of Rx and full-length MLA27 protein, produced in respectively E. coli or insect cells. 

Neither Rx variants, nor the positive I-2 control produced in E. coli showed specific ATPase 

activity or co-purified with a nucleotide, indicating that the proteins are likely mal-folded. 

MLA27, however, was stably bound to ADP (chapter 5), implying a correctly folded protein 

and providing direct evidence that an R protein in its resting state indeed binds ADP and 

supporting the switch model. Possession of correctly folded MLA27 gives the opportunity to 

monitor its conformational changes related with dissociation and possible re-binding of ADP, 

for which initial experiments are described (chapter 5).   
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SAMENVATTING 

 

Planten zijn continu blootgesteld aan een groot repertoire van ziekteverwekkers. Om zich te 

kunnen verdedigen bevatten planten onder andere eiwitten die ‘op wacht staan’ en 

onregelmatigheden in de cel veroorzaakt door ziekteverwekkers kunnen detecteren. Deze 

“sensor” eiwitten worden resistentie (R) eiwitten genoemd. Zodra een R eiwit een 

ziekteverwekker waarneemt wordt een sterke afweerreactie geïnduceerd. Onderdeel van deze 

afweerreactie is het gecontroleerd laten afsterven van de geïnfecteerde plantencellen, zodat de 

ziekteverwekker zich niet verder kan verspreiden. Deze reactie wordt ook wel de 

overgevoeligheids reactie of hypersensitieve respons (HR) genoemd.  

De meeste R eiwitten zijn grote, intracellulaire eiwitten die zogenaamde NB-LRR domeinen 

bevatten. Op basis van hun N-terminus worden NB-LRR eiwitten verder onderverdeeld in 

twee groepen: TIR-NB-LRR (TNL) eiwitten, welke een additioneel TIR (Toll/Interleukin-1 

receptor) domein bevatten, en CC-NB-LRR (CNL) eiwitten die veelal een CC (coiled coil) 

domein hebben. In enkele gevallen bevat een CNL ook nog additionele domeinen, zoals een 

solanaceous domein (SD) (Leipe et al., 2004; Mucyn et al., 2006). NB-LRR eiwitten fungeren 

als moleculaire schakelaars die plantafweer aan- en uit kunnen zetten. De schakelaar wordt 

waarschijnlijk gereguleerd door het centrale NB domein dat in staat is om ATP te binden en 

te hydrolyzeren, waardoor mogelijk de conformatie van het eiwit verandert (Takken et al., 

2006; Tameling et al., 2006). Wanneer een NB-LRR eiwit een pathogeen herkent, verandert 

niet alleen de conformatie van het NB-LRR eiwit, maar waarschijnlijk ook de compositie van 

het NB-LRR bevattende complex en de sub-cellulaire localizatie. In dit proefschrift worden 

de intra- en intermoleculaire interacties van NB-LRR eiwitten in zowel de nucleotide-

gebonden als in de lege toestand onderzocht. Hiertoe zijn drie R eiwitten uit de nachtschade 

(Solanaceae) familie bestudeerd: Rx, dat resistentie geeft tegen aardappelvirus X (PVX), Mi-

1.2 dat resistentie biedt tegen wortelknobbel aaltjes, aardappel topluis en witte vlieg en I-2, 

welke bescherming biedt tegen de schimmel Fusarium oxysporum. Daarnaast is ook MLA27 

onderzocht, een gerst R eiwit dat resistentie geeft tegen meeldauw (Milligan et al., 1998; 

Rossi et al., 1998; Simons et al., 1998; Vos et al., 1998; Bendahmane et al., 1999; Nombela et 

al., 2003; Casteel et al., 2006; Houterman et al., 2009; Seeholzer et al., 2010). 
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Om interactie partners van I-2 te identificeren, is een yeast-two-hybrid screen uitgevoerd. 

Hierbij zijn twee interactoren gevonden die binden aan de N-terminus van I-2: SlFormin en 

SlTrax. De interactiepatronen van deze interactoren bleek afhankelijk van het gebruikte I-2 

fragment en de aan- of afwezigheid van specifieke mutaties die nucleotide binding en 

hydrolyse beïnvloeden, (hoofdstuk 3). Deze tegengestelde patronen correleren met de 

voorgestelde nucleotide binding en activatie status van I-2, wat suggereert dat een R eiwit 

inderdaad in verschillende conformaties kan voorkomen. Deze conformaties  verschillen 

blijkbaar in de aan- en afwezigheid voor bindingsplaatsen voor deze interacterende eiwitten. 

De specifieke  interacties impliceren dat deze interactoren betrokken kunnen zijn bij I-2 

functie, echter tomatenlijnen met een verlaagde expressie van SIFormin of SITrax vertonen 

geen verminderde I-2 gemedieerde resistentie. 

Hiernaast is de rol van de N-terminus van Mi-1.2, bestaande uit een SD en een CC domein, 

voor de activatie van R eiwitten onderzocht. Hiertoe is gebruik gemaakt van overexpressie en 

functionele trans-complementatie studies waarbij Agrobacterium geïnfiltreerd werd in N. 

benthamiana bladeren.  Overexpressie van een kortere vorm van Mi-1.2, die het eerste deel 

van de N-terminus (Nt1) mist, leidt tot inductie van pathogeen-onafhankelijke celdood. Deze 

celdood kan worden geblokkeerd door in trans  het tweede deel van de N-terminus (Nt2) tot 

overexpressie te brengen. Voor specifieke auto-activerende NB-ARC-LRR mutanten waren 

zowel Nt1 als Nt2 noodzakelijk, in cis of in trans tot expressie gebracht, om HR te kunnen 

veroorzaken (hoofdstuk 4). Deze resultaten impliceren dat: a) de N-terminus zowel een 

positieve als een negatieve invloed heeft op HR geïnduceerd door Mi-1.2 en b) dat Mi-1.2 

activatie een meerstaps proces is waarbij afhankelijk van de activatie stap verschillende in cis 

en in trans interacties belangrijk zijn. Voorspellingen van de secundaire structuur van Mi-1.2 

tonen duidelijk onderscheidbare (sub)domeinen, die waarschijnlijk specifieke functies hebben 

in dit activatie proces. 

In het aan/uit schakelaar model is de ADP gebonden toestand van een NB-LRR eiwit de 

ruststaat en na activatie wordt ADP vervangen door ATP. Hydrolyse van ATP in ADP 

hersteld de oorspronkelijke toestand van deze schakelaar (Tameling et al., 2002; Takken et 

al., 2006; Tameling et al., 2006). Om dit model te testen, zijn biochemische analyses 

uitgevoerd op CC-NB-ARC varianten van Rx en MLA27 geproduceerd in respectievelijk E. 

coli of insect cellen. Geen van de Rx varianten liet ATPase activiteit zien noch zuiverde 
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gebonden nucleotides mee met het eiwit. Aangezien ook de positieve controle, I-2 

geproduceerd in E. coli, geen ATPase activiteit noch nucleotide co-purificatie liet zien, is het 

waarschijnlijk dat beide eiwitten niet goed gevouwen worden door E. coli.  MLA27, 

daarentegen bleek wel stabiel ADP gebonden te zijn (hoofdstuk 5), wat aangeeft dat dit eiwit 

wel correct gevouwen is. De vinding dat een intact R eiwit in zijn ruststaat inderdaad ADP 

gebonden is ondersteund het voorgestelde aan/uit schakelaar model. De beschikbaarheid van 

goed gevouwen MLA27 eiwit biedt mogelijkheden om in de toekomst conformationele 

veranderingen die verband houden met de associatie- en dissociatie van nucleotide te 

onderzoeken, en enkele experimenten hiervoor worden gesuggereerd in hoofdstuk 5. 
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PODSUMOWANIE 

 

Rośliny, podobnie jak zwierzęta i człowiek, wytworzyły system odpornościowy, który chroni 

je przed inwazją chorobotwórczych mikroorganizmów takich jak: wirusy, bakterie, insekty 

czy nicienie. Zasadniczym elementem tego systemu u roślin jest specjalna rodzina białek 

odporności tzw. białka R (z ang. Resistance proteins), które po rozpoznaniu patogennego 

mikroorganizmu, wywołują reakcję obronną, często zakończoną zaprogramowaną śmiercią 

zakażonych komórek (HR z ang. Hypersensitive response). Większość białek R to duże, 

wewnątrzkomórkowe cząsteczki, w których wyróżnia się trzy domeny. Centralna domena 

posiada miejsce wiązania nukleotydów (NB z ang. Nucleotide binding) i połączona jest z 

domeną bogatą w powtórzenia leucyny (LRR z ang. leucine-rich repeat). Kolejna domena 

dzieli te białka na dwie podgrupy: TIR-NB-LRRs (TNL) zawierające domenę TIR (z ang. 

Toll/ Interleukin-1 receptor) oraz CC-NB-LRR (CNL) zawierające superhelikalną domenę 

CC (z ang. coiled coil), ta z kolei może być rozszerzona o dodatkowe domeny np. domenę 

solanaceous (SD z ang. solanaceous domain) (Leipe i wsp., 2004; Mucyn i wsp., 2006). 

Białka R funkcjonują jako tzw. ‘molekularne przełączniki’, dla których możliwość 

inicjowania odpowiedzi immunologicznej zależy od zdolności wiązania i hydrolizy ATP 

(Takken i wsp., 2006;. Tameling i wsp., 2006.). Rozpoznanie patogena wywołuje dynamiczne 

zmiany nie tylko w konformacji tych białek, ale również w składzie kompleksu jaki tworzą z 

innymi białkami oraz prawdopodobnie subkomórkowej lokalizacji. W niniejszej pracy 

przeprowadzono analizę wewnątrzcząsteczkowych zmian białek R oraz ich interakcji z 

innymi białkami, w zależności od związanego nukleotydu. Skoncentrowano się na 

następującyh białkach R: (i) Rx; (ii) Mi-1.2, (iii) I-2; (iiii) MLA27, które warunkują 

odporność odpowiednio na: (i) wirusa X ziemniaka (PVX); (ii) nicienie, mszyce i białą 

muszkę u pomidora; (iii) grzyba Fusarium oxysporum u pomidora; (iiii) mączniaka w 

jęczmieniu (Milligan i wsp., 1998;  Rossi i wsp., 1998;  Simons i wsp., 1998;  Vos i wsp., 

1998; Bendahmane i wsp., 1999; Nombela i wsp., 2003; Casteel i wsp., 2006; Houterman i 

wsp., 2009; Seeholzer i wsp., 2010).  

Aby wyróżnić dla konkretnego białka R wspólne dla calej rodziny czy też indywidualne 

elementy zachowania podczas aktywacji odpowiedzi immunologicznej, ważna jest nie tylko 

sama identyfikacja białek z nim oddziałujących, ale także ich wpływ na funkcję partnera. W 
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rozdziale 3 niniejszej pracy opisano elementy wchodzące w skład kompleksu białka I-2. Do 

ich identyfikacji zastosowano popularną technikę jaką jest drożdżowy system dwu-

hybrydowy (Y2H z ang. yeast two-hybrid screen). Na podstawie uzyskanych wyników 

zidentyfikowano i scharakteryzowano dwa białka: SlFormin i SlTrax. Zaobserwowano 

przeciwne i często uzupełniające się wzory interakcji Y2H dla obu tych białek, w zależności 

zarówno od długości użytego konstruktu I-2 jak i obecności mutacji wpływających na 

wiązanie lub hydrolizę nukleotydów. Wprowadzone mutacje reprezentowały różne poziomy 

aktywacji białka I-2, zatem poszczególne poziomy aktywacji prawdopodobnie przyjmują 

różne konformacje odsłaniając powierzchnie umożliwiające wiązanie innych białek. Te 

wyniki sugerują zaangażowanie nowoodkrytych partnerów także w funkcję I-2. Kontrowersje 

budzi jednak fakt, że brak funkcjonalnych białek SlFormin i SlTrax u pomidora nie wpłynął 

na odporność regulowaną przez I-2. 

Kolejną metodą pozwalającą na rozszerzenie naszej wiedzy na temat białek R jest badanie 

reakcji roślin podczas nadekspresji czy funkcjonalnej koekspresji (tzw. trans 

komplementacji) poszczególnych domen lub porównania natywnej formy białka z 

odpowiednimi mutantami. Nadekspresja specificznych mutantów może wywoływać 

odpowiedź immunologiczną nawet jeśli roślina nie jest wystawiona na atak patogenu. 

Sytuację tę ilustruje przykład gdzie autoaktywny mutant jest w stanie wywołać samoistnie, 

bez potrzeby rozpoznania patogena, reakcję obronną HR na liściach N. benthamiana 

stranformowanych przy pomocy Agrobacterium. W rozdziale 4 niniejszej pracy, 

wykorzystując opisaną wyżej metodę, zbadano wpływ rozszerzonego końca aminowego (tzw. 

Nt1-Nt2) na aktywację białka Mi-1.2. Nadekspresja skróconego o pierwszy odcinek N-końca 

(Nt1 z ang. N-terminal 1) białka Mi-1.2 powoduje śmierć komórkową (HR), która może być 

zablokowana przez trans komplementację drugiej części N-końcowego regionu (Nt2 z ang. 

N-terminal 2) z tym autoaktywnym Nt2-NB-ARC-LRR konstruktem. Jednak, aby wywołać 

HR podczas trans komplementacji z autoaktywnymi mutacjami fragmentów NB-ARC-LRR, 

niezbędny jest cały region Nt1-Nt2. Wyniki te wskazują, że a) N-koniec białka reguluje HR 

spowodowany nadekspresją Mi-1.2, zarówno pozytywnie jak i negatywnie oraz b) aktywacja 

Mi-1.2 jest procesem wieloetapowym, którego poszczególne etapy wymagają oddziaływania 

między domenami w orientacji cis lub trans. Modelowanie struktury drugorzędowej N-końca 
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białka Mi-1.2 wykazało odrębne (sub)domeny (rozdział 4), które są prawdopodobnie 

odpowiedzialne za konkretne pozytywne i negatywne funkcje. 

 

Zgodnie z teoretycznym modelem przewidującym aktywację roślinnych białek odporności 

(R), opartym na biochemicznych badaniach nad I-2, wiązanie ADP reprezentuje stan 

spoczynku białek NB-LRR, natomiast wymiana ADP na ATP powoduje ich aktywację. 

Hydroliza ATP może ten stan dezaktywować (Tameling i wsp., 2002;. Takken i wsp., 2006;. 

Tameling i wsp., 2006.). Aby sprawdzić poprawność tego modelu, wykonano biochemiczną 

analizę rekombinowanych białek R, otrzymanych z hodowli kultur bakterii E. coli lub 

hodowli komórek owadów. W ten sposób uzyskano pełnej długości białko MLA27 oraz 

skrócone warianty (CC-NB-ARC) białka Rx i białka I-2. Dalsza analiza biochemiczna miała 

na celu sprawdzenie ich zdolności wiazania jak i hydrolizy nukleotydów. Uzyskane wyniki 

pokazały, że otrzymane z hodowli kultur bakterii E. coli warianty białka Rx i I-2 nie 

wykazują specyficznej aktywności ATPazy. Nie zaobserwowano także wiązania nukleotydów 

przez badane konstrukty. Wyniki te mogą sugerować, że fragmenty białka Rx i I-2 uzyskane 

w tym systemie ekspresji nie posiadają właściwej konformacji. Jednocześnie zaobserwowano, 

że pełnej długości białko MLA27 otrzymane z hodowli komórek owadów było trwale 

związane z ADP. Wynik ten pokazuje, że zastosowany system ekspresji w przypadku tego 

białka nie zaburza jego konformacji. Ponadto dostarcza bezpośrednich dowodów 

potwierdzających model, że białka odporności (R) w stanie spoczynku rzeczywiście wiążą 

ADP. Mozliwość uzyskania prawidłowo sfałdowanego białka MLA27 daje także możliwość 

monitorowania zmian w jego konformacji spowodowanych dysocjacją czy ewentualnym 

ponownym wiązaniem ADP (wstępne doświadczenia są opisane w rozdziale 5). 
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